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How are you fixed for MITZ ?
If you are having trouble with clips, bring your problem to us. We
show here a few varieties, but these, mark you, are only a very
small selection from our range of thousands of CLIPS ... in every
possible shape, size and quantity - in phosphor -bronze, brass, steel,
stainless, plated . . . for every trade and profession.

And if you want a 'special' let TERRY'S Research Department
design for you - after all, we've got 98 years' experience behind us.

::::((isii(t(it(itiriiti:(1. ((se..

fly
Sole Makers:

HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD. REDDITCH (The Spring Specialists)
BIRMINGHAM  LONDON  MANCHESTER

and 5 very
popular' numbers'
80 and 81- general utility clips
- for tool racks, etc., from 1" to
2" from stock.

300-an exceptionally efficient
drawing board clip, 51- a doz.
(inc. p.t.) from stock.

257 - a useful clip in black
enamel, from (il" to

1364-a clip for kitchen cabinets
-- rustproof finishiiG

Really interested in springs?
This book - Spring Design and
Calculations - packed from cover
to cover with spring data, is yours post
free for 1216.

114TiA
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HANDS WANTED...
to put to good use the X-acto Burlington Hobby Chest, the finest hobby
knives and tools you can buy. The superb cabinet and tools are made in
England by folk who know that craftsmen strive always for perfection.
Every tool and blade designed for a specific job, scalpel sharp and made

of the finest surgical steel. See your nearest X-acto Agent-test the
balance and see the beautiful workmanship of these tools for yourself,

and you will realise why they bring

more skill to your fingertips

-act°
Burlington Hobby Chest

IT
consists of three

X-acto knives with a
set of interchangeable
blades, gouges and rou-
ters, a block plane, balsa
stripper, steel rule and
sanding block. Com-
plete with instructions.

X-acto single Knives from 3 -

X-acto blades are available
separately in packets.

5 short blades, straight 2/6

s short blades, curved 319
and 2 long blades, 2' -

Other X-acto Tool Kits from 23 -

Write for illustrated folder to:-

TRIX LTD. (Dept. A) I I OLD BURLINGTON ST. LONDON, W.I.

0

e

"Baker's"
N G

#:/:4t
QUICK-CLEAN.CERTAIN.ECONOMICAL

PRODUCT OF SIR Wm. BURNETT & CO.(Chemicals) LTD.
GREAT WEST ROAD ISLEWORTH MIDDLESEX ENGLAND

*.O.T8rown

TYPE
HEADPHONES

ADJUSTABLE STEEL REED
ENERGISING
COILS

RADIO
ME TAL

PIECESP

COBALT
STEEL
MAGNETS

SPUN ALVAINiuM DIAPHRAGM

The first choice of
RADIO OPERATORS
throughout the world

These headphones feature a High
Permeability Reed tuned to 1,000 cis.
and directly coupled to a conical aluminium
diaphragm. Earpieces individually adjust-
able while in use for sensitivity and
power -handling characteristic.
D.C. Resistance : 4,000 ohms.
Impedance : 16,000 ohms at 1,000 es.
The S. G. Brown range of headphones
covers types for many specific require-
ments. Details of the full range are
available in the illustrated Brochure
" PM "-sent on request.

*.(6. LUrown fftb.
SHAKESPEARE ST. WATFORD. HERTS.

Telephone: Watford 7241.
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SALVAGE. 6 VOLT RADIO SALE
RADIO CHASSIS. L7.17.6. Salvage but guaranteed. 6 volt, 2 amp. only. Switched fob gram. Latest, 5 valves,
3 bands. Made for Export. End drive, perfect for caravans, boats, cars, etc. Limited quantity. Carr. 4/6.

ft/GRAM. Salvage, end drive, A.C. or Universal. 3 bands. Guaranteed, £7.11.6. Plus carr. 4/6.

R/GRAM. New, latest, fully guaranteed. A.C. Chassis. Terms available. 3 band, 12 gns. ; 6 band model, 15 gns.
Push -Pull model available at 18 gns. Carr. FREE.

Special FFGRAM CHASSIS. By another manufacturer, 3 bands, latest valves guaranteed. ONLY E10.17.6. Carr. 4/6.

AUTO -CHANGERS. 3 speed. Salvage and re -conditioned as new, Collaro.
Full working order, less head at £7.17.6. Carr. 4/6. Brand new dual purpose crystal
heads can be supplied at 38/6. Or single speed heads, 25/9. Post 1/9.

AMPLIFIERS. Brand new (ex W.D. unused). Contains EF36, 2 transformers, 400
ohm relay, volume control, various condensers, resistors, etc. Case measures, Sin. x
Sin. 9/6. Post 1)6.

19,9. EXT. SPEAKERS. In Cabinet, or latest Baffle's. Low impedence, complete
with 5ft. lead. Buy your lady one for the kitchen or bed -side. Post 1/9.

T.V. TUBES. Limited stock, picture shown to callers, most makes. 9in., E3 ; 10in.
or I2in., E5 ; I5in., £6. Certified perfect. By post and insured, 15/6 extra.

POWER SUPPLY UNITS. Ex. No. 19 sets, but new and unused. 12 volts input.
2 H.T. output at 275 v. and .500 v., 47/6. Post 2/6. (ZA 3108.)

ROTARY CONVERTOR. Ex. W.D. but, brand new (unused) condition. Input
12 v. Output 200 v. at 50 rola. and 13 v. at 1.8 a., 12;6. Post 2/6.

CRYSTALS, GERMANIUM with 3 FREE circuits. Brand new by B.T.H. Long
wire ends, 2 3, post 6d. Also crystal set coils at 1/-, drawings FREE. Make a set for
the children.

POTENTIOMETERS. Unused 2 meg., log type, with switch, 3/6. Post 9d.

TUNING CONDENSERS. Store soiled. Two gang. .0005 mfd. Tested.

2/9 each. Post 6d.

RECTIFIERS. H.T., T V. type, guaranteed. 300 volts, 250 m/a. 11/9. Post 1/3,
Also 220 volts, 80 rri/a. 8/9. Post 1/3. Selenium type, 180 volts, 40 m/a. 3/9. Post 6d.

SUPPRESSORS. X.W.D. Mains interferance and noise eliminators for radio and
T.V. 8/9. Post 1/3. Connection diagram included. A fraction of original cost.

O.P. TRANSFORMERS. Store soiled. Match all normaIO.P. valves. 2 to 5 ohms
speech coil. Bargain offer, 1/9. Post 9d. Last few of purchase.

MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS. X.W.D. lust arrived, brand new condition.
In fully shielded case. 3/9. Post 9d.

PICK-UP TRANSFORMERS. NEW. Unused, E.M.I. type. Fully shielded, 3/9.
Post I;-.

1.F. TRANSFORMERS. NEW. Standard size, 465 kc/s, 3/9 each. Post 6d.

INDICATOR UNITS. Ex. W.D. Types 6C, 162, " L," etc. Valves and C.R.T.'s
only removed. Bargains as break-up units. 12/6 each. Carriage 416.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

DUKE & CO., LONDON,RD
ROAD, MANOR PARK,

E.I2 GRA. 6677
LATEST CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE FREE. SEND STAMPS FOR POST.

14AN1

47,1'
L
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44 AND 1`10"

Pelmanism
develops :--
-COli RAGE
-INITI ATI F
-.JUDGMENT
-WILL-POWER
-CONCENTR kTION
-SELF-CONFIDENCE

Pelmanism
eliminates :-

Worry
Pessimism
Depression
Frustration
Forgetfulness
Weakness of Will

TAKE UP PELMANISM
For Progress and Prosperity

PELMANISM is a working course in Practical Psychology
directed to the needs of the average man and woman.

The PelMan Course is based on over 50 years' intensive
study concurrent with experience in dealing with the
difficulties, failings, fears, aspirations and ambitions of more
than 750,000 men and women of all aged and occupations
in all parts of the world.

You would like your affairs to prosper and your income to
increase. Pelmanism will help you to achieve this and will
enable you to develop that zest far living which comes with
an awakened mind; also with quickened mental powers,
your awakened ability will enable you to enjoy those
purchasable pleasures that come with extra money.

HOW TO LEARN
LANGUAGES

The Pelman Languages
Institute teaches French
German, Spanish and
Italian without translation.
The Pelman method is ex-
plained infour little books,
one for each language.
Write for the book that in-
terests you and it will be
sent to you -by return,
together with a specimen
lesson, gratis and post
free. Reduced fees for
members of Her Majesty's
Forces. Pelona Languages
Institute, 130, Norfolk
Mansions. Wigmore Street,
London, W.1.

Reduced fees for members of Her Majesty's Forces
G/Ipp/y for Services Form)

Pelmanism is a true philosophy of living for ordinary
sensible people who wish to make the best Of themselves
at all times and under all circumstances.

Send for the Free Book
The Pelman Course is simple and interesting and takes

up very little time ; you can enrol on the most convenient
terms. The Course is fully described. in a book entitled
"The Science of Success," which wilt be sent, gratis and
post free, on application to :-

PELMAN INSTITUTE
130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore St., London, W.1

Established over 50 years.

POST THIS FREE COUPON TODAY
To the Pelman Institute,

130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore Street,
London, W.I. .

Please send me, gratis and post free, a copy of
" The Science of Success." -

Name
(Block letters, please)

Address

PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES :
DELHI, 10, Alipore Road. MELBOURNE, 396, Flinders
taste.. DURBAN, Natal Bank Chamber's (P.O. Box
1489). PARIS, 176 Boulevard ITaussmanu. AMSTER-
DAM, Prinsengracht 1021.

levs Spka, Blades
MARVEL 7" WOODT yler

4SPIRAL 6LADES

00-; METALBAND SAW
ftereAr PLASTICThe round

b lade is re-volutionary/
and essential.

The amazing blades with 360 deg. cutting edge are
incorporated in the compact, sturdily -made Tyler.
Marvel equipped with built-in ¢ h.p. single-phase
Hoover motor. The entire weight is only 651b. 8oz.
Saw speeds, 200, 400 and 750ft. per minute.
Complete, E33 (including spiral and flat blades and
guides).

Spiral Saws Ltd  Trading Estate Slough -Bucks

MECHANISE YOUR MODEL NOW I
1j30 H.P. KLAXON GEARED MOTOR. -Ideal for revolving
displays or TITLING DRUMS. Output 5 r.p.m., torque 15 lbs.
TYPE A for Operation on D.C. 200/240v. ... carr. 216
TYPE B for Operation on A.C. 200/240v. ... carr. 4/ -

Extra for variable speed 5 to 8 r.p.m., 10/-.
WE STOCK Geared Motors and Convertors of all types.

SUPER ROTARY CONVERTORS 24v. D.C. to 230v. A.C.
150 vA. In steel louvred cases with radio noise suppressor and
power factor condenser E9/10/-, carr. 10/ -

We are noted for Battery Chargers, Model Railway Power
Units, TRANSF., RECTIFIERS.
S.A.E. for new list stating requirements.

LAWRENCE FRANKEL MAIL ORDER,
134, Cranley Gardens, London, N.I0 CLI 6641 or TUDor 1404
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INDISPENSABLE
IN THE WORKSHOP
HANDY IN THE HOME

THE RAWLPLUG POPULAR OUTFIT
Larger sizes are obtainable.
Whatever your fixing problems, there's
a Rawlplug Device that will solve it
for you-easily and quickly. Rawlplugs
make neat and absolutely firm fixings
in any material from brick or tile to
stone or slate, with a size for every

screw from No. 3 up to On. coach screws.
Rawlplug Tools are easy to use and ensure a
perfect hole without damage to surrounding

surfaces. Other Rawlplug Devices include Rawlbolts for heavy
duty fixings, Rawlanchors and Toggle Bolts for thin or hollow
materials and Rawlclips for instant fixing of conduits and cables to
girders-a device in fact for every need.

SPIRAL
FLUTED

MASONRY
DRILLS

SOLDERING IRONS MAKES SOLDERING
CERTAIN AND SIMPLE

This is a guaranteed electric tool which will pay for
itself many times over by repairing and giving longer
life to metal household goods. In the workshop it is
indispensable. Supplied with Standard bit, Hatchet
or Pencil bit. Voltages I00, I IO, 200,1220, 230,'250.
Universal AC/DC.

DURIUM DRILLSWI-ANdirMIN
CAN BE USED IN A HAND BRACE
Spiral fluted masonry drills which can
be used' in a hand brace for boring clean
round holes easily and quickly in brick,
stone, marble, tile, etc. They have fifty

times the life of ordinary drills because the Durium Carbide tip is
harder than any metal or alloy. Sizes from 5'32in. to tin. diam.,
and in long lengths for penetrating right through walls.
B410 F

DUROFIX
The indispensable adhesive for
instant use on crockery, glass,
wood, metal, celluloid and the
thousand and one things
handled by the hobbies enthus-
iast. Instant drying, insulating,
waterproof and heatproof. Duro-

fix is grand for repairs to
electrical, sports and leather
goods. Durofix Thinner
and Remover is sold in
handy 2 oz. bottles.

PLASTIC WOOD
APPLIED LIKE PUTTY, DRIES LIKE WOOD
Can be cut, planed, polished and painted
like wood. Will take nails and screws
like wood. It does not blister, crack or

decay. Rawlplug Plastic Wood is
actually the best quality product of
its kind on the market. Plastic
Wood Softener and Remover is
sold in handy 2 oz. bottles.

PaASt/RE AND PRO

SILK SCREEN PRINTER
with ALL SUPPLIES

& FREE COURSE !

PRINTS IN SIX COLOURS This is the
great new

printing and "colouring process for amateurs or
Professionals alike and all handicraft workers. Its
Versatility is enormous. It will print a few copies, or
hundreds, to a professional standard, in solid colours.
or intricate designs, on cloth, paper, wood. etc. -Print
notices, greeting cards, drawings, paintings in full
colour, photographs, type -script. Fluorescent colours,
suede flock and novelty finishes, transfer papers for printing
your own transfers also available. Can also be used as
first-rate duplicator with any typewriter. Nowhere
else is such a large and comprehensive outfit offered
for so little money. Hundreds of customers testify
to the quality and amazing value. Do not miss this
opportunity.
-ON PAPER, WOOD, CLOTH, PLASTIC'S. etc.
AMERICAN PUBLISHERS SERVICE

(Graphic Arts Div.),
DOCKING ROAD, SEDGEFORD, NORFOLK

This IS the

BARGAIN OF THE YEAR
COMPARE THE VALUE

SEE WHAT YOU GET!
Large 16in. x 12in. PRINT-
ING FRAME. Stout Lamin-

ated WOODEN BASE.
Patented ADJUSTABLE
HINGES (for printing on

material up to tin. thick).
Fine Quality SQUEEGEE

SIX CONTAINERS COL-
OURS -Red, Blue, Yellow,

Green, Black, White.
STENCIL FILM (design
traced and applied with hot

iron).
STENCIL CUTTERS and
HOLDER. Register Guides,

Masking Tape, etc., etc.
And FREE 10/- COURSE
giving step by step procedure
for every application of pro-
cess, including PHOTO
STENCILS, DAYGL 0,

FLOCK finishes, etc.
for 47/6 paid

REFUND GUARANTEED
IF NOT APPROVED

WITHIN 7 DAYS.

MAKE MONEY-making casts

with VINAMOLD
A grand spare -time occupation

WITHOUT any previous experience, you can mass-
produce any object from a chessman to a candlestick,
statuette or model ship, in plaster, resin, concrete, etc.
... with " V1NAMOLD," the flexible mould that gives
the BEST results. Easy to work, can be used over and
over again. Needs NO special equipment, provides a
profitable and enjoyable spare -time occupation wills
minimum outlay.
Write for full details and instructions. Also avail-
able : Illustrated booklet describing " VINAMOLD,"
methods of heating and melting, preparation of models
and moulds, etc. Price 1/6 post free, from :-

VINATEX LIMITED (Dept. P.M.2a), CARSHALTON, SURREY.

GANII AG E S
ONE OF BRITAIN'S FINEST SELECTIONS

OF HAND AND MACHINE TOOLS
Centrally situated-served by Buses, Tubes and Trains from all parts.

Extensive Car Park opposite.

LIST
PRICE
f18

BAXTUL '
FLEXIBLE. SHAFT DRIVE
£5. 10 OFF LIST PRICE

Ideal for light grinding operations
on castings, pottery, sheet metal,
welds and light metal. Takes plain
profile wheels up to 3in. diameter.
Shaft sizes lft. x 8mm.

h.p. motor, A.C., 3,000 E12.10
r.p.m. A.C. only.

Or 63'. Deposit and 10 20/9monthly Payments of
Corr. and Pkg. 5'- Fog. and 1.1 ales.

Black and Decker No. 44
ORBITAL SANDER

EnSures uniform satin smooth finish. Cannot gouge or
burn surface. Ten times faster than hand sanding. Sanding
surface 31 x 9in. Weight
51 lb. Overall -Length
91in. Width 3-11/16in.
Height 6-7/16in. Platen
orbits per min, 4,250.
Dia. of orbit 3/16in.
Universal A. C. / D. C.
Motor, norm 200;230,
235,250 volts. Equipment
includes 2 eacn coarse,
medium 8.6
fine abra- f12.10sive sheets.
or 63!. dep. and 17 211/9
mthly payments o

Descrip! i re
Leaflet Free.

LIST
PRICE
£18

TUSCAN '
BENCH GRINDER
at a SAVING of 60/-
li3 h. p. 230:250 volts, 50 cycles,
2,880 r.p.m., single phase.
Limited number only. Fitted
with two Iin. wheels.

DAMAGES'
PRICE

or 72/6 deposit and 12
monthly payments of L II//-
Carr. & Pkg. 10,'- En©. & Wales,

Scot. 15,-.

*Orders value £5 sent
earr. paid within 50
miles of Holborn.

TOOLS
and

Motor Car
Accessories
List Free.

Bargains in ELECTRIC MOTORS
Gamages' Prices practically represent manufac-
turer's cost. Drip -proof. Squirrel cage, induction
motors, split -phase start, 1.425 r.p.m.

QUARTER 11.P. 1/2 H.P. HOOVER
220,230 volts, S P 220/230 volts. Capaci-

Usual!), /650 for start. 1,425 r.p.m.
' Todacs ri 4 , ,

.66 . 15 value £10 di 1 .1 I .11
Carr. F- Pkg. Eng. & hales 6,3, Scot. I!9

DAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1 HOLborn 8484
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I.C.S TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than ever -Maximum production
depends on high technical skill, such
as that acquired by I.C.S. Students

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE TRAINED
MEN ARE URGENTLY NEEDED NOW
-BUT THERE IS NO WORTH -WHILE

PLACE FOR THE UNTRAINED

Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through

I.C.S. Home -Study Courses. So also can you.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects

listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.

Accountancy
Air Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry and Joinery
Chemistry, I. & 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Concrete Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering

Electric Power, Light -
in g, Transmission,
Traction

Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Foremanship
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Maintenance Eng.
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
MechanicalEngineering
Mining Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanics

Motor Vehicle Elec.
Municipal Engineering
Plumbing
Production Engineering
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Television Technology
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodwork Drawing
Works Engineering

Students intending to sit for examinations in Architecture, Quantities, Civil Eng.,
Mech. Eng., and others, should enrol NOW for preparatory Courses.
Using a specially prepared Study Programme, the student studies in his spare
time, at his own pace and, with time for revision, sits with full confidence of
success.
Courses are also available for General Certif. of Education and most other Techni-
cal, Professional, Commercial, Civil Service Exams.

(I.C.S. Examination Students are coached until successful.)
Moderate fees include ALL books required.
REDUCED TERMS TO H.M. FORCES.

If you need technical training, our advice concerning your work and your
career is yours for the asking-without obligation. Let us send our special

free booklet on the subject in which you are specially interested.

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Dept. I69A, I.C.S., 71, KINGSWAY, W.C.2.
CUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 169A, International Buildings, Kingsway, London W.C.2.

Please send me the free booklet on

Name
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney. Egypt : 40, Sharia Abdel Khalek Sarwat
Pasha, Cairo. Eire : 3, North Earl Street, Dublin. India : Lakshmi Bldg., Sir Pherozsha
Mehta Rd., Fort, Bombay. New Zealand : 182, Wakefield eet, Wellington. N. Ireland :
26, Howard Street, Belfast. South Africa : Dept. L., 45, Short market Street, Cape Town.

DIESELS
FOR YOUR

MODELS
E.D. .46 BABY
Specification : Core R.P.M.
9,000-12,000. Height I 9t in.
Stroke * in. cu. capacity 0.46 c.c,
B H.P. 0.04. Weight 1.4 oz. with
tank. Length n, in. Width It in.

Fuel Control placed
at 30 deg. for easy
access.

Price 42.12.3

C.D. 3.46 c.c. HUNTER
Developing 10.000 r.p.m. the three -
forty -six is one of the finest engines
for control -line and stunt flying.
Stroke 0.625 in.,
height 3 in., width
1# in., length 4# in.,
weight 54 oz.

Price E3.18.6
(Watercooled

c5.9.3)

E.D. 2.46 c.c.
RACING ENGINE
Specially designed for use
as a diesel, glo-plug or
spark ignition engine, the

2.46 develops
over / h.p. at
14,000 r.p.m.
plus. Total
weight 5 oz.
Price 63.18.6
(Watercooled
65.9.3)

ORDER THROUGH YOUR

E.D. I c.c. (BEE)
A compact little motor with an
overall height of 21 in. Weight
2i dz. Bore 0.437 in, static
thrust 12 oz., stroke 0.400
r. p.m., 7,000 plus.

Price £2.14.9
(Watercooled, 43.16.3)

E.D. 2 c.c. COMPETITION
SPECIAL
Gives 23 oz. static thrust and in-
corporates vernier compression
adjustment. Height 3 in., width

MODEL SHOP Pr
1#

ice
in.,

E3.1 .9
lengt

(Water[ ool ed
weight

,L4.10.3
51- oz.

E. .ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD.DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
1223 18.VILLIERS ROAD. KINGSTON -ON-THAMES, SURREY, ENGLAND.

Plastic Marble
KARLENITE-the entirely new Karlene artificial Stone for casting Bookends,

Ashtrays, Wall -vases, Statuettes, etc. Sets rock hard with a scintillating crystalline
structure like marble or alabaster for colour, veining, texture, density and hardness.
It is enormously strong, highly resistant to heat, impervious to water. Natural'
" veining " can be simulated in any colour. A range of pigments is available for this',
purpose. Most attractive marble effect in models, plaques and statuary.

Make your own Elastomold

Flexible Moulds
ELASTOMOLD-high quality synthetic rubber for making flexible moulds which

faithfully reproduce the most minute details of ornamentation and surface texture.
ELASTOMOLD is permanent and ideal for repetition casting of plaques, bookends,
ashtrays, and art models. Moulds can be taken from any type of material including
Karlenite, wood, metal, plaster, cement, stone, glass, ivory. ELASTOMOLD has
great dimensional stability, but flexes easily for the release of cast without damage
to fine detail or undercuts. ELASTOMOLD is simple to use and fully recoverable.

Send for full details of this new, fascinating and profitable craft.
KARLENA ART STONE COMPANY LTD.

PLASTICS 2.F. DIVISION,
KARLENA HOUSE 270/272, OXFORD ROAD, MANCHESTER, 13

SCIENTIFIC STUDENTS,
KEEN PHOTOGRAPHERS &
anyone needing a good reliable Balance at

a really

REASONABLE PRICE

should secure a " COURIER " Precision
Balance Outfit (Pat. App. for) with which
to build for themselves this Balance from
genuine commercial balance parts, including
real AGATE bearings, steel knives, brass

pans and fittings.
Capacity : 100 grm. Scnsivity . 10 mgrm.

These outfits are designed and produced by Balance specialists,
Complete, with full instructions and blueprint. From your usual supplier or direct.

Price

WILLIAM A. WEBB LTD. (DEPT. C) 47/6
1.9, Perrymans Farm Road, ILFORD, ESSEX, ENG. (UK postage If-)
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0-6-0 TANK LOCOMOTIVE

;in. SCALE
(BURRELL TYPE)

TRACTION
ENGINE

A specially prepared
set of castings
simplify the construc-
tion of this popular
working model.
Write for " How to
Build a Traction
Engine." This book
describes construc-
tion stage by stage.
Price 1/..

A Powerful Model for Amateur Construction
Walschaert or Baker Valve Gear-Coal

Fired Boiler
This powerful Locomotive will pull loads up to
728 lbs. Simplicity of construction is the keynote
of the design. All parts can be machined on a
lathe of 3J,in. or 4in. centres.

we can supply parts alreadyAlternatively
machined.
A complete set of detailed drawings comprising
II sheets are supplied, together with all

necessary information to
simplify making and
assembling and to ensure a
completely successful result.

Write for "Model Shipping and
Engineering Catalogue." A Manual
every model engineer will want to
possess. Give the ref. MS/12

Price 2,1-.

BASSET T-LOWKE LTD.
Head Office and Works, NORTHAMPTON.

London : 112 High Holborn, W.C.1. Manchester: 28 Corporation St.

THE ULTRA LENS AIDS PRODUCTION
This unequalled
electric magnifier
is of the most
modern design
and has proved
its extreme
and sustained
usefulness to
countless indus-
trial firms en-
gaged on minute
examination of sur-
faces of every con-
ceivable object. egi
The ULTRA LENS has won the
enthusiasm of technical experts
especially in the field of engineer-
ing, and is used extensively in collieries,
foundries, electricity works, too; shops,
forges, motor works, and practically every
branch of the engineering trade.

Write today for full particulars and price list to

Whether you are manufacturing, buying or selling,
there are occasions when you have to submit
some objects to a very close scrutiny. At
these times the ULTRA LENS becomes

indispensable.
Triple lenses ensure distort ion -free

magnification and eliminate the
necessity for adjustment of

focus. The focus is
always perfect.The ULTRA

LENS achieves
a six -fold

magni
fication

a/13
brini 1I -

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY

iantly-
lit field

which is
sh ado cv less.

Oxenden Street.,
London, S.W.I.

WHAT A GIFT
Everyone can draw "'he TRACERGRAPH

(REG.)

Traces, Enlarges Illustra-
tions, Maps, Etchings, Signs,
Fashion Styles, Rug Sten-
cils, Embroidery Designs,
Photographs, Drawing s,
etc., etc.
MAJOR, I 2,.2,' 3, 3 4,
5, 6, 7, 8 Times, 7/6.
JUNIOR, 1 2, 2!, Times,
3/6.
(WORLD WIDE POSTAL SERVICE)

Post Free with Instructions
from :

THE TR taRGRkPli MFG. CO., GORDON, 8, PEEL, I.o.M.

IT IS SIMPLE TO MAKE

ELECTRIC
BLANKET
FOR COLDER

NIGHTS

COUNTLESS

THOUSANDS

ALREADY MADE

AND IN REGULAR USE
With all necessary heater cable and
easy -to -follow blueprint. For 21)0-

250 volts A.C. or D.C.
ann. x 3Cin on
(Single bed) post free.
COi n. x Tgiln. gni
(Double bed) vv!" post free.
Blueprint only (either size), 138

post tree.

TEST METER
FOR AC/DC

CPE RATION

THIS

143

LUXURIOUS

For personal use, or as a
much -valued gilt, an electric
blanket is the ideal thing.
end it's so much cheaper to
make one from the materials
we supply for it. When made,
Your blanket Is equal in all
respects to those costing
many times more in the
shops. Current consumption
Is negligible and the benefits
it gives are beyond measure.
Absolutely safe. Easy to
make. This blanket is a
boon to health and comfort.

ANEROID BAROMETER
AS SOLD FOR 5 Gni.

YOURS 51
FOR

DEPOSIT
Balance by monthly

payments of

or 55i- GASH

A well -made and accurate instrument
of handsome appearance and great
sensitivity. Offered at halt' the usual
price. BRAND NEW and
order. Make splendid gifts.

First era e moving -iron meter of great accuracy
and robe t construction. Indispensable to all who
have to do with radio, electrical circuits, etc.
BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED. Offered at

exceptionally favourable
AMMETERS price. 0-25 v., 0-255

11-s amp or 0-10 Amp.
F.s.d. llin. dial v. A.C.1D.C. 0-25 19/

,,os,nge 1/- any model. projection mounting. mA., A.C.iD.C.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL CATALOGUE-Send 3d. in Stamps.

MAGSTATS
SPECIAL THERMOSTATS

taw

o A Illt Y 1 AMP. A.C.
O ADJUSTABLE FROM 5C-220° F.
o IDEAL FOR TIIE 110N11: AQUAR-

IUM
Measures only Illn. x fin. x lie. The
Magstat (shown here with coverre-
moved) incorporates ingenious magnetic
snap action and is fully controllabletrom
50-220° F. Applications to which it may
be put are very many, and a fully descrip-
tive leaflet will be sent on receipt of
S.A.E. The Magstat has a Post Office

Eng. Dept. certified compliance

5/6 Postage 3d.

When you buy front Technical Services Co.,
ycu buy with a difference. The bargains
we offer each month are brand-new
quality lines, very favourably priced and all
orders are given personal attention. We
invite enquiries, and will always gladly
advise without obligation. Please send S.A.E.
for matters other than orders requiring a

HIGH QUALITY GUARANTEED

HAIR DRYER
YOURS 5

FOR DEPOSIT

Balance by monthly Payments
of 11/-.

A soundly made, brand new hair-
dryer. Blows hot or cold as
desired. Has many other useful
applications. Will give years
of unfailing service. For 200/
250 v. A.C. or D.C.

Cash Pelee 68/ -
BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED.

BRAND-NEW PRECISION BUILT

ELECTRIC MOTORS
For Use Where Accuracy is Essential

UNIVERSAL A.C./D.C. 230,250v.
BRAND NEW,
PREC I S I O NBUILT. 3.4in.
long x Sin. be-
tween fixing cen-
tres ; shaft diem.
Ain., extending
lin. 25 watts ; 6,000
r.p.m. running :
light ; built - in
suppressor.
A real precision
job. Applicationsinclude Hair-

dryers, Drink and Food Mixers, etc.
Four -blade Fan to fit the spindle *8/..
for 2,' -each. Post tid P

mTNT TECHNICAL SERVICES CO
SHRUBLAND WORKS  BANSTEAD  SURREY

Telephone : BURGH HEATH 3830.
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'FOBCO
STAR'

DRILLING MACHINE
A PRECISION BUILT MACHINE

OF ADVANCED DESIGN

Specification : Capacity, ?in. ; distance
centre of chuck to column, bin. spindle
travel, 31in. ; max. distance chuck to
base, 151n. : table, glin. square ; base,
15in. x 9in. ; column 55 mm. diam. ;
motor. 1,3rd 1,425 r.p.m. ; speed range,
4260/199011020/475 ; net weight. 140-lbs.
Single phase machine with No. 1 M.T.

spindle. bench. £34.13.0: pedestal,
539.11.0.

Three phase machine as above. bench,
532.11.9 ; pedestal, 537.9.9.

Single phase machine fitted Jacob chuck,
bench. 535.8.9 ; pedestal, 540.0.9.

Three phrase machine as above,
bench £33.7.6-; pedestal. 538.5.6.
Extras and Accessories; :
Mortising attachment complete with
lin. chisel and bit, £5.10.0.
Chuck guard. 121-. Crease gun. 1I13.
All models available on our well-
known " OUT OF INCOME " TERMS.
Examples :-
Single phase machine fi t t ed
Jacobs chuck £35.8.9. Deposit
58.17.9. and 12 monthly payments of
50,11. Carriage paid out (mainland
only).

A. J. REEVES & Co.
416, MOSELEY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, 12
Grams " Reevsco, Birmingham." Phone : CALthorpe 2554

"THE CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE"

Miniature Motors. U.S.A. make, 2f x
I lin. 3/16in. spindle with detachable
worm drive, 12124 volt, 10/-.
New Oldham, 2 v. 16 A.H. Accumu-
lators, 7f in. x 4in. x 2in., 8/6.
Powerful small Blower Motors, 24 v.
A.C./D.C., 14/6. As used for the Hedge
Trimmer.
12/24 v. Blower Motors, as used for
Car Heater, 22/6. Ref. 10 KB/11S.
Transformers, Input 200/240 v. Sec.
tapped 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24-30
volts at 2 amps., 21/6. 12 months'
guarantee. This is ideal for use with
Blower Motors.
Selenium Rectifiers F. W. 12-6 volt, I A.,
8/6. 3 A., 14/6. 4 A., 2316. 6 A., 30/-.
24 v. 2 A., 30/, 250 v. 100 mA. H. W.,9/..
250 v. 80 mA., 6/6. 275 v. 250 mA., 1776.
D.P.D.T. Relays. Operate at 200/300
volts D.C., 8/6. D.P. Make and Break,
8/6. Any combination or voltage can
be supplied at varying prices.
0-5 amp. 2" Square M/c Ammeters,) 1/-.
Multimeter Kits with 21 in. calibrated
M/C meter, reads volts 3, 30, 150, 300
and 600. MA 0-60. Ohms 0-5,000, 25/6.
Compass Mountings each contains 4
Brass Pistons and Cylinders 14in. x 3in.
Ex. Dia. iin. Bore, 4/6.
M/c Microphones with matched trans-
former, 15/6.
I6in. Wall Fans. Reversible. 240 v.
A.C. Complete with starter Switchbox.
Made by Keith Blackman. L3/101-.
Rheostats. 12 v. I A., 216.
LATEST CAR LIGHTS FLASHER UNIT
6 OR 12 v., 17/6. STATE POLARITY.
Fishing Rod Aerials. Set 3, 7/6.
6 v. Vibrator Units, complete. Output
250 v. 60 mA., 22/6.
TR. I 196. Transmitter Section. NEW
and complete - less valves - 4.3-6.7
Mc/s. Easily converted. I5/-. Valves
are EF50, TT I I, EL32, set 25/-.

All Carriage Paid in U.K.

THE RADIO &
ELECTRICAL MART

253, Portobello Rd., London, W.II
Pork 6026

tHateitein, Branches
are ready to deal with your

Cape r." on the spot

Every Halden branch is
fully equipped and ready
to produce photo copies
of plans, deeds, documents,
etc., by any of the usual
processes. To the larger
users, Haldens offer a range
of the most modern
equipment for the pro-
duction of their o w n
photo copies. In con-
nection with the pro-
duction o f maps,
Haldens are licensed by
the Controller of H.M.
Stationery Office to
reproduce Ordnance

Survey Maps
in one
colour.

4** OF MANCHESTER

J. HALDEN & Co., 8, Albert Square, MANCHESTER, 2
Branches et: tendon, Newcastle .on-Tyne, Birmingham, Glasgow, Leeds and Bristol

giateladftwitha,
MASON MASTER

It is a well-known fact that even the hardest building
materials yield at once to the immensely hard tung-
sten carbide tip of the Mason Master.
MASO PLUGS and Mason Master drill bits form an

ideal combination. Send for free samples of
these new and superior plugs. Special
grinding wheels for re -sharpening Mason
Master drills are now available -your dealer
has full details.

Write for particulars of the new Mason Master
Controlled Power Portable Drill, specially designed

for masonry drilling, and illustrated booklet " L " for full
range of Mason Master Products.
JOHN M. PERKINS & SMITH LTD.
LONDON ROAD WORKS, BRAUNSTON, NEAR RUGBY, ENGLAND

Telephone : Braunston 238 Telegrams : Drills, Braunston, Rugby

,r":,,-4/,,,,.,,,v,...,,.... - if,,/.,:.e,

-4,This HOPKINS 'MINOR' FLEXIBLE SHAFT y
is the newest addition to our range and has

"....

a 3ft. shaft rotating on BALL RACES complete
with 1 in. drill chuck, lin. shank on driving end
and amply guarded with substantial outer casing.
FULLY ADAPTABLE -can be fitted to Drilling
Machines, Electric Drill or any prime mover.
Special lengths quoted for.

r PR.fe:g,

'' WILL LAST A LIFETIME

ediate delivery. Cash with order to :

* USEFUL FOR HUNDREDS OF JOBS

PRICE £3 3s. 9d. plus 2s. postage. Imrri-

* LIGHTWEIGHT * ROBUST DESIGN

Wi -424- "5

VIVIAZ

E. C. HOPKINS LTD. (DEPT : P.M.2)
Grosvenor St. West, BIRMINGHAM 16.
Est. 33 years. Trade enquiries invited.

SELECTOR SWITCH BOX. Containing15 orioff toggle switches, alco enclosed
terminal block, size 7In. x 4in. x 2in.
Price 101, Post 1;5. Ideal for model
railways. etc. Similar to illustration.
MOVING con. METERS. 2in. 0-50 names.
4Boravnodlt n. elw0/ .a.rid boxed, 9.6. Post Ditto.
ROLLS ROYCE COOLANT PUMPS.
EnngeMepodsrti2ven. Suitable for water or oil.
SELECTOR UNITS. Type W8387. Contain-
ing large solenoid. 20 ohms. Will operate
on six volts by two pairs of contacts. Two
other pairs of contacts are also fitted.
but are not operated by solenoid. 10 -way
Belling socket. The unit is mounted on a
brass panel 41n. x 8in. with two brass angle
brackets, approx. 3M. x 3M. Price 5/-.Post 1/9. These are in new condition.
INDICATOR LAMP HOLDERS. Nickel -
Plated. Approx. lin. diem. bevel. Takes
ordinary screw -in type lamps. Illuminated
numbers. Set of 10 separate lamp holders
with numbers 1-10. Price 12,8. Post 1/6.VIBRATOR PACKS. 24 volt input, 110
volt D.C. about 40 mA. output. Complete
with 12 -volt vibrator, stabiliser VS/110/A.
Complete in metal case. New and boxed,

-.VALVES. Ref. 5U513
0121/L6 each.i3IDILUTIONN2/

for 12v. working, complete with 3ft of2 -core cable. This unit is really an electro-
magnetic valve suitable for controlling air
or liquids. 4;8. Post 1;3.
BOOST GAUGES. 2in. dial, scaled from
minus 6 to plus 8. Luminous pointer.
Brand new and boxed. 3/6. Suitable aspressure gauge. Post 11,
AMP METERS MOVING COIL. 5In. scale.
Pressed steel black enamel cases. Range0 to 14 amps. with fitted external shunts.
Basic meter movement 75 m.v. F.s.d. Brand
new and boxed 301-. Post 1/9. This is one
of the best Sin. meters we have handled for
some time.
Our large new 26 page fist No. 10 now
available. Price 6d. inland, 2/- overseas

airmail.
A. T. SALLIS,

93, North Road, Brighton, Sussex.
Tel: Brighton 25806
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An Unrepeatable Offer .. !
A TWO SPEED

GRAMOPHONE UNIT
For only 32/6 (Post & Packing 2/6)

* FPI 0--4-pole motor of advanced design
assureslow rumble and vibration factor.

* Instantaneous speed variation (wow)
at an absolute minimum.

* Self-lubricating bearings employed
throughout ensure quiet running, long
life and freedom front

All B.S.R. GRAMOPHONE
MOTORS are first class, but we
particularly recommend the Dual
Speed Motor Unit Type MU.I0,
which is designed for all high-

grade instruments where
the ultimate in motor per-
formance is desired. The
high degree of manufactur-
ing precision makes it ideal
for long playing (33,1, r.p.m.)
and standard (78 r.p.m.)
recordings.

* 10in. dia. heavy pressed steel turn -table.
* Ideal for use with any type of magnetic

or crystal pick-up, but we particularly
recommend the Ronette Miniweight
Crystal Pick-up with interchangeable
heads.

* Fully guaranteed and in original cartons.

Recommended with the M.U.10 is the
MINIWEIGHT CRYSTAL PICK-UP by RONETTE
An extremely lightweight and
very low price. Attractively styled
up incorporates a " Finger-
tip " quick release cartridge
locking screw. It is one of the
lightest weight pick-ups yet
made, giving realistic repro-
duction, crisp and free of
flutter. This extremely high -
frequency response is un-
obtainable with any other low-
priced pick-up.
The Miniweight Standard Pick-up
with 2 interchangeable heads
for 78 and L.P. 69/6
The Miniweight 14,000 cis
Response Pick-up with 2 heads
for 78 and L.P. 76'3

E. & G. MAIL ORDER
SUPPLY CO.

high fidelity production at a
in lightweight ivory plastic, this pick -

The Radio Centre 33 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I. MUS 6667

Lay Your Own Floors
Oak Flooring Blocks Free of Licence

PRICE

19/ 6
PER

SQ. YD.

CARRIAGE

EXTRA

FULL

DETAILS,

SAMPLE

AND
LAYING

INSTRUC-
TIONS

ON
APPLICA-

TION

Hardwood floors are not difficul to lay on concrete
or wooden sub -floors. We supply kiln dried
flooring blocks accurately manu actitred from Prime
quality Scandinavian Oak ready for laying with full
instructions. At a modest cost you can transform
concrete or wooden surfaces into a beautiful
polished Oak Parquet floor that will last a lifetime,

and add to the value of your property.

THE SURREYBOARD CO. LTD.
(DEPT. P.M.),

72, HIGH STREET, CROYDON, SURREY

A REAL BARGAIN !
Light alloy bench vices.
3in. jaws, as illustrated.

. Robust construe- I
ul

13
Mon. Post free. only 

R.A.F. BOMB
RELEASE HOOK

A beautiful piece of
all -steel mechanism.
extra strong with
trigger snap action.
Has a variety of uses

In Mechanics and the lift Post
making of novelties. Only I/ V free.

REBATE PLANES
in. long, ltin. blade.

made of selected
hardwood. Ter -
rifle value at iiit/
Unrepeatable at this
price. Pont free.

AO

Brand-new CALIPERS
At amazing low prices !
6in. inside. outside 118
12in. inside only 4'3
8in. inside only 39
6in. odd leg 2'6

Post free.

STEEL RULES =
6in. single -sided ...
6in. double -sided

121n. single -sided
12In. double -sided
at. (folding) ..

Postage (1 or 2). 3d.

.... 1/6

2 13
...

&3;3

TAPS AND DIES
AT REAL BARGAIN PRICES

Example : Circular Dies L.H. & R.H. lin..
Gin.. 5 16in. B.S.F., each. 0.BA to 10.BA,
2,- each. B.S.C., B.S.P., Whit.
Also in stock : Taps : B.S.F.. Metric. Whit..
B.S.P., B.A. and B.S.C. Various sizes in
stock from 64. Send for detailed list.

10
er

286-302
Camberw ell Rd.,

/. 4.' 4,4 LONDON, S.c.5,
v

4.

,

Branches at

ll 414i
Shepherd's Bush.

Norbury.

Watford.

. Edgware Rd..

I

I! I! t I .

MARBLE ARCH
SUPPLIES

See
'Phone Directory,

(Page 3268)

PICTURE
MARQUETRY

by

MODELCRATI
PICTURE MARQUETRY. a modern
development of the age-old craft of
Marquetry. a fascinating hobby for all
ages and both sexes. It produces worth
while pictures of lasting beauty in colour-
ful veneer woods, ideal as home decora-
tions or the embellishment of trays,
firescreens. etc.
MODELCRAFT LTD. are happy to an-
nounce the issue of a new series of Marquetry Kits entitled " The Romance of Sail." The
first kit In the series is depicted in the drawing, and is entitled " Westward Ho."
The kit includes : Hardboard Backing Panel. selected Veneers (12 types). Ilot Iron Transfer,
Translucent Tracing Sheets, Black and Yellow Carbon Paper. Garnet Pager (2 grades), lull
colour Picture Guide and 8 -page Instruction Booklet.
Overall size inc. border, 12in. x 10in.
" Westward Ho " Marquetry Kit, price 164. including P.T. Packing and Carriage 9d. extra.
From all Hobby and Handicraft stores, or direct from

MODELCHAvr LTD.. 77, (L) GROSVENOR RD., LONDON, S.W.1.

BRITAIN'S LEADING STOCKISTS OF

"PERSPEX"
SHEET ROD - TUBE
II WHITWORTH STREET - MANCHESTER, I

Telephones : CENtral 7081-2 and 1000

The NEW

AQUALUX
MUFFLE FURNACE
tor" BOTTLED GAS"

or COAL GAS
These highly efficient furnaces
have now been modified to
operate off '' bottled " gas
curls ts Calor. Pyrogas, etc.
Type " A " for temperatures-
uo to 1,000 deg. C. Type ' 13 "
for temperatures up to 1,250
dog. C. Each available in 5 sizes.

Sand for literature.

AQUALUX LTD.
113. EMILY ST., BIRMINGHAM, 12

Tel.: CAL thorpe 1161
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

RE
TO AMBITIOUS

ENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities"?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
is now available-without charge-to all who arc anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS - NO FEE"

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion, and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT ?
MECHANICAL

ENGINEERING
Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main-
tenance - Draughtsman-
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die
& Press Tool Work-Weld-
ing-Production Eng.-
Jig & Tool Design-Sheet
Metal Work-Works Man-
°gement - Mining - Re-
frigeration-Metallurgy.

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile Eng.-
Motor Maintenance &
Repairs - High Speed
Diesel-Garage Mngrnent.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Elec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced Elec.
Technology - Installations
Draughtsmanship-Supply
-Maintenance - Design
-Electrical Traction -
Mining Electrical Eng..-
Power Station Equipment.
etc.

CIVIL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Civil Eng.-Sanitary
Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Road Eng. - Reinforced
Concrete-Geology.

RADIO
ENGINEERING

Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
Servicing, Maintenance &
Repairs-Sound Film Pro-
iection - Telegraphy -
Telephony- Television
C. & G. Telecommunica-
tions.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation-Architectural
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying - Clerk of Works
- Carpentry and joinery
-Quantities -Valuations

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE'
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.P.E., B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A., A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.San.I., F.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS,
COMMON PRELIM., GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, SHAKESPEARE HSE.,

17-19, STRATFORD PLACE,

LONDON, W.1.

Phone : MAYfair 0812

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

lir HOW to get a better paid, more
" interesting job.

HOW to qualify for rapid pro-
motion.

HOW to put some valuable
PN fetters after your name and

becomes a " key -man " . . .

quickly and easily.

4, HOW to benefit from our free
^ Advisory and Appointments Depts.

*WHERE
today's real opportunities

are . . . and HOW you can take
advantage of the chances you
are now missing.

4 HOW, irrespective of your age.
^ education or experience, YOU

can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you,
144 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than fis a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

TO: B.I.E.T. 410A, SHAKESPEARE

HOUSE, 17-19, STRATFORD PLC.,

LONDON, W.1.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

NAME

Only
stamp is

needed if
posted in an

unsealed envilope.

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

11/

I
I
II

I
I
I

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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JANUARY,
1954

VOL. XXI
No. 241

PRACTICAL
MECHANICS

The " Cyclist," "Practical Motorist," and "Home Movies" are temporarily incorporated.

FAIR COMMENT

"Life in 2000 A.D."
THE Royal Society of Arts will reach

its bi-centenary in March of this
year, and with this in mind its

Council has arranged, in addition to
various other celebrations to commem-
orate the Society's past achievements, a
competition which will focus attention
upon the future. It was announced at the
inaugural meeting of the two hundredth
session of the Society, when H.R.H. the
Duke of Edinburgh, as President, was in
the chair.

The Society offers prizes totalling
£Soo, the largest being £250, for concep-
tions of life on this planet in the year
2000 and forecasts (in visual or written
form), are invited of the future develop-
ments which may be looked for in some
particular aspect of life related to Arts,
Manufactures and Commerce, the field
of the Society as defined in its full and
original title. For example, a com-
petitor might give his ideas of what trans-
port, housing, food or clothing may be
like in 2000. The chief criterion in
assessing the entries will be originality.

Full terms and conditions relating to
the competition, together with registra-
tion forms, may be obtained from the
Secretary, Royal Society of Arts, John
Adam Street, London, W.C.2. Registra-
tion forms must be completed and
returned together with an entry fee of 1/-,
by February 15th, 1954, and the actual
competitive material submitted by June
3oth, 1954.

Entries may be in written or visual
form (drawings or models, with any
necessary explanation in writing). In
the former case they must be type-
written and in English and must not
exceed 3,000 words.

The quality which will be most looked
for in the entries is originality, but the
judges will bear in mind, particularly,
the degree to which the forecasts are
concerned with practical matters. The
year 2000 has been chosen by the Society
as a focus for speculation because, while
a period of 46 years would allow for the
origination and development of entirely
new features in life, it is short enough to
enable competitors to envisage the world
as they or their sons or daughters would
like to see it.

Here are the general conditions. No

competitor may submit more than one
entry ; the competition is open to (a)
persons of British nationality and (b)
Fellows and Associates of the Royal
Society of Arts, whatever nationality ;
cntries will be judged anonymously and
must not, therefore, bear the competitor's
name. The name and address (in bloc.'_<
capitals) must be forwarded with the entry
but on a separate card or sheet of paper ;
the Council of the Society reserves the
right to exhibit or publish any entries
(the copyright being retained by the
competitor) ; the Council does not
accept any responsibility for the safety
and ultimate disposal of any material
submitted to it for the purposes of this
competition and will only return entries
if specially on the
registration form. Return postage or
carriage must be prepaid ; the Council
of the Society reserves the right to divide
or withhold all or any part of the above
prizes should the quality of the entries,
in the opinion of the judges, justify
such a course ; the Council's decision
regarding all matters connected with the
competition will be final and correspond-
ence cannot be entered into regarding
the reasons for any decisions it may take.

There is plenty of scope in this com-
petition for those having reasonable
technical ability as well as for those
whose skill takes a more practical form.

Flying TV

WHILST this country is torn be-
tween the two opposing forces

on the subject of commercial TV.,
the Americans are tempering the wind
to the shorn lamb by commencing

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

Inland - - - - I4s. per annum.
Abroad - - - - Hs. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published in "Practical Mechanics" is
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By The Editor

experiments with flying TV. stations.
These are 'planes which circle five miles
over France and send programmes into
Britain. As with all other important TV.
inventions, this one was British also. The
object of the experiment is to ascertain
how far into Britain flying TV. can pene-
trate. It is expected that programmes will
reach the Midlands. If this plan proves
successful, British manufacturers will
get orders to make special sets for the
public.

The system would operate on these
lines : At first sponsored U.S. programmes
recorded on film will be relayed from
'planes flying over France. The pro-
grammes would give the British public a
chance of judging American TV. pro-
grammes. Later on, when commercial
stations planned for France are com-
pleted, the programmes will be tele-
vised from one of them and then be
relayed by the 'planes. This would not
be an expensive process for there is a
very large library of tele-film ready in
New York.

Immediately after the war, this country
experimented on these lines, but it has
been left to America to develop it.

According to Sir Robert Renwick,
President of the Television Society
and war -time Communications Controller
at the Ministry of Aircraft Production,
within a few years there could be a ring
of commercial TV. stations on the other
side of the Channel, transmitting their
own programmes, or boosting others
into millions of British homes. American
plans on these lines are well advanced.
Whilst this country, therefore, is arguing
on the ethics of commercial TV., we
shall have a television counterpart of
Radio Luxembourg, which will involve
British money going into foreign pockets.

As far as I have been able to trace
there has been no great public demand
in this country for commercial TV.-
although criticisms of the B.B.C.'s pro-
grammes have been general. It is
possible that the B.B.C. itself will pro-
vide the alternative programmes called
for by selling programme time to adver-
tisers who submit approved scripts. It
is unlikely that we shall have any pro-
grammes from British sources on the
American lines.-F. J. C.
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A view of the
adaptor fitted to a
camera mounted on a
tripod, ready for use.

STEREOSCOPIC photography has, of
course, been known and practised for
many years, although the system of

projecting the result as a single picture, on
large screens, has only of recent years been
solved. These systems, of which there are
several, are those under the new guise of
" third dimension," or to be up-to-date in
these modern times, " 3-D." These projection
type, third dimension cinematograph films,
although not all giving strictly stereoscopic
results, are a step in the right direction, and
" perfection " on a finally proved system will
come in due course. Then we shall have
colour, movement, and stereoscopic relief and,
of course, sound, all combined to form
another scientific achievement.

However, there is still much charm in
viewing a pair of stereoscopic still photo-
graphs in the old-fashioned " scope," and
the advent of the stereoscopic projection
films, has again popularised the stereoscopic
still photography. Indeed, one well-known
manufacturer has already marketed a very
moderately -priced stereoscopic box -type
camera. There are other makes of the fold-
ing type, and much more expensive ones
using 35mm. film.

However, not everyone can afford the more
expensive instruments, neither does the writer
advise owners of perfectly good modern
cameras to sell or exchange these in one
sudden urge to go all " 3-D." He or she
should work in gradual stages, and this can
be done with little or no further outlay.

Principle of Stereoscopic Relief
Perhaps it will be appropriate at this stage

to explain to readers how stereoscopic relief
is reproduced photographically.

We have two eyes, so that each can view
objects in different planes, from slightly
spaced viewpoints. This is combined by the
brain into one image, plus an effect of
relief. We get so used to this, however, that,
even if we close one eye, we will often refuse
to admit that we are now only seeing a flat
image, which, of course, actually is the case.

Now, all that is necessary, therefore, to
reproduce this sensation photographically,
provided, of course, that we have two perfect
eyes, is to take two exactly similar photo-
graphs from very slightly different viewpoints
and then view these at approximately the
same distance as the focus of the lens
through which they were taken. There is a
simple procedure known as " transposition of
prints," which will, however, be explained
later. Also, in general, the viewing must
take place through two fairly short focus

Inexpensive Appliance for Converting Quarter -plate Cameras
for Taking Stereoscopic Pairs on One Quarter -plate

By M. S. FORD

lenses, an instrument known, in fact, as a
" stereoscope."

We can, therefore, with care, take stereo-
scopic photographs by means of our ordinary
single -shot camera. The views taken must
be exactly identical except only in the slightly
different viewpoint. In other words, there
must be no movement whatsoever in any part
of the subject, between the exposures of our
two shots. As it will be discovered, quite
a lot of movement in apparently the quietest
of landscapes is always possible, even with
the lightest of breezes, causing movement of
grass and trees and clouds. Then there are
animals and human beings to be reckoned
with, and in those few seconds necessary to
change position and turn the film the scene
can change sufficiently to quite ruin the pair
of photographs so far as stereoscopic viewing
is concerned.

It will be realised, therefore, that both
photographs in a stereoscopic pair must be
taken at one and the same time, and this is
exactly what a stereoscopic camera does, both
shutters being mechanically connected to
operate simultaneously. The moving objects
will then be in their true relation as regards
position in each picture area. Excessive
movement can still be troublesome, of course,
producing an identical blur in each picture,
but this is merely a question of shutter speed.

The use of two identical cameras fixed
side by side is quite a practicable proposi-
tion, and this method is very often adopted.
The cameras used must, however, have
exactly matched lenses, for the slightest varia-
tion of focal length in these would be useless
for stereo pairs. Again, it should be possible
to get the two cameras close enough together
to give a distance between lenses of approxi-
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mately Sin. and to be able to operate both
shutters easily and together.

Whilst the two -camera method is quite a
practicable one, the purchase of another
identical model is not, especially if the
owner's existing camera is an expensive one,
and has been in use for some years. The
chances of procuring an " original model,"
either from the manufacturer or on the
second-hand market, are extremely remote,
and certainly a series of tests would have to
be carried out between the existing and
second-hand camera to prove that the two
lenses matched. Some of the more elaborate
focusing model cameras would also need a
most complicated mounting arrangement.
Using a Single Lens Camera

Various adaptors have been designed to
actually use a single -lens camera as a stereo -
camera. By means of a system of prisms or
mirrors, two spaced views are passed through
the single lens, which, by the way, is usually
of quite large aperture and are reputed to
give two pictures of approximately half the
original size as obtained when using the
particular camera normally. This particular
optical instrument is quite an expensive one,
as, naturally, it must be designed individually
for the model camera with which it is to be
used, and there are obviously many snags
possible in trying to pass two separate beams
of light through one lens and obtaining two
undistorted pictures therefrom.

Various other systems, using merely two
mirrors, have been used with single lens
cameras, but these usually require somewhat
bulky fixtures, necessitate taking the photo-
graph from an angle of 90 deg., and so on.

In the writer's opinion, and this of course
will be confirmed by all serious stereo

Right hand mirror

Plate

Tubes acting as
hood.;

Grooved to slide
into camera.

Fig. 1.-The completed adaptor fitted to a camera with focal -plane shutter, and details
of mirror assembly and adjustable end plate.
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workers, there is no efficient substitute for
the two lens stereo camera. It is, therefore,
rather " with his tongue in his cheek " that
the writer admits the following departure
from the conventional system of stereoscopic
photographic equipment, but one certainly
which has been tried and found to give quite
excellent results.

Now, there must be many thousands of the
old type plate cameras lying about idle, which
could with a slight amount of modification
be successfully .employed to take stereo-
grahnic photograph, as pairs of views on the
one plate. One of the most popular sizes

y of the plate cameras was, and still is for that
matter, the quarter -plate. This size, 41in.
by 31in., is a useful one and plates of most
makes are always available. Many of these
cameras, too, have focal -plane shutters
operating immediately in front of the plate.

It was with this in mind that the writer
thought around the possibility of converting
such a camera for taking stereo -pairs, yet to
keep strictly to the stereo principle of a two -
lens system.

The result, and the general principle and
constructive details, are illustrated, for those
readers who may like to experiment on the
same lines with similar cameras. It will be
readily understood, however, that ,cameras
vary in such a degree that those dimensions
given in the drawings cannot be expected
to be suitable for other than the camera for
which it was designed.

It is for this reason that the finished
adaptor (Fig. i) has been shown fitted to a
rather diagrammatic camera. The camera
for which the sizes will apply is the Ensign
quarter -plate Folding Reflex. For any other
camera it is recommended that the appliance
be made in stout cardboard first, before the
final adaptor is made up in three-ply.

How the Systeth Works
A brief explanation of the system and how

it works will be appropriate here. The
adaptor takes the form of a two -compartment
rectangular box with an opening at the
front and an opening at the back, for each
compartment. -In each of the latter are
fitted a pair of optical mirrors set parallel
to each other, but at 45 deg. angle to both
the camera and view to be photographed.
In the back two openings are fitted two
simple meniscus lenses with a small aperture
for each, but equal for each lens. The small

Tubes

0
Cardboard

strips

aperture is necessary because
no focusing device is fitted and
all planes must be sharp in a
stereographic pair. Two tubes
are fitted at the front and act
as hoods. These are essential.
One mirror has been made
slightly adjustable, so that the
field of view for each image
can be made to agree by a turn
of a nut at the end of the box.
The original lens, and shutter,
is removed from the camera and
the adaptor substituted. A
specially cut black card screen
is then carefully fitted inside the
camera body, or bellows, to
screen any overlap of one image
on to the other. The original
ground glass screen can be used
in composing the picture if the
camera is set up on a tripod or
support, but a simple direct
viewfinder can be easily made
up from stout wire, to agree
with the smaller half size view.
The writer made such a view-
finder, as with the black
card screen inside the camera body the
mirror of the Ensign Reflex camera had to
remain in the " released " position. By the
way, no alteration was made to any part of
the camera at all, and this can be used as a
normal camera at any time by replacement
of the original lens panel. It is a good
policy to remember this before tools begin
their work, which might well be regretted
later. So the procedure is to do as little
as possible to the camera except for some
method  of easily fixing the adaptor to the
front of the instrument. The reflex camera
mentioned has a sliding front lens panel
which is easily removed, leaving an .opening
treasuring 3in. by 2111., and this was very
convenient as the two lenses could be given
the exact centres of ziin. which for a length
of plate of 41in. (quarter plate) will be found
about correct, bringing each lens exactly at
centre point of each half.

This rather small lens separation of zlin.
explains the reason for the mirror system in
front of them. For the benefit of those
readers who may query the need for the
latter, and ask " Why not take straight
through the lenses? " the writer will explain.
As mentioned earlier, the spacing of the

6'2
11'' IY2'

Grooved to .7.eit c:-Irnara

Fig. ta.-Details of end pieces and front and back panels.

1

This is a direct contact print from one quarter -plate negative
and would require cutting down the centre to change over
the views for giving the correct right and left pictures. This

necessary procedure is known as transposing.

human eyes gives us a stereoscopic effect,
but this distance apart is rarely much under
Sin. Therefore, our spacing of 28in. would
give us very little stereo effect, except for
very near objects, such as for table -top
photography. For this reason the mirror
system was incorporated in order to increase
this small separation.

Some of the most modern stereoscopic
cameras manufactured to -day, using, as they
do 35 mm. cinematograph film, overcome
this separation problem by spacing the lenses
correctly to approximately 3M. or 31 -in. and
then interlace the pairs. Thus we would get
on our strip of film the following : first right-
hand picture-second right-hand picture-
first left-hand picture-second left-hand
picture and so on. The space of about one
frame is, of course, masked between the
taking lenses.

However, the mirror system adopted here
for increasing distance between viewpoints
will be found quite practicable for plate
cameras.

The diagram in sketch 2, Fig. 1, shows
the general arrangement of the system. It
will be noted from this that the writer's
camera has a focal -plane blind shutter
immediately in front of the plate holder or
slide. Without this, some form of shutter
would have to be arranged and a simple one
will be described later.

It must again be pointed out that the
dimensions given in the drawings will have
to be modified in most cases, but the general
design and construction should be adhered
to, as a good stout job is required, with the
mirrors rigidly fixed, with a vernier adjust-
ment of one outside mirror only.

As has been mentioned two exactly similar
meniscus lenses were obtained of focal equal
to the distance from the front panel of the
camera to the plate itself, and this was found
to measure exactly Ain. In finding this
measurement, the reader is advised to ignore
the focal length of the old lens which, with
its mounting, may quite possibly be more
than the measured distance. Try out the
proposed lenses, attached temporarily to a
piece of black card, and prove that each
comes to focus for " infinity " on the ground
glass screen. Almost the full diameter of
the lens should be tested thus first, and then
various smaller holes gradually reducing these
until the image is quite sharp along each
margin. Do not be discouraged if the image
does not fully cover the ground glass, as only
half coverage is essential, and the picture
heights can be trimmed off, with advantage,
to give a more square pair of pictures. As
a matter of fact, the writer tried out a pair
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of lenses from a pair of magnifying reading
spectacles, purchased from a well-known
retail stores. As these start from a focal
length of about IoM., two pairs of lenses
used together are necessary for focal lengths
of most quarter -plate cameras. As, however,
these spectacles can be had in quite an
extensive range of focal lengths, and are
really quite cheap, a pair of suitable long
focus can be used with existing meniscus
lenses to reduce the focus of the latter, much
in fact as used on some cameras under the
title " supplementary lens." It will be
explained later how the lenses and their dia-
phragms are fitted.

Constructional Details
Fig. r gives a very clear idea of the

appearance of the adaptor, and the few
simple parts to be made for it. All that
is required in materials for the final adaptor
is the following:-

A small sheet of good quality 3/16in. ply-
wood.

Short length of planed 1in. square hard-
wood.

Small sheet of good stout cardboard
th 6in. thick.

Small sheet of flat in. thick aluminium
or brass. (Most of these materials can be
purchased from the local " hobby stores.")

About 6in. length of twin. brass tubing
for the front hoods.

Some plain (unbevelled) mirrors. These
should be of first-class quality, and if they
can be obtained of thin glass so much the
better. These small thin mirrors are very
easily cut with a good glass cutter to the
final size required.

A few countersunk brass screws, some
fretwork brads, a short length of 2B.A.
screwed rod with nut, a light compression
spring, and two or three 2 B.A. washers.
Some black matt paint and a tube of croid
glue about completes the list.

The various parts have been numbered in
the drawings so that they can be readily
recognised throughout the illustrations.

I.-This is a diagrammatic view of the
adaptor fitted to a camera with focal -plane
shutter.

2.-Shows the arrangement diagramma-
tically, and, of course, is the complete scheme
or system, and includes recommended camera
arrangement. The central black card par-
tition is most essential, and will need very
careful cutting out for the camera used.

The completed adaptor is shown, and at
the lower extremity will be seen.the mirror
adjusting nut. Owing to its importance, a
cut -away sketch of the arrangement is shown
just above the complete adaptor. Also in the
exploded view, in Fig. 2, the several small
parts can clearly be seen in order of assembly.

Referring now to Fig. Ia. Depending on
the sizes, the front panel 7, and back panel
3 of the box are cut out of 3/16in. plywood,
together with the top and bottom pieces 4.
The black strips shown are cardboard strips
glued on, and are set at 45 deg. with the
front. These strips must, of course, be
glued to form a right- and left-hand dupli-
cate. In other words, the slots for the
mirrors which these card strips form, are
inside the adaptor. This will be clearly seen
in Fig. 2. The slots should be clearly
marked on the top and bottom plywood pieces
in clear pencil lines, using a 45 deg. set
square, and be sure that the distances apart
for each pair of mirrors is the same, other-
wise a difference in image size will occur.
The outer pair of strips, top and bottom,
should be very slightly more spaced to allow
the very minute vernier adjustment by the
2 B.A. nut.

View Separation
With stereoscopic cameras it is usual, of

course, to refer to lens separation, a most
important point too, by the way, as on this
depends the degree of stereoscopic effect in
the final slide. As before mentioned, how-
ever, our lenses are likely to be very much less
distance apart than the normal human eye
spacings of about 2iln. to 3in., and little
stereo effect would be experienced by taking
straight through the lenses, which are about
21in. centres. The mirror system, there-
fore, reflects through our lenses viewpoints
more to the right and more to the left re-
spectively, and thus we get good stereoscopic
effect. It will be observed that in the
adaptor the centres of the outside mirrors are
increased to 41in., which is, of course, in
excess of the human eyesight centres. 'The
reason for this is that this adaptor was prim-
arily made for outside landscape work. Even
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with mirror positIoriing
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and rigid with the plate. In other words,
it must not be possible to twist the adaptor
when once fitted. The three vertical strips
of I lin. hardwood (to) are for strengthen-
ing and screwing purposes, and should be
fixed first to the top and bottom parts (4) to
form a skeleton framework. The panel (3)
is screwed on, and also the end piece (5).

Blacken all inside surfaces with a good
matt black paint. Black spirit stain (used
for leather) will be found quite good for
the wooden parts, and the only metal parts
needing blacking ; the hoods can be (lone
with flat paint, or may be covered inside
with black paper glued on.

The Mirrors
These must be plain, not bevelled, mirrors,

of thin glass if possible, and unmarked in
any way. It -may be
possible to purchase
these of exact depth
of the inside of box,
but a good glass -
cutter will be found
useful here.

When the box of
the adaptor is dry, the
mirrors can be pushed
into their appropriate
slots. These mirrors
must be the correct
way round, of course,
and reference to Fig.
2 will clear up any
doubts on this point.
Leave just one mirror
out for the moment.

A small wood block
is next drilled part
way through to take a
short length of 2 B.A.
screwed rod. This rod
should be a very tight
fit, and a spot of glue
in the hole will make
sure of the fixture.
Put a little croid glue
on the back of the
block and attach it
to approximately the
centre of the back of
the mirror. Then
slide the mirror in its
grooves and place the
end plate (6) over it,
passing the 2 B.A. rod
through the elongated

hole. Position the plate correctly, sliding
the block on the mirror, if need be, and fix
the plate temporarily and allow glue to set.
The plate can later be removed, the spring
and washer added, and the plate finally fixed
into position. The spring gives the neces-
sary pressure forward to the mirror. When
the nut is screwed in, the mirror will swivel
part of a degree, but sufficient to alter the
image passed through to the lens quite con-
siderably. In this way the two images can
be made to agree as to the amount of view
included.

Twim /ens panels
with black paper
diaphragms to
give small lens

aperture

These tubes prevent
side light rays being
reflected by mirrors

Washer

Cardboard strips
slightly spaced
for dayustable mirror

2aA.
nut,

Fig. 2.-Exploded view of the adaptor, showing
in order of assembly.

with a separation of 3iin. to 31in. it will
be found that objects more than about a
quarter of a mile away in a landscape will
show little difference than those, say, at a
half mile away. The 41in. separation was
found to give very good stereo effect, but of
course restricted the use to more distant
views. If portraits were taken with this
separation, rather an exaggerated effect of
relief may be obtained. Therefore, if the
reader desires to concentrate on near close-
ups, portraits, etc., slight reduction of the
separation is advised. So once again the
writer advises the rough assembly model first.

Parts 5 and 6 are the end pieces, one
being plain three-ply, whilst the other part
is of stout metal. This latter should be of
/t6in. to Bin. sheet aluminium or brass.

It has a small elongated hole cut at the
centre, this being for the mirror adjusting
fitment. This arrangement is clearly shown
in the partly cut -away view, at top right
of the illustration, Fig. I.

As previously mentioned, the back panel
of the adaptor has been shown grooved
(part 3) to slide into the camera. Other
cameras will require a little experiment to
arrive at the best method of fixture to the
front, besting in mind, of course, that the
adaptor when fitted must be exactly parallel

Metal
end
p/ate

the various parts

Fitting the Lenses
It will be seen from Fig. 2 that each lens

is fitted to a small plywood panel, as shown
at 3a. It may be preferred to cut out the
centre strip of the separate panel openings
in (3) and make one panel suffice. In any
case the two lenses must be fitted with their
centres exactly parallel, and the holes in
the paper diaphragms cut out together, so
that these holes are identical in diameter.
If the adaptor is made as shown to slide in
to the camera front, then the panels, when
fitted, must not protrude. A simple turn -
button fixture arrangement may be fitted for
easy removal of the lens panels, but these,
too, may have to be recessed. If the panels
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Fig. 3.-Details of lens panel and shutter.

fit fairly tightly, however, two small brass
countersunk screws driven home carefully
between panel edge and opening, will fix
rigidly. Some time should be spent in get-
ting the lenses correctly fixed, and the
diaphragms should be small enough to give
a nice sharp picture to the margins of the
plate.

Tubular Hoods
The hoods are essential, as without them

trouble with side reflections will be experi-
enced. They can, however, be substituted
by an extension of the front of the adaptor-
in other words, another open-ended box sur-
round, having also a central division. Experi-
ment again is necessary to avoid cut-off of
image.

A Simple Pull Shutter
As many cameras do not have the focal

plane shutter fitted, some form of simple
shutter will be a necessity in many cases.
The writer tried out a simple form of pull
shutter for slow speeds and found it quite
efficient with practice. It is advisable, how-
ever, to fix the camera on a stand or solid
support when using such a simple arrange-
ment, which is clearly shown in Fig. 3.

The finished shutter is shown at A, and
this should be fixed immediately between the
lens panel of the adaptor itself. The shutter
is merely a strip of film backing paper, with
two holes, cut larger than the lens aperture,
but at their exact centres. The strip is pulled
steadily to one side, the holes allowing a
momentary opening before each lens at the
same moment. The sketch shows the posi-
tion of the shutter at the moment of expo-
sure. As the pull is completed, one hole
is just behind the central point of the rect-
angular panel openings, whilst the other is
behind the sandwich of the two three-ply
boards, the lenses being covered. For the
next exposure the strip is pulled across to
the opposite side. In each instance, the
strip is prevented from complete removal by
the cardboard finger grips at each end.

One panel of the sandwich (B) slides into
the camera as before mentioned for the
adaptor. The strip shutter of backing paper
with finger -grip ends, is shown at C. The
second panel is shown at D, and also the
cardboard strips to allow for the thickness
of the paper shutter-about postcard thick-
ness is right. In smoothing the panels the
inner edges of the openings should be cham-
fered to avoid any possibility of the paper
shutter catching and tearing, as the holes
pass across.

View Finder
If the .stereo

adaptor is to be
used for a variety
of moving subject',
when a tripod will
b e inconvenient,
then some simple
form of view
finder will be
essential. A simple
arrangement i s
shown in Fig. 4
and is not difficult
to make. It is,
however, necessary
to experiment until
the correct sizes of
wire frame, height
of spy -hole and
distance between
frame and hole is
correct to give a
picture area equal-
ling the half size of
the + plate. The
finder should pre-
ferably be secured

in a position immediately between the two
lenses, or in other words central.

Central Card Screen
This must be cut out carefully so that it

fits snugly inside the camera and remains
firmly in position. Take care, however, that
the focal -plane shutter is just clear of the
card and can operate freely. Also remember
to remove the card before closing the camera.
The card must be blacked on both sides.

goal to aim at is to see that all of the image
included in one is duplicated in the other
image. This is rarely possible to completely
achieve, especially in the immediate fore-
ground, but the adjustment helps to elimi-
nate too much after trimming of the prints.
Make sure, too, that no extraneous light is
filtering through the fixture point between
adaptor and the camera, as this, of course,
would cause fogging. With the simple
shutter, try covering your head with a focus-
ing cloth and pull the shutter strip to one
extremity. No light should be seen. Try
pulling shutter strip across, for test of
exposure timing and ease of operating. When
satisfied a trial exposure can be made. No
guidance can be given as to exposure, as
there are so many factors to be considered.
Approximate, aperture and focal length,
speed number of plate, shutter used and, of
course, lighting conditions, all govern this,
so again personal trials are necessary.

Transposing
The results obtained with this two -lensed

adaptor will, of course, be two images on one
quarter plate, each measuring approximately
3in. high by 2in. wide, side by side. In the
normal way the print obtained will have to
be cut in half and the two reversed as to
right and left. Also the distance between
each print should be increased to about 2 -87 -in.
from centre to centre. By the way, make
sure the base of each print is level when fix-
ing to the stereo mount. A stereoscope is,
of course, necessary for viewing the slides
produced.

Whilst the instrument just described is
perhaps rather bulky, even though light in
weight, it has quite interesting possibilities,
for providing the two lenses used are

Fig. 4 (Left).-Suggested direct
isicn finder, sizes for which

n:ust be found by trial.

Fig. 5 (Right).-A special shape
will to required for the interior

central card screen.

Testing
This should be carried out with the focal -

plane shutter opened at " time," or if using
the simple shutter above described with the
holes exactly in front of the lenses.

The division or screening card should be
carefully fixed exactly central in the interior
of the camera-a simple fixing clip might he
devised to fix it rigidly in place. yet allow
the screen card to be removed when the
camera is required to be closed after use.
With the camera resting on a table, or stand,
two clear and sharp images should be seen
on the ground glass and by means of the
adjustable control nut these images should
be made to agree as near as possible. The

matched ones and the mirror assembly is
carefully made and adjusted, there is no
reason at all why results equal to a stereo -
camera should not be obtained. The for-
tunate possessors of focal -plane shutter
cameras, plus a pair of moderately good
lenses, could with the help of the latest
ultra speedy plate emulsions, try out some
speed shots in stereo relief.

One final piece of advice. If the reader
thinks of the modification of fitting the lenses
in front of the mirror system, the writer has
found that this produces an unpleasant
double reflection to each picture. The
system illustrated is, however, quite free
from this.

BOOKS FOR
By F. J.

Screw Thread Tables, 5/-, by post 5/3.
Refresher Course in Mathematics, 8/6,

by post 9/-.
Gears and Gear Cutting, 6/-, by post 6/6.
Workshop Calculations, Tables and

Formulae, 7/6, by post 8/-.
Dictionary of Metals and Alloys, 10/6,

by post 11/-.
Wire and Wire Gauges (Vest Pocket

Book), 3/6, by post 3/9.

ENGINEERS .

CANINI
Newnes Metric and Decimal Tables, 3/6,

by post 3/9.
Practical Mechanics Handbook, 12/6, by

post 13/-.
Slide -rule Manual, 5,1-, by post 5/3.
Mathematical Tables and Formulae, 5/-,

by post 5/3.

Pubfisl.,_d by
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., TOWER HOUSE.
SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.2t..  -      01,        .   .  ,    , ' 7
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Mounting Diatoms for the
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Various types of diatom common in England. All approx. x400
magnification.

F one dredges up mud from the bottom
of a stream or pond, and examines it
under the microscope, one will find

amongst the dirt and mud tiny, very dis-
tinct structures of all shapes and with very
beautiful markings. These are the skeletons
of the vast group of minute organisms that
live in water known as the diatoms, and
the skeletons are known to microscopists as
" frustules." This skeleton is formed on the
outside of the organism from the calcium
salts in the water, and for the purpose of
simplicity is known by the name of the
group, a diatom.

A vast amount of literature has been
written on the diatoms, and much of it can
be obtained through any public library on
application to the librarian in charge. The
study of these tiny structures is a fascinating
hobby, and a few hints are given below on
the methods of preparing and mounting them
in the most suitable manner.

A few of the forms that one will almost
certainly meet are illustrated here, but the
numbers of different types that will be met
is very great, and reference will have to be
made to standard works as the range
of classification is too great to be covered in
this article.

Cleaning the Specimens
In order to study these minute skeletons

microscopically, they must be mounted on
glass slides, by one of several methods, and
they lend themselves very well to the pre-
paration of permanent mounts. Before they
can be mounted, however, the skeletons or
"frustules " must be freed from all dirt and

organic matter; this is
done as follows :-

The sample of mud
is thoroughly stirred
up in clean water
and then allowed to
stand until all the
heavy sand particles
have settled to the
bottom - the water
above now contains
the diatoms together
with a fair amount of
organic matter, and
this is now decanted
into a clean container
and the diatoms
allowed to settle to
the bottom. The
water is now removed
by gently pouring off
most of it, and then
removing the rest
with an eye dropper
in such a way as to
leave the residue un-
disturbed. This resi-
due is now heated in
strong nitric acid,
taking great care not
to splash or spill
any, for to minutes
or a little more to
remove the excess
organic matter. The
diatotns arc now
thoroughly washed

with clean water and then boiled 'up in
strong hydrochloric acid for a few minutes
and then again washed with clean water.
A word of warning may be given here: when
dealing with acids always remember that you
should never add water to the acid but
always the acid to water, thus when wash-
ing the acid treated diatoms always allow
them to cool down, tip off as much acid
as possible without disturbing the diatoms,
and then tip the remaining acid containing
the diatoms into clean water ; never add
water to the boiled diatoms. Always take
this small precaution, as if acid is added to
water then it becomes quickly dilute and no
further action takes place, but if water is
added to acid it is possible that a violent
reaction may take place and you may get
burnt by acid splashes.

Having prepared the diatoms as above
the microscope slides and cover slips to be
used are now thoroughly cleaned, and one
is now ready to proceed with the actual
mounting.

The " Wet " Method
As I mentioned earlier in this article

there are several ways of mounting diatoms,
and the first of these is the " wet " method.
In this method, the diatoms are shaken up
in a small quantity of clean, preferably but
not necessarily distilled, water. A drop of
this is then placed in the centre of a clean
cover slip and placed in a dust -free place to
dry ; when all visible moisture has gone the
slip may be dried for a short while in an
oven to remove all traces of moisture that
may have adhered to the diatom itself, After

Microscope
With Hints on the Preparation of Specimens

By S. M. CHARLETT

the slip has cooled the dried spot is covered
with a drop of thin Canada balsam in Xylene
and inverted ; it is then gently lowered on to
a slide, using a needle to prevent the forma-
tion of air bubbles, and the mount is placed
in a warm dust -free place to dry.

The " Dry " Method
The second method of mounting is known

as the " dry " method, and in this a clean
cover slip is given a very thin coat of a
one per cent, solution of gum- arabic and
placed out of the dust to dry. A drop of
the suspension of diatoms is now placed on
a clean slide and viewed under the 2/3M.
objective of the microscope until a desirable
specimen is seen; this specimen is now picked
up on a bristle-a camel hair brush bristle
glued to a dissecting needle -holder will
suffice, but the author prefers a cat whisker.
The slide is now removed and the prepared
cover slip is placed under the objective, the
diatom is lowered on to it and arranged as
desired. This procedure can be repeated until
one has a number of selected specimens on
the cover slip arranged in a symmetrical
pattern. If one now breathes very gently on
the cover slip the gum layer will become
sufficiently tacky to make the diatoms adhere,
and the slip can now be placed to one side
to harden up again. When set the slip
can be inverted on a clean slide, and
cemented in place by ringing with a suitable
cement.

To give a final touch the cover slips in
both cases should be ringed with a black
lacquer and, in addition, do not forget to
label and catalogue the individual slides.

The first mount is known as a "strewn
mount " because the diatoms are distributed
anyhow in- the mountant, and the second
mount is a " selected mount " ; this informa-
tion should be placed on the label.

Further methods of mounting may be
found in the many works on microtechnique
that have been published.

The mounting and subsequent study of
the diatoms, or as the scientist calls them
the Bacillartophycema, can be a really fas-
cinating and absorbing hobby.

ONE HUNDRED M.P.H. WIND TUNNEL
BRITISH Railways recently brought into

use, at Derby, a new too m.p.h. wind
tunnel testing plant, designed to help rail-
way scientists and designers in their research
work. This includes the dispersal of smoke
and steam, improvement of ventilation of
trains and buildings, cooling of diesel loco-
motives, wind resistance of fast freight trains
and design of draught -proof signal lamps.

The tunnel; which will also be available
for investigations for other undertakings of
the British Transport Commission, is 65ft.
long, is operated by an air -screw driven by
a 5o h.p. motor which will create air speeds
of over roo m.p.h., and is of the return
flow type which enables use to be made of
the velocity of the air as it returns through
a rectangular duct.

Scale models will be used in the tests
and altered in detail during experiments so
that results obtained with variations in
design can be compared.
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SimpleA Spinning Machine

THE spinning machine shown in the
accompanying illustrations is not only
simple to construct, but is very

efficient for spinning both ordinary wool
and dog wool.

The idea came to me just after the last
war, when things were in short supply and
I was unable to purchase a spinning wheel.

Baseboard and U -bracket
The first parts I obtained were a base-

board, t2in, square and Sin. thick, and a
piece of kin. steel plate tin. wide. This
was bent to form a U, 8 t/t6in. inside,
Sin. high, a Sin. hole being drilled in one

gr Steel plate

Constructional Details off an
Inexpensive and Efficient
Appliance for Domestic Use

By G. W. FILLINGHAM

General view of the
completed spinning
machine and motor -

control pedal.

end and a 5/16in. hole in the other, each
4iin. from the corner bend. Each upright
part is then slotted, as in Fig. r, so that
it is a simple matter to lift out and change
the bobbin. Three holes, Sin. dia., equally
spaced, are drilled through the bottom of
the U -plate for bolting on to the edge of
the baseboard.

The fly pulley, shown in Fig. 2, is made
of hardwood, *in. thick, and is 41 -in. dia.
The groove is -kin. deep. The central hole
is drilled and tapped 5/16in. B.S.F. If
you are unable to make this,, it can be pur-
chased from General Woodwork Supplies,
78, Stoke Newington High Street, London,
N. 16, by sending a rough sketch of what you
require. The bobbin, Fig. 3, can also be
made to order.

a
1.16 screwed

rod 25.19" long

/2"

A

Detail of Ref /

Fig. 2.-Front and side elevations of the fly
pulley.

j Wood
screws

90'
77/8

ig

1

1Pi

14;dra.

ill

J

2

FI

A

i?"

43(8''

sA; S.S.F nut
welded to plate

Wood baseboard

"-4.1

A:14,

B.S.F Bolts and nuts

/0"

Washer I./2' OD
braz'ed on bar

J/1"414
a"

' -6 B.S.F thread
Detail of Ref J

Fig. t. Front and
side elevations and
plan, showing the
general layout of the
machine, and detail
of the steel spindle.

Fig. 3.-Side and
end views of the
bobbin,' showing the

brass bushes.

C------ A
0.17 Cs'k

315 cl,a. hole dtp

The groove in both fly pulley and bobbin
pulley must be perfectly smooth to allow
the string belt to slip while holding the
wool for the twist.

The dimensions of the steel spindle are
given in Fig. a, and this part can also be
made to order from the Caledonia Model

/J2

5 !al
44"

ik""

3/4
the

Wood

i

tube5/16 let
'IDbra

each
as ch"t'lkw Detail of Ref 2

end
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/3 Hooks screwed
into bar

4 7/611

Detail of Ref 4

Company, 5, Pitt Street, Glasgow, C.2, or
one can be obtained ready-made with bobbin
from Douglas Andrew, Ltd., Summer Hill,
Canterbury. The spindle may need a slight
modification.

The Fly
This is made from kin. steel bar, bent

at right angles (Fig. 4). The hub can be
made from an ordinary nut, drilled out
5/16in. clear, then drilled to take the two
fly arms and brazed round. A hole is
drilled and tapped for the 4 B.A. grub
screw so that it can be adjusted to give the
bobbin a little play.

Fig. 4 (Above).-
Plan and end view

of the fly.

Fig. 5 (Rig h t).-
Side and end eleva-
tion of the motor -
supporting bracket.

The hooks are made from screw eyes, the
type used for curtains, and these are
threaded and the fly arms are drilled and
tapped to receive them.

The bracket, Fig. 5, is made from
i6 -gauge plate bent at right angles, with
a stiffening piece brazed in the corner. The
wood upright is screwed to the bracket
which is bolted to the baseboard. The rod
which the motor fits on can either be drilled
through the wood and bracket or brazed
to the bracket.

3/54
4 8.4. grub t.
screw

is

Detail of pulley on motor

Fig. 6.-Details of the motor driving pulley.

A 5/16in. nut is brazed to a small
plate which is screwed to the baseboard,
and a 5/16in. rod with a nut brazed in

This plan view of the
finished spinning
machine gives a good
idea of the general

layout.

January, 1954

are then interlaced, bound round with cotton
and sewn through to make a smooth finish.

The belt is taken round the bobbin pulley,
round the pulley of the motor, back over the
fly pulley and back to the pulley of the

4"
Detail of Ref5.

Another view of the
completed machine.

the centre is screwed into this bracket, to
allow for adjustment of the belt on the
motor. The belt is made from a piece of
white string, each end being unraffled for
approximately fin. ; the two unraified ends

/(44

motor. It is essential to get the belt coming
off the fly pulley underneath the part which
crosses to the bobbin pulley.

Motor
The motor is a sewing machine motor

with foot control, which makes it easier to
spin the wool, as the motor can be worked
at a very low speed or high speed as
desired.

The cost of the machine is lower, and it
is not so cumbersome as the old-fashioned
spinning wheel. The sewing machine motor
can be obtained from Rain Industries, Leigh -
on -Sea, Essex, price 56s.

Aylesbury and District Society of Model
Engineers

THE last meeting of this society was held
as usual at Hampden Buildings,

Aylesbury, on the list of October. It was
devoted to models, and amongst members'
work on show was a 4-6-2 L.M.S. City class
loco by Mr. Hasberry, the tender frames to
Mr. Gill's " Pamela," and a chassis by
Mr. Wright, showing excellent progress.
Aylesbury was very glad to welcome a con-
tingent of their friends from Luton, who
came with their models. Mr. Lutley brought
over his hot-air engine, and enthralled us
with a demonstration of its powers. Amongst
the models from Luton were several in the
5in. category.-Hon Sec., E. H. SMITH,

Mulberry Tree Cottage, Devonshire Avenue,
Amersham, Bucks.

Ramsgate and District Model Club
THE annual general meeting of the above

club having taken place and the newly -
elected officers and council members in-
stalled, the club looks forward to still greater
progress during the ensuing year.

An attractive programme of future events
has been arranged for the next six months
and every member has received a folder card
of these events in detail with his Monthly
News Letter. The club's premises
at Princes Street, off Queen Street,
Ramsgate, are open every Wednesday and
Friday evening from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. and all
who are interested in modelling or handi-
crafts are specially welcome.

A cordial invitation is also extended to
members of fellow clubs should they care
to pay us a visit.-E. CHURCH, Hon. Sec.,
14, St. Mildred's Avenue, Ramsgate, Kent.
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AN ELECTRIC CONVECTION HEATER

The co npleted heater in use.

THE chief idea in designing this heater
was (t) to keep a small house above
freezing point while the occupier is

out all day during severe weather. (2) To
bring a small living or bedroom to a com-
fortable heat to sit in. (3) To be absolutely
safe regarding fire and burning. Readers are
asked to note, however, that this is a con-
vection or air heater and not a radiant
heater, and consequently the effect is not felt
for half an hour or so, and lasts for a con-
siderable time after switching off.

The Body
First, a suitably strong tin must be

obtained approximately gin. x 5in. x tzin.
high. The writer found a two gallon

tapped

Material
x %E.;

MS. strip

4BA
tapped

Inside
E width -

of tin
(5" approx)

Height
of tin

s'

3.-Details of legs.

Constructional Details of an Efficient Heating Unit for a

Small House

" Dettol " tin excellent for the purpose.
This should be thoroughly cleaned and all
enamelling removed with caustic soda or
paint remover. The top should be carefully
cut out inside the rim. The bottom should
be cut along the black lines (Fig. 5), and

Fig. 2.-Interior assembly.

bent neatly inwards along the dotted lines
so that the upturned edges appear as in
Fig. 4. Rectangular holes lin. x lin. should
be cut or punched near each corner to allow
legs to pass through.

,Switch Rubber
washer

Fig. t. Perspective view of the completed
heater.

By R. R. HUTCHISON

The Legs
The legs are made from lin. x tin. mild

steel .in pairs (Fig. 3). The length should
allow for approximately 'in. above the top
rim of the body to approximately sin. below
the base. The width between the outside

Aluminium
plates

Electric
Iron

elements

LS/ots
Fig. 4.-Cross-section.

surface of the legs to be equal to the inside
width of the body. They should be drilled
and tapped 4 B.A., as indicated, for screw-
ing to the body and lid.

The Heater Elements
These are composed of two universal

type 45o watt electric iron elements
between two sheets of aluminium (18 gauge)
all being tightly clamped between two pieces
of mild steel plate sin. thick by six 3/16in.
steel bolts (see Figs. 2, 4, 6). The aluminium

.\\
Bend inwards along dotted lines

Holes in
bls9esfor

Iie

Fig. 5.-Bottom part of casing.

Spacers

------------,-, __-----

--F----- Th,-, ---- ------7741-. t

WIIVENWIRSNMINIZI.Z0 011.11=16.11.1
N,

Elements

Bo%
1,01

Fig. 6.-Plan of heater with top removed.
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should be about 2in. shorter than the height
of the body to allow for element connections,
etc., and about tin. narrower than the breadth
of the body. The steel plates should be the
same width as the aluminium but their depth
should be a little less than the elements so
as to clear the small element rivets (Fig. 2).
Drill one of the steel plates with 3/16in.
holes spaced to clear the elements, as shown
and, using this plate as a template, clamp
the aluminium and steel plates together and
drill these six holes through all the plates.
The top section of the aluminium plates
should be slotted vertically at every inch with
a fret saw and the strips given a slight twist
to form louvres (Fig. 2). The element
bracket is made from lin. x gin. mild steel
bent to the breadth of the body, with end
pieces at right angles and about half the
width of the body.

The end pieces are drilled and tapped
4 B.A. to screw to the body. The centre
piece is drilled with three 3/16in. holes to
correspond with the top three holes in the
steel plates (Fig. 6).

Using 'lin. long 3/16in. steel bolts the
element parts can be clamped together as
shown in Figs. 2, 4 and 6, note being taken
that either extra nuts or small pieces of
tubing are used as spacers between the steel
plate and the bracket to prevent excessive

ion s.'ement

3-Pin p/u9
tO Mains Switch

y
Earth to frame

Fig. 7.-The heater elements and connections.

heat being conducted to the bracket and
body.

At this point the aluminium plates should
be bent outwards from each other to form
a Y, a little narrower than the width of the
body.

The element connections being of very thin

strip metal were all bolted with 8 B.A.
brass nuts and bolts to a strip of stiff
red fibre to give additional strength and
rigidity.

A switch of the countersunk type is fitted
at the lower middle of one side, and the
three -core cable enters the body low on
one of the narrow sides via a rubber washer
or grommet to prevent the cable being
frayed.

Connections
The connections are shown in Fig 7. It

will be noted that the elements are in series,
using only 225 watts. One can be shorted
out by the switch when the full 45o watts of
one element will be in use.

The writer does not advise readers to con-
nect the elements in parallel. This was
tried and proved far too hot to be practical
for the design or purpose for which it was
intended.

The lid is a piece of stout tin plate ruin.
larger than the width and breadth of the
body. The edges are bent round a length of
thick wire and the completed lid screwed
to the top of the legs (Fig. I).

The completed heater can be painted with
a good heatproof enamel and a design
stenciled on the sides if desired.

The writer has had great satisfaction from
this heater for the past 18 months.

Converting a Petrol Engine to Run on Paraffin
Details in Reply to Recent

ASSUME that by paraffin is meant
vaporising oil, as used by farm trac-
tors, etc. The main requirement of

a paraffin -burning engine is adequate heat
to ensure the complete vaporization of the
fuel. It is usual practice to obtain the heat
for the initial vaporization of the fuel from
the waste heat in the exhaust, but in this
case, with the manifolds disposed on oppo-
site sides of the engine, the problem is
slightly more difficult.

Make up a muff to surround the down
pipe of the exhaust system, allowing about
lin. radial clearance. Thin sheet steel is
most suitable. The muff should extend
over about t8in. of the down pipe, if
possible. Fixing can be by tapped holes
and screws, or welding, using suitable
spacing pieces to maintain the radial clear-
ance. Cut a hole in the centre of the muff
of the same diameter or slightly larger than
the carburetter intake. Connect the hole
and the carburetter intake by means of a
length of pipe-flexible exhaust pipe is very
suitable. Care should be taken to keep the
length of this pipe as short as possible,
whilst the fixings must be very secure. The
actual diameter is not critical, provided it is
greater than that of the carburetter intake
pipe.

Usually, the carburetter will require little
in the way of adjustment, the slow running
adjustment may require slight alteration, and
possibly some increase in the size of the
main jet might be required. As main jets
are apt to be expensive, and sometimes un-
obtainable, careful use of a drill some few
thousandths of an inch larger than the exist-
ing hole in the main jet may provide the
answer. This point can only be cleared up
by trial and error. A drain tap fitted to the
bottom of the float chamber will also be
most useful. Messrs. Zenith Carburetters
make a carburetter that is very suited to
vaporising oil engines (type 24T-2), and it
may be helpful to get in touch with them.

The supply of fuel to the carburetter can
present some tricky problems, but with

Queries By M. F. LEVETT

reasonable foresight a simple and direct
path for the pipes can be found.

An additional tank will be required to
contain the supply of petrol for starting and
warming up-its capacity can be about a
.gallon or two. A two-way petrol tap, suit-
able for the size of pipe employed, should
next be fixed in a substantial manner in a
suitable place, away from the engine, as
vaporising oil seems to leak through even
the tightest fitting tap and a few spots of
paraffin on a hot exhaust pipe can soon
cause a fire. A length of pipe should be
fitted between the outlet end of the two-way
tap and the carburetter union. It is also
advisable to fit a filter into this line-vapor-
ising oil always seems to carry a great deal
of sediment along with it. The glass bowl
type of filter is more suitable-it affords a
visual check on the dirt level. One of the
inlet connections of the tap is joined to the
new petrol tank, while the other is con-
nected to the vaporising tank (formerly the
main petrol tank).

The ignition system as a rule requires
little attention, provided it is already in
fairly good condition. A slight variation in
the timing can be tried; usually a few
degrees retarding of the spark will prove
satisfactory. The spark plugs at present in
use may show a tendency to " soot -up "-in
this case try fitting a slightly hotter running
set; any large garage will have a list of the
heat factors of various plugs, and if
approached, will, I am sure, assist in this
matter. It may also help to increase the
present plug points gap by a small amount;
experiment will prove if this is helpful or
not-the increase can be about .oroin.

The most suitable operating temperature
for a paraffin engine is around 570 deg. F.
and a suitable thermometer (ex-W.D.) is a
wise fitting. The usual place for it is in
the cooling water outlet pipe, as near to the
cylinder head as is possible. Control of the
water temperature may be by means of a
" blanking off " sheet fixed across the
bottom of the radiator, if a radiator is fitted.
Where sea -water cooling in conjunction with

a pump is used, care must be taken to avoid
over -cooling. A screw down type of valve,
mounted in a suitable position, will take care
of this point. Once the correct position of
the valve or radiator blind is found it can
be left in this position and the engine will
take care of its own temperature.

As far as the mechanical details are con-
cerned, it may be necessary to alter the
compression ratio to prevent detonation,
although with an engine of 1926 vintage this
will not prove of any importance.

Should detonation be apparent under load,
however, the quickest compression reducer
is another cylinder head gasket added
between head and block. Owing to the
greater amount of oil dilution that takes
place when using paraffin as a fuel, it is
advisable to change the lubricating oil rather
more frequently than is the case with a
petrol motor. A reduction in the change
period of about ten to twenty hours is usu-
ally satisfactory. Over -cooling is the most
common cause of excessive sump oil dilution
-take care to keep the operating temperature
high.

Starting should present no more difficul-
ties than in the case of a petrol engine,
provided that the engine is turned over to
run on petrol a few minutes before stopping,
in order that petrol will be available in the
float chamber for the next start. The drain
tap can be used if the engine is inadvertently
stopped while running on. vaporising oil.

After starting the engine on p:trol, allow
to warm up to about 120-13o deg. F. before
turning over on to paraffin. When properly
warm, adjust the main jet for the most even
running-assuming a variable main jet is
fitted. It is important to remember that a
paraffin engine does not like overmuch slow
running-the harder it is worked the better
the performance. When under load and et
the correct temperature, the exhaust should
be colourless: detonation (pinking) will
result in a pungent smell, with traces of
black smoke; over -cooling, over -oiling, cr
faulty rings or pistons will give blue smoke,
as also will art excessive supply of fuel to
the engine. White smoke is nearly always
due to faulty vaporisation.
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Back to First Principles
11-Measuring Speed

By W. J. WESTON

SPEED is the rate at which a body changes
its position ; speed has a distance factor
and a time factor. The rate of

change may be the same over a period
(constant) ; it may be growing greater (ac-
cekrating) ; or it may be becoming less
(retarding). Moreover, the acceleration or the
retardation may be occurring steadily (uniform),
or by fits and starts. It is interesting to study
some problems of speed without reference
to the forces bringing about the motion, or
the change of position.

The Problem : A train approaching a
station does two successive quarters of a
mile in 16 and 20 seconds respectively.
Assuming the retardation to be uniform, what
further distance will the train run before it
stops ?

The Comment
We need to know the velocity of the train

at the beginning of the first quarter mile :
represent this for the moment at x feet per
second. We need to know also the rate at
which this velocity is lost : represent this as
y feet per second.

Velocity at the end of the first quarter is,
therefore : x -16y

Velocity at the end of the second quarter is,
therefore : x - 36y

Average velocity for the first quarter is :

(x) (x- I6y)
2

Average velocity for the second quarter is :
(x - 16y) (x -36y)

2
Average velocity for the distance required is :

(x -36y) o
2

These average velocities in x and y are
equated with average velocities in numbers.

The Answer
(I) 2x - 16y 1320 (since 1,320

2 16 =!, mile)
(2) 2x - 52y 1320

2 20

Therefore : (I) x -8y =
(2)x- 26y =

Therefore: I8y =

feet

165
2

66
33 (taking (2)
2 from (I) )

Retardation is, therefore, at the rate of I-
12feet per second per second.

65And r - 1- + 8 x
2 12

5

69
feet per second.

To lose this velocity at the rate of -I-I feet
per second per second will need 12

(a2 I) seconds = 98 seconds.
6 ' 12

The distance required is, therefore, covered
in (98 - 16 - 20), that is 62 seconds : and

since (x - 36y) = 539 - 33) the distance

is (59- - 33) x x 62 =
6

1,761 feet to
inches

The Problem
A cyclist A riding at to m.p.h. is overtaken

and passed by B riding at 12 m.p.h. If A
at once increases his speed with uniform
acceleration, at what rate will he be riding
when he catches B ? If, when he has

increased his speed to 13 m.p.h., he continues
at this speed and catches B in 200 yards,
what is his acceleration ?

The Comment
The first question calls for no calculation

but only a little thoughtful reasoning. B
keeps to his steady 12 m.p.h. A begins his
overtaking at to m.p.h. When he does over-
take, he too must have covered the distance
of the chase at an average speed of 12 m.p.h.
His speed on reaching B must therefore be
14 m.p.h. ; for to at the beginning of the
chase needs 14 at the end to obtain an average
of 12. Thus :

10mph.
A

12mph.
i 14 mph

12 mph.

The solution of the second problem comes
from a consideration of the riding of A and B
over the 200 yards. Thus :

13mph.constant
/0 mph accelerac:ng

12 mph. constant
1-4 600 0"

The Answer
(I) Since B rides uniformly at 12 m.p.h.,

A must during the overtaking achieve an
average of 12 m.p.h. Since, therefore, his
initial speed is to m.p.h., his final speed must
be 14 m.p.h.

(2) Let x = number of seconds during
which A accelerated to 13 m.p.h.

Let y = number of seconds during
which A rides at 13 m.p.h.

A's acceleration must therefore be
13 - to m.p.h. 3 x 1760 x 3

x 6o x 6o x x
22- feet per second per second.
5x

First equation (B's riding) :
\ 88

600 { since 88 per sec. is]
1 5 5 12 m.p.h. J

Second equation (A's riding) :

L

(44 44 22

3 3 5-x
x x) 2 Y. Xi :<

44
30

3y

600
That is : (I) r ix 11.v = 375

(2) 253x -1- 286y = 90o0
(Multiplying
(I) by 26) : (3) 286x 286y = 975)

(Taking (2) from (3)) : 33x = 750

Therefore x = 750 = 250
33 II

22 22 II
Therefore : = -

5x 5 250

o25
121second.-feet per sec. per second.

The Problem
A train is uniformly accelerated and

passes successive milestones at to m.p.h. and
20 m.p.h. respectively. Calculate the velocity
when it passes the next milestone and the
time taken over the second mile.

The Comment
The reasoning here is not unlike that in

the preceding problem. The average velocity
over the first mile is (so + 20) -- 2, that is,
15 m.p.h. The mile, therefore, is covered in
4 minutes. And, since in that 4 minutes the
velocity increases by to m.p.h., the accelera-

tion.
4
- m.p.h. each minute. The velocity

on reaching the third milestone is, therefore,
20 --to multiplied by the number of minutes

4
taken.

The Answer
Let x = the number of minutes taken for

the second mile.
toThen, since the acceleration is -- m.p.h.
4

each minute, the velocity at the end of
loxthe second mile is (2o + -1-) m.p.h.
4

The average velocity over the second
mile is, therefore,

(20 + 20 +
4 4

÷ 2 (20 -F 5-=-X)

This velocity x 0X mile.

The equation, therefore, is
(20

+
5x \ x

4 s 6o

That is : (4 f- x x = 12
4

Or : 16x = 48
Or: x2+ 16X + 64 = 48 + 64
Or: (x + 8) = N/ii2 4 V7 -- to.s8

The number of minutes taken is, there-
fore, 10.58 - 8 -- 2.58

And the velocity is 20 to
x

4

(012 - 8)

20 + (ICV7 - 20) -=-
10V7 miles per hour.

New Forge for Railway Axles
OPERATIONS have recently commenced

at the new hammer forge which
Messrs. Steel, Peech and Tozer have built
at their Ickles works. This forge is specially
designed for work on the manufacture of
railway axles.

The new building consists of two bays,
one 32oft. long by loft. wide and the other
24oft. long by 55ft. wide. Each bay is
served by a 5 -ton E.O.T. crane, fitted with
a magnetic attachment. The principal items
of Equipment are a continuous gas -fired
furnace, a 7 -ton steam -operated hammer, an
electrically -operated mechanical manipulator,
a second furnace and oil tank for heat treat-
ment purposes, a straightener and cold saw-
ing equipment.

A 5 -ton hammer and two batch -type
furnaces are also included for general forging
purposes.
Continuous Flow Principle

The layout of the equipment has been
designed on continuous flow principles and
permits an output exceeding too axles per
shift to be achieved. The sequence of
operations is briefly as follows:

The axle blooms are transported in wagons
from the Templeborough Mills and arc
unloaded and stacked by an overhead crane.
Each bloom is charged as required into the
continuous heating furnace, through which
it is pushed, being gradually heated to a
temperature of 5.25o deg. C.
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Auxiliary Motor Units

The motor unit of the B.S.A. Winged Wheel.

THE introduction of new models is
always of interest to the public, and
doubly so at show time.

B.S.A. Winged Wheel
On Stands Nos. 8 and 59 the eagerly

awaited B.S.A. Winged Wheel was dis-
played for the first time, and it attracted a
great deal of interest. The two-stroke
engine has a bore x
34 mm, 35 c.c. capacity, twin transfer parts,
toiler hearing big end and detachable alloy
cylinder head. Amal carburettor with
incorporated air cleaner/strangler, mainshaft
on roller bearings with spring -loaded com-
pression seals are provided.

The transmission is very robust and of
the built-in type; it comprises a gear drive
to the rear wheel with two stage reduction,
first stage, from engine shaft to clutch
mounted on a separate shaft, second stage,
from clutch shaft to gear pinion on rear
wheel hub. The clutch is of the three -plate
type with cock inserts and runs in oil. There

Cylinder remains
stationary

Piston goes
up and down

3 -bearing
crankshaft

revolves

Chain drive
to clutch

Big clutch sprocket-
receives drive

A Review of Some of the New Models Shown at the Recent
Cycle Show at Earls Court By R. L. JEFFERSON

is a very efficient brake of the internal
expanding type with a drum diameter of
91in. The tyre is a Dunlop Carrier 26in.
x rlin., ignition is by Wico-Pacy flywheel
unit. The petrol tank is attached to a neat
parcel carrier and is of 1 -gallon capacity.
The pedalling gear free -wheel is of the
Eadie Coaster type. The weight of this
complete unit including tyre is 271b. and

A feature of the B.S.A. IV ingej
Vheel is the 9:1 -in. dia. into nal
xpanding brake which is an

integral part of the design.

the finish is gunmetal grey and aluminium.
Price £25. There was a sectional working
model on the stand which drew an inter-
ested throng. B.S.A. are stepping up pro-
duction to meet an already brisk demand.

The " Cyclaid "
The well -established " Cyclaid " unit,

which was displayed on Stand No. 158, has
the unique feature of a belt drive from the
engine pulley to a vee rim attached to the
rear wheel spokes. This little unit has a
continuous output of 0.7 h.p. at 3,500 r.p.h.
Made by British Salzman Aero Engines,
Ltd., the unit sells at £24.

Once again the Cucciolo four-stroke unit
of Italian origin was exhibited by Britax
(London) Ltd. This unit fits below the
bottom bracket and drive' is by friction
roller. On this stand, No. 124, Britax had

Chain from pedals

Wheel drum
revolves

Main sprocket

Chain drive to
main sprocket

Small clutch sprocket
transmits drive

Diagrammatic sketch of the Cyclemaster, explaining the functions of the various
components.

a bicycle made especially for the unit by
the Enfield Cycle Co. This machine has
a reinforced frame, large section tyres and
a front fork assembly suspended on rubber
cords. The price is £18/18/-.

" Cyclemastez "
Stand No. 6o carried the display of the

well-known " Cyclemaster," of 32 c.c. This
latic unit cm he seen daily doing its job

The clutch fitted to the B.S.A. Winged Wheel
is of unusually sturdy design and operates
under ideal conditions. Hazing three friction
plates, it has been designed for long life, with

the minimum of maintenance.

The neat petrol tank, which is mounted in a
light tubular carrier for attachment to the
chainstays, has a capacity of a little over
half a gallon, enabling the rider to refill with
half a gallon of petrol, plus oil, while there
still remains sufficient fuel in the tank for
several miles travelling. Combined with the
filler cap is a measure which enables the owner
of the B.S.A. Winged Wheel to add the correct

quantity of oil to the petrol.

wherever there is a road. This year there
were three complete machines on the stand
designed for specific purposes. These were
the Cycleznaster Mercury pillion bicycle;
the Cyclemaster Roundsman for trades-
men's delivery use with a weight capacity
of 'cwt.; and the Cyclemaster-Norman
which is an export model.

There is no change in the price of this
complete power wheel, which is £27/to/-.
The pillion model complete with unit sells
for £45/16/3 taxed. The Roundsman model
is tax free at £47/5/-.

The " Mini -Motor "
The pioneer firm of Trojan Ltd. were

displaying the well-known " Mini -Motor "
on Stand No. 136. Model No. 3 has been
discontinued and Model No. 5 takes its
place; the capacity remains unchanged at
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49 c.c., in this improved model and the
engine unit and petrol tank are separated.
The finish on these new models is gold. On
this stand one of the three Mini -Motors
which finished in the A.C.V. motor -cycle
rally to Weston -super -Mare could be seen.

"Power -Pak "
The good news concerning Stand No. 116

was a price reduction to £19/t9/- of the
popular Power -Pak unit. This applies to
the new standard model, a development of
the already established standard model of
which 20,000 are in daily use. Both the
new standard model and the Synchrornatic-
Drive model have a new twist grip control
which gives finger tip adjustment for tick-
over. The tyre used on both these models
has a guaranteed life of twelve months.

Vincent " Firefly "
On Stand No. 5 the Vincent "Firefly "
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The Cyclaid belt -driven init.

A "Roll-a-coin" Game
An Easy -to -make Family Amusement

THIS game affords considerable amuse-
ment in that it requires careful
strategy on the part of the con-

testants. The rules are at the discretion of
the players. The main object is based on
the usual principle of attaining the highest
score, the points in this case being regis-
tered by the indicator and electric bell or
buzzer.

The Electrical Circuit
As shown in the accompanying sketch, a

wire is attached to a thin tin strip at (a),
and wire (b) is attached to the framework
of the coin indicator panel (see small
theoretical circuit inset). The bell or buzzer
should be connected between these two wires
and fitted inside the " box " at a suitable
position. The addition of a buzzer is a
sample of the various methods which may
be adopted by the constructor to make the

Perspective view, details of various
parts and circuit diagram of the

" Roll -a -coin" game.

Piece of
cloth

01
insulating L.oJ

tape for controlling
- - indicakor wire movement

made its Earls Court bow; it was introduced
earlier in the year and has proved very
popular. The unit fits below the bottom
bracket and drives the rear wheel by serrated
roller. The Amal carburettor No. 308 has a
redesigned choke. An extra tank is pro-
vided for those bicycles on which it is not
feasible to fit the tank on the front engine
mounting clip. The unit of 48 c.c. retails
for £25. The makers are Vincent Engineers
(Stevenage) Ltd., Herts.

Much ingenuity has gone into the manu-
facture of these little units and it is indeed
a far cry to the old auto -wheel and the even
earlier Singer motor wheels.

I was glad to see so many manufacturers
producing models on robust lines to take
these little units. They have come to stay
without question to fill a definite want. It
is nonsense to suggest that the motorised
bicycle will push the ordinary bicycle off
the road; that will never come about.

game more interesting. The measurements
should be: width 8in., length 18-zoin.; this
should provide a suitable pitch of coin, i.e.,
the distance from the runway to the coin
reception cloth at the rear of the board.
This cloth is fitted in a manner which serves
two purposes: (a) to receive the coins, and
(b) act as a dust cover for the indicators
when the game is over.

The Coin Panel
The aluminium or tin coin panel should

measure approximately 6in. long by Sin.
deep, with the flanges about tin. in width,
this measurement being adaptable to the size
of game teing employed.

The coin slots should be 3/thin. wide,
and the rd. slot should be din. high and
the 3d. t r/r6in. high. The sketch shows
three id. slots and four 3d. slots, with
the indicator arranged, reading from left

l 23456789012 13141
51 t

8'
Bell or buzzer

--..,..,_

Betters

T
Nail stop

Approx

Pull to restore
*nclicetors

r
"Run way

Coin %2dorlo'

C sk For edge
of coin

to right, id. score 5 ; td. (no indicators)
must ring bell to score 20, otherwise nothing
to record ; Id. score so ; td. no score, must
ring bell to gain a further zo points ; id.
score to ; rd. must ring bell to score 2o ;
-1-d. score 5. These rules are adjustable to
requirements, but indicate one method of
playing. The number of indicators used is,
of course, left to the designer.

Points
Slots without Bell Bell not rung but

bell rung coin resting in slot

!:d. 5 - 2I points
id. None Add 20 to
ad. to - 5
id. None Add zo to ,.
Id.
id.

to
None

-
Add 20

5 ,,
10

Id. 5 - z;

The coin panel is secured by brass
angle brackets which, in turn, are fixed with
countersunk wood screws to the baseboard.
See that the contact strip of tin does not
foul the framework or brackets in any way,
otherwise the bell or buzzer will keep
ringing due to this short circuit. The
method of fixing an indicator release wire is
apparent on referring to the drawing. This
is a simple additional construction, but is not
absolutely necessary.

Coin Launching Platform and Runway
All the measurements for the coin launch-

ing arrangements can be seen on the
drawing. The runway is formed from two
strips of aluminium, one of which is
graduated and has its rear edge bevelled.
The actual launching platform, which slides
up and down the runway, consists of two
Bin. thick hardwood cheeks mounted on a
tin. square of aluminium. This square is
drilled in each corner to take six B.A.
countersunk screws which clamp the coin -
holders to it, these latter being drilled and
tapped 6 B.A. One edge of the square is
bevelled to coincide with the bevel on the
graduated strip of the runway, and it should
lay between the two strips and be free enough
to slide up and down the runway. The
exact centre of the aluminium underplate
should be countersunk with a fairly large bit
so that the edge of the coin will rest lightly
in it.

Propelling the Coin
The method of propelling the coin is to

place it between the cheeks of the coin -
holder, then press downwards on the rear
edge of the coin so that it is shot forward
with a rotating motion along the board. Very
little practice is needed to become skilled
at this.
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Tau atomic twin
The Nature of Radio -activity, and the Applications of Various Radio -active Materials

THE use of atomic energy for warlike
purposes has overshadowed the less
spectacular, but equally important,

developments which have been made in the
peaceful uses of atomic energy.

Admittedly, the substances which are used
in these applications are, for the most part,
by-products from the atomic piles, whose
chief function is to produce atomic explosives,
and the quantity produced is not very large,
but their usefulness is out of all proportion
to their weight.

Perhaps the main non-destructive use to
which atomic energy will be put is its effec-
tive utilisation to provide industrial power,
and it is comforting to know that the latest
developments suggest that this may become
a practical proposition in the near future.
That this is so, is now well known, and it
is not proposed to enlarge upon it here, but
rather to discuss the more unusual research
and industrial applications of atomic energy.

Both the warlike and the industrial power
applications of atomic energy make use of
the enormous amount of energy which is
liberated when atomic fission occurs. There
is, however, a further characteristic of
atomic fission, i.e., atomic radiations, which
can be usefully employed. In fact, it is
precisely these radiations which were first
detected by physicists in the late 19th cen-
tury and which led to studies culminating in
the discovery of atomic fission.

The few naturally occuring elements which
give off these radiations are referred to as

radio -active " elements. They are invari-
ably heavy elements, such as radium, uranium
and thorium and, unfortunately, they are not
plentiful and are exceedingly difficult to
isolate.

/

x /08 inches

Fig. Ia.-Diagram of a sodium atom showing
paths in which the electrons travel. The small
central dot represents the nucleus. The large
dots on the orbits represent electrons. The
" diameter " of the atom is approximately 3

hundredth -millionths (3.o x To -8) inches.

Everyone is aware of the patience and forti-
tude with which the Curies laboured to
isolate the first specimen of radium from
pitchblende and the terrible effects which
were ultimately produced on the experiment-
ers who, unknowingly, exposed themselves
to its harmful radiations.

Because of their high cost, the industrial
applications of naturally occurring radio-
active materials have been very limited and
confined to uses for which they were
absolutely indispensable, such as the use of
radium in the treatment of body tumours. It
was only in 1946, when the first uranium
pile was brought into operation in this
country and it became possible to induce

By " PHYSICIST "

radio -activity cheaply in most elements, that
their use in research and industry was
developed.

The Nature of Radio -activity
Matter is made up of tiny particles called

atoms and each atom comprises a small core
or nucleus, which accounts for most of its
mass and carries a positive electrical charge.
A number of light, negatively charged par-
ticles, known as. electrons, revolve in space
around the nucleus (Fig. sa). The charge on
the nucleus and that of the electrons are
equal, so the atom is electrically neutral.

The chemical properties of the atom are
determined solely by the number and con-
figuration of the electrons.

The exact composition of the nucleus is
still uncertain, but it is believed to be made

beta gamma
ray ray

neutron

Fig. 2.-Sche-
matic diagram of
the breakdown of
a radio -sodium
atom (24 units of
mais). One neu-
tron is emitted,
together with beta
and gamma rays,
leaving a normal
sodium atom (23
units of mass).

Radio -Sodium Nucleus

up of particles of unit mass and unit positive
charge called protons, and electrically neutral
particles of unit mass, known as neutrons
(Fig. lb). There are various opinions as to
whether these are the fundamental particles
of matter, or whether the neutron is fnerely
a proton combined with an electron, but this
is rather academic and need not concern us
here. Suffice it to say that by ejecting or

Sodium Nucleus a protons + /2 neutrons
a 2.3 units of mass and

// units of *ve charge

p = proton n = neutron

Sodium Nucleus
Fig. lb.-Composition of the nucleus of an atom
of sodium. Approximate diameter of the

nucleus is roughly one billionth of an inch:

absorbing protons or neutrons, the mass of
the nucleus is altered and transmutation of
the elements can take place.

Particle capture or emission by the nucleus
invariably results in the release or absorbing
of energy, either as heat, light or radiation of
a much shorter wavelength than visible light,
known as X- or gamma rays. Electrons
travelling at high speed are also emitted and
these are referred to as beta rays (Fig. 2).

By placing elements in the atomic pile,
where very high concentrations of primary
particles exist, particle capture by the nuclei
is enhanced, giving rise to artificially radio-
active isotopes, and almost invariably the
captured particle is later ejected from the
nucleus, together with beta and gamma
radiations. The rate at which the activated
atoms break down differs from isotope to
isotope, but it is always the same for each

isotope, and is unaffected by extremes of
temperature, or other climatic conditions.

Of course, with radio -active materials,
whether naturally occurring or artificially pre-
pared, precautions have to be taken to safe-
guard the health of the operator. But there
is now such a variety of artificially prepared
isotopes that a selection can be made which
will obviate any health hazard. In cases
where this is impracticable, the utmost is
done to screen the operator from the radia-
tions, and frequent health checks, together
with the use of detection equipment, ensure
that he is running no risk of over -exposure.

The emitted radiations can be detected
fairly easily and with an accuracy which
staggers credulity, using specially developed
apparatus such as the Geiger -Muller counter,
the ionisation chamber, or special photo-
graphic plates. The first two mentioned
apparatuses make use of the characteristic
which both beta and gamma rays have of
ionising gas molecules and thus producing an
electrical discharge between charged plates.
In the ionisation chamber, the ionisation
current which is produced is a measure of
the intensity of the radiation, whereas the
Geiger -Muller counter can be made to detect
the presence of a single electron.

Applications of Radio -active Isotopes
The applications of radio -active materials

may be classified as follows :
(t) Tracer techniques.
(2) Absorption and scattering techniques.
(3) Ionisation techniques,

and they will be dealt with under these head-
ings.

Tracer Techniques
Radio -active isotopes have been used as

tracers in almost every field of scientific
endeavour. Essentially, the method depends
upon the detection of the radiations from the
radio -active substance, usually with a Geiger -
Willer counter. Because of the extreme
sensitivity of the apparatus, an exceedingly
small amount of radio -active material can be
used, and there is no health hazard.

The technique has been widely used in
medical and biological studies. Since the
chemical properties of the element depend
solely upon the number of orbital electrons,
a biological organism is unable to distin-
guish between a radio -active and a non -
radio -active isotope of the same element. A
small quantity of the radio -active isotope is,
therefore, mixed with the naturally occurring
material, and both follow exactly the same
path within the body.

Thus, radio -sodium has been used to
study the rate of blood flow in the arteries,
and has proved helpful in locating constric-
tions in thrombosis. Radio -phosphorus has

Casting under test

Radiation
source

gamma
radiation

Photographic plate
Fig. 3.-Non-destructive testing. Radiation

source is usually radio -cobalt.
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changes in the shape
and colours of the re-
sulting plants were
observed.

Detector

(b) Arrangement used to measure
thickness of coatings.
Only reflected rays enter detector.

(a) Arrangement used normally

Fig. 4.-Thickness gauge (beta rays).

similarly been employed to study bone
marrow formation, and radio -iodine has
proved of great value in elucidating the
functions of the thyroid gland.

Radio -active isotopes, used as tracers,
have also proved of value in the research
laboratory. Studies on metallic diffusion
have been facilitated by their use, and they
have found extensive application in determin-
ing the mechanism of wear on sliding surfaces.

The thickness of very thin oil films on
textile fibres has been measured by mixing
with the oil a minute quantity of a com-
pound containing radio -bromine atoms.

The technique has also been extended to
locate leaks in underground cables contain-
ing gas under pressure and to locate scrapers
in underground pipelines.

Water soluble tracers have been employed
to follow the courses of underground streams,
and radio -argon and radio -xenon have found
application in ventilation tests in buildings.

For the most part, in tracer techniques,
the beta ray component of the radiation is
used, but in the techniques described in the
next section the far more penetrating gamma
radiation is usually preferred.

Absorption and Scattering Techniques
Much progress . has been made in the

application of gamma -emitting isotopes in
medicine and biology.

The use of radium for the treatment of
malignant cell growth is well known, as is
also the use of X-rays generated by elec-
trical methods. Both techniques are costly
and complicated. Highly satisfactory sub-
stitutes for radium have been prepared in
the atomic pile. Radio -cobalt has given
striking results, and has the advantage that
it is very cheap and can be easily machined
and worked before irradiation. When the
radio -activity has decayed it can be returned
to the pile for reactivation. Two radio -
cobalt units have been made in Canada
which give off gamma radiations similar to
those obtained from a 2,000,000 -volt X-ray
generator.

Progress has been made in the treatment
of deep-seated lesions which could not be
satisfactorily irradiated from outside the body
with radium sources, by prefabricating and
shaping the gamma -ray source before
irradiating it in the pile. In this way, it has
proved possible to concentrate the rays within
the body at the site where treatment is needed.

Further advances have come from the use
of radio -gold and radio -phosphorus, which
can be administered internally, and which
collect in various glands and organs in the
body, enabling diseased glands, etc., to be
treated in a manner never before possible.

Changing Colours of Plants
Some attempts have also been made to

alter the characteristics of various plants by
irradiating seeds with gamma rays and
neutrons in the atomic pile, and interesting

more

By far the biggest use
of gamma rays is in
the non-destructive test-
ing of welds and cast-
ings. The principle
underlying this applica-
tion depends on the
attenuation of the radia-
tion by scattering, due
to collision with the
molecules of the mate-
rial through which the
radiation is passing.
Atoms of heavier ele-
ments (larger nuclei)
scatter the radiation

effectively than atoms of lighter
elements.

Small sources of suitable isotopes are
used and the specimen under test is placed
between the source and a photographic
plate (Fig. 3). A shadowgraph of the
object under test is obtained, after develop-
ment of the plate, on which the internal
flaws are clearly revealed. For thin castings
in steel, up to 2in. thick, radio -indium is
used, but for thicker casting radio -cobalt is
preferred.

Thickness gauges have been developed
which depend upon the fact that beta and

Charged surface

gammaradiation

" Radiation source

Fig. 5.-Static elimittawr. Beta or gamma rays
ionise gas molecules. 'bus are attracted towards
the charged surface and neutralise the charge

on it.

gamma rays are absorbed in passing through
materials, and the degree of absorption in
a given material is related to the thickness
of the layer through which the radiation has
passed. For light thin materials beta rays
are most suitable and radio -active isotopes,
such as sulphur and thalium, which exclu-
sively radiate beta rays, are of ten used as
sources.

The source is mounted on one side of
the material under test and the detector
(usually a Geiger-Miiller counter) is mounted
on the other (Fig. 4(a)). After calibration
of the instrument the determination of the
thickness of the material is instantaneous,
enabling the material under test to be passed
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through continuously and allowing variations
to be observed.

The apparatus can be adapted as a con-
troller for the thickness of materials in
certain continuous manufacturing processes.
It is of very wide application and is being
used in the steel plate, paper and textile
industries.

A rather novel application of the thick-
ness gauge is its use to control the thickness
of the tin coat on tin plate, by measuring
the amount of radiation which is scattered
back from this layer of metal (Fig. 4(b)).

A similar technique has been used to
measure the height of liquids in opaque
containers by moving the source and the
detector simultaneously, on opposite sides of
the vessel, to detect the point at which there
is a sudden change in the intensity of the
radiation picked up by the detector. In a
further modification the apparatus is used
as a control valve to maintain a constant
head of liquid in the container.

Ionisation Techniques
In these techniques advantage is taken of

the effect which is produced when beta and
gamma radiations collide with gas molecules
and electrons are liberated from the gas
molecules.

Typical of this class of application is the
static eliminator (Fig. 5), which is fitted to
looms to eliminate the electric charges that
are produced in the non -conducting yarns
during their passage through the loom, as
the cloth is woven. One such eliminator,
developed by the Shirley Institute, uses a
pure beta ray emitter, radio-thalium, and has
successfully overcome the unsightly " fog
marking" which was produced when the
charged yarns accumulated dust by electro-
static attraction overnight.

Similar eliminators have found application
in the printing and packaging industries, and
also in the explosives industry, to reduce
the risk of explosions due to sparks
generated from charged surfaces.

Radio -active sources have also been used
to initiate and stabilise the discharge in gas
discharge devices, such as thyrotrons and
voltage limiters.

Accelerating Chemical Reactions
With a view to utilising the waste product

radio -active material from the atomic piles,
much work has been pursued on its use in
initiating and accelerating chemical reactions
by ionisation. Studies have also been made
on the irradiation of plastics by high in-
tensity gamma and neutron beams, and some
interesting changes in their properties have
recently been reported.

The applications described in this article
are but a representative few of the many
which research laboratories and industry
have found for these, as yet, almost unknown
products of atomic fission. New uses are
being found continually and industry is
quickly appreciating that they can be cheap
and versatile aids to production.

THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCYCLOP/EDIA
By F. J. CAMM

The Entirely New 12th Edition of the Famous Standard Work

Considerably enlarged, amplified and
entirely re -written and re -illustrated. Com-
plete Television Section, with theoretical
and constructional data.

All the facts, figures, and constructional
data of Radio and Television-Definitions,
Terms, Units-Principles, Circuits, etc.

Over 300,000 copies sold!

Price 21/- or 21/11 by post from :
GEORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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AT some time or other most of us have
had to make a picture frame and have
found it a difficult and exasperating

job. Compared to a professionally made
frame our mitres are frequently imperfect
and it is disappointing to have to fill with
plastic wood and touch up to camouflage the
imperfections. A modem narrow moulding
usually gives more trouble than the heavy
old-fashioned kind and, since we all wish to
turn out a job of which we can be proud,
it is desirable to have proper appliances to
control the operations. To buy these costs
almost as much as to have the frame made

43/.i 3"

PICTURE F KA\ VI I G
Making the Necessary Fixtures, and

saw -cut guide slots. Make a right-angled
triangle on some cardboard as shown in
Fig. 2. Point 0 lies in the middle of a
line A B, the two points A and B being
struck with trammels so that they are equi-

Adjustable for saw blade thickness

Fig. 1.-Front and e td elevations and plan

professionally. The amateur can, however,
make fixtures which will do the necessary
work, quite quickly, and at little or no
expense, and the purpose of this article is
to describe a modified mitre block, a shoot-
ing -board and a simple form of corner
cramp with the aid of which first-class results
can be obtained.

Mitre Block
For cutting the mouldings a mitre block

is required, and this is an, item many people
already possess. It is a thing that is very
quickly made, however, when there is any
suitable wood at hand in the workshop and,
if reinforced with metal in the m:naer to
be described, will prove most satisfactory,
enabling perfectly clean and accurate cuts
to be made which will require very little in
the way of dressing afterwards. The addi-
tion of adjustable metal fences to an existing
mitre block is well worth the trouble.

To make your own mitre block, select
some clean, straight board, say, tin. stuff
(finished planed gin. thick), and make up a
channel section about t6in. long, and to the
dimensions given in Fig. t. Screw the sides
to the base with some ',lin. by No. 6 wo::d-
screws.

The next step is fairly obvious, but is
described because of the extreme importance
of accuracy in marking off the angle of the

64

Fig. 2. --Cardboard template for Marking
angles.

/6"
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of a mitre', block with adjustable metal fences."

distant from 0 and as far away as the size
of cardboard permits, as also is point C,
which is marked by arcs from A and B
respectively. A line joining C to 0 then
makes a reference line on the cardboard
which is absolutely at right angles to the
base of the triangle. This reference line will

Cutting cm-ectron

Moulding wedged tight//
against wall and flat on
base of mite block

up with the top lines. With these pre-
cautions the saw -cut guide slots will be
exactly at 45 degrees and at right -angles
respectively, which is most important, for if
they are but a fraction of a degree out a
perfect job will not be possible and the
finished frame will be distorted.

Sheet -metal Fences
It is recommended that the slots in the

channel be protected by metal; otherwise
the act of sawing will very quickly spoil
the mitre block, which will thereafter fail
to produce accurate cuts. Prepare some
sheet -metal fences, i6 s.w.g. or heavier, as
shown in Fig. 3. One edge at least should
be filed quite straight so that, using the try -
square, the lines which form the indication
for sawing the slots in them may be scribed
truly at right -angles to the side which will
form the bottom edge of each fence. Drill
as shown in Fig. 3a for the " apex " fence,
and as shown in Fig. 3b for each " base "
fence, saw most carefully at an angle of
45 degrees down the vertical lines and part
off by a horizontal cut along the chain -
dotted lines, to separate the portion in which
the fixing holes have been shown slotted in
the figures. Now the saw cuts can be
dressed up and hardened. Assemble the
fences to the mitre block with in. by No. 6
round -headed woodscrews, using washers
under the screws in the slotted holes, and
adjust the gap to suit the saw it is intended
to use to cut the mouldings.

Cutting the Mitres
Use a very fine saw for making mitres:

Wedges

Fig. 4.-Showing the method of using wedges for holding the moulding firmly in place in
the mitre block.

be used later on. A 6in. radius from 0
determines the three corners of the triangle,
which is then carefully cut out. On one
side glue some strips of card, or a strip of
three-ply, gin. from the base, as shown in
the end view on Fig. 2.

Lay the triangle on the wood channel
with the strip bearing on the inner face of
one wall and with the point 0 midway.
Then draw a pencil along the edges to mark
the position of the saw guide slots on top
of the channel. Now turn the channel on
its side and, using a try -square resting
against the underside, draw verticals to join

a nice clean cut can be obtained by cutting
with a " fine " hacksaw blade which already
has been worn smooth. With such a blade
stretched tightly in its frame, adjust the
fences if necessary to eliminate side -play,
and in making the cut apply only the
slightest pressure. Let the saw descend
almost under its own weight, so that the
cut, especially on the " show " side of the
moulding, may be quite clean. The " show "
side should be on top so that the saw enters
it first.

It is necessary to take some pains to grip
the moulding firmly in the mitre block.
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FOR AMATEURS
How to Use Them Efficiently

Fig. 4 shows one method-a pair of long
wedges-to keep it tightly in place. The
moulding should be placed against the far
side wall, so that the cutting thrust pushes
it on to its abutment, and before starting
the cut check that the back of the moulding
is firmly in contact with the base of the
mitre block. All these precautions are
necessary if a really first-class job is to
result, in which the angles are correctly
45 degrees in plan and 90 degrees in end
view, and the actual cut quite clean.

Shooting -board
A certain amount of dressing is usually

called for and this requires a control, other-
wise the accuracy of cut may be spoilt.
Fig. 5 shows a shooting -board for doing the
right-hand ends on one side, and the left-
hand ends by turning the board upside-
down. The cardboard triangle is again used
to mark this out. To prevent warping,
three-ply is best for the three middle lami-
nations. In the figure a piece of moulding
is shown in position, wedged firmly by
means of the wedges used when cutting the
mitre. Provided the cutting operation has
turned out successfully-as it will if the
precautions described have been taken-it
will suffice to use fine glass-paper for dress-
ing the end of the cut. An ordinary glass-
paper block will do, but it is much better
to make a special one about a foot long, so
that there is plenty of length in contact with
the shooting -board. This checks the
tendency for the wrist to swing.

tAi
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By C. W. TINSON

important a piece of three-ply, about ;in.
thick, can be used. Again with the aid of
the cardboard triangle, draw a pencil along

their edges coinciding precisely with the
lines marked on it, to produce a true right-
angle in plan. Now make the inner block,
using the mitre block again, drill, and bolt
it through the slot. Fit washers under the
bolt head and also under the nut.
Drilling and Gluing

Drill for panel pins through the outside
of the moulding before gluing up, apply
the glue and push the ends together into
the corner formed by the outer stops. Atten-

/2

Note. The two inclined
wooden strips are each
fixed to the baseboard
with three countersunk

screws.

A

Fig. 6.-Plan and elevations of a cramp for holding the pieces of moulding while gluing.

 `Wedges

Moulding

Moulding

6e
77

Wedges

Fig. 5.-Details of a shooting -board for dressing the ends of the moulding.

Gluing Cramp
Finally, we want a cramp to hold the

pieces firmly for gluing. Fig. 6 shows a
simple and effective type, made from material
which will cost very little-if it is not already
available in the workshop. The first require-
ment is a baseboard of such a size that a
fair length of the moulding can be sup-
ported by it on each side of the joint. This
is to ensure that the back faces of the two
pieces will lie in a common plane: otherwise,
the picture frame may finish up with a
certain amount of distortion and its glass
will not bed all round the rebate.

For the base of the cramp choose a board
at least I2111. by 8in., and since flatness is

the sides of the triangle and
also mark off or prick
through on to the board the
extremities of the perpendi-
cular line, so that all three
lines will appear on the base-
board. Drill and slot along
t h e perpendicular line.
Making use of the mitre
block, cut some pieces of
wood, about Dn. wide by
about -lin. thick, for the
outer stops. These should
be strictly rectilinear in
cross-section. Screw them
down to the baseboard with

44,
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tion must now he paid to two points : obvi-
ously the pieces of moulding must marry up
correctly in the corner, and to do this they
must meet properly in both elevations. It
is necessary to check that the backs of the
mouldings lie down absolutely flat on the
baseboard. When satisfied that this is so,
move the inner block to clamp the mould-
ings comparatively loosely and then push
them into the corner to squeeze the glue;
now the inner block may be pushed home
firmly and bolted tightly.

Pinning the Joint
When the glue has set thoroughly, remove

the work from the cramp and lock the joint
by driving in two panel pins, one at right
angles to the ether.

If the processes described are followed
carefully, a perfectly satisfactory picture
frame will result; not only will the corners
be neat and the frame be square in front
elevation, but it will also be quite free from
distortion, the glass resting evenly all round
the rebate.

457\
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Fig. 3.-Detads of the sheet -metal fences.
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FLYING SAUCERS OVER NEW YORK.-Observer George Conger sighted a round
orange light hovering motionless directly east of the observation post at 00.1 1, July 27th,
1952, and pointed it out to Observers August Roberts and James Leyden. They noted that
it moved slightly south-east. This was reported to Air Defence Filter Centre. Roberts was
able to take a picture of this object while it hung motionless for a minute. Upon developing
the film there was proof that there was something in the sky besides a conventional aircraft.

FOR nearly three hundred and fifty years
well -authenticated reports have been
received of strange objects flying

through the air. These reports have come
from many countries, including Switzerland,
Italy, England, Scotland and Portugal.

The reports started in the year 1619 and
have continued at sporadic intervals until
three years ago, when a large number of
reports were received, particularly in
America, of unidentifiable objects seen fly-
ing at great speed and to which the name

flying saucers " has been given. Most of
these reports can be dismissed as doubtful or
explainable under the headings of Secret
Weapons or Radiosondes.

Aeroplanes with circular wings were
amongst the first aircraft to be flown. All
of these reports, however, cannot be dis-
missed so lightly. They are too persistent
to be regarded as a stunt and they have been
seen by qualified observers in so many
different countries to be regarded as
phantasmagoria. Thus we are left with the
ineluctable fact that strange flying objects
are in existence and the only doubt is as to
their source.

In considering the matter, therefore, we
must accept that this is not the only
inhabited planet in the Universe, nor should
we consider that the inhabitants of other
planets are less scientific than we are. We
are at present interested in travelling to the
Moon or to Venus and we must assume that
the inhabitants of other planets are equally
interested in visiting the Earth. If we are
to believe that space ships from Venus
have landed on the earth, and that one of
the occupants has been interviewed, it is
obvious that the inhabitants of Venus are more
highly developed scientifically than we are.

But whereas hitherto the reports of flying
saucers have merely been conjectures, the
author of the volume under review,' as is
obvious from its title, positively asserts that
space ships have landed, that he has inter-
viewed one of the occupants, that he has
photographed the ship, is in possession of
some hieroglyphics written by the space

."Flying Saucers Have Landed," by Desmond
Leslie and George Adamski; published by Werner
Laurie, rzs. 6d.

man he interviewed and that the landing
was witnessed by several others who have
sworn affidavits to that effect and which are
reproduced in this most fascinating book.
We are therefore entitled to examine his
claims, although it is obvious he is con-
vinced himself.

In a recent book
published by Dr.
Donald Menzel, of
Harvard University,
he states that flying
saucers are simple
natural phenomena.
He explains how car
headlights reflected
upwards to a layer of
cold air could cause
the appearance of a
moving disc in the
sky. This, however,
could not explain the
appearance in the sky
of these mysterious
objects during day-
time. It is well
known that many of
the so-called flying
saucers have merely
been meteorological
devices which do
somewhat resemble
the saucer.

Messrs. Leslie and
Adamski's book very
fairly reviews all of
the reports up to date
of publication and
from that point of
view alone forms a
valuable bibliography
on the subject.
Indeed, in America
there is a magazine
called The Flying
Saucer R e v i
which regularly cata-
logues all such reports.

The interest in this
book, which is divided
into two sections, is
not only that it is a

A Review of the Latest Book
on This Intriguing Subject

By F. J. CAMM

complete record of flying saucers to date,
but that it gives very complete details of the
landing and the conversation witnessed by
Mr. Gedige Adamski, who with Desmond
Leslie as collaborator has written this book.

The first section explains what flying
saucers are not; details of the flying
saucer museum; the phenomena of Dr.
Menzel; The Flying Saucer Review; flying
saucers and politics; flying saucers and
sound; the Vimanas; flying saucers before
the Flood; saucers in Sanskrit; saucers for
a song; saucers in Atlantis'the Solar
System; the findings of Dr. Mead Layne; the
saucer that came down; saucers in Celtic
pre -history; power and the great pyramid,
and the first spaceship on record, in which
it is stated " from Venus in the year
sc.18,617,841 came the first vehicle out of
space to alight on our planet."

The first part of the book, therefore, is
largely historical and deals with incidents
which are well known. It is the second part
which has aroused world-wide interest, con-
troversy and doubt.

The first part of this deals autobiographic-
ally with George Adamski, who claims to be
philosopher, student, teacher and saucer
researcher. He owns two telescopes of the
Newtonian reflector type. He expresses the
belief, held by most to -day, that some of the
other planets are inhabited, and through tele-
scopes he has seen and photographed flying
saucers. Many of the photographs are repro-
duced in the book. He states without
equivocation that it was at 12.3o in the

The " Venusian" flying saucer or " Scout Ship" photographed at
9.m. p.m, December 13th, 1952, at Palomar Gardens, California, by
George Adamshi through his six-inch telescope. About 35ft. in diameter,
this little spacecraft was made of a translucent metal. Notice the
portholes, spherical landing gear and the lens or light on top of the
cabin. The white line round the base of the dome appeared to be some

form of power coil.
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The flight of spacecraft shown above was one of
several which passed over Texas in rapid
succession on the night of August 3oth, 1951.
These giant saucers were estimated to be about

1,000ft. in diameter.

afternoon of Thursday. November 2oth,
1952, that he made personal contact with
a man from another world, who came to
earth in his spacecraft, a flying saucer,
which he called a scout ship. This took
place on the California desert 10.2 miles
from the desert centre towards Parker,
Arizona. He was accompanied on this
particular expedition by a number of
people, including his secretary.

" At first glance it looked like a fuselage
of a very large ship with the sun's rays
reflecting brightly from its unpainted sides,
at an altitude and angle where wings
might not be noticeable. . . . Excitement
filled the air as the truth was quickly
realised and everybody began talking at
once. Alice wanted me to get my tele-
scope out of the car and take a picture of
this beautiful ship so close by. Al Bailey
wanted his Betty to take a movie of it
while it was hovering, but she was so
excited that she could not set the camera
correctly. By the time she got herself
calmed, the ship was already moving
again.

" Two pairs of binoculars which had
been brought along were being passed
rapidly from one to the other so all
could get a good look. And it was with
the binoculars that George noted a black
or dark marking on the side as though
an insignia of some kind was there. A

DETAILS OF LANDING GEAR.-This, the
third of the telescopic series of pictures made on
December 13th, 1952, gives a detailed view of one
of the three landing spheres by means of which
the saucer can apparently land in any direction.
This ingenious arrangement would also facilitate

manhandling on the ground.

TWO AMAZING FORMATIONS OF
SPACECRAFT.-Compare this formation
with the one at the top of the page. This was
photographed against the Moon by George
Adamski on May 29th, 1950, who says : " As I
was observing the Moon through my six-inch
telescope I noticed a number of very small pin-
points of light apparently rising from the Moon's
surface. I have observed this body endless times
during the last twenty years, but I had never
before seen anything like them. I quickly attached
my camera and took this photo. Whether they
were on the Moon's surface or hovering far out in
space I cannot say. I only know that natural
celestial bodies do not stop, start and change
direction at will. I do believe that interplanetary
travellers may use our satellite as a base from time
to time." Many other astronomers have observed
similar formations. The giant saucers shown
above were estimated to be about r,000ft. in

diameter.

member of the Air Force during the last
war, Dr. George. Williamson is well
acquainted with the insignias of planes of
other nations as well as our own. . . . I
said ' Someone take me down the road-
quick! That ship has come looking for me
and I don't want to keep them waiting.
Maybe the saucer is already up there some-
where-afraid to come down here where too
many people would see them.

" Don't ask me why I said this or how I
knew, I have already said that I have a
habit of following my feelings and that is
the way I felt. . . . Lucy quickly got into
our car and started the motor. Al asked if
he might go too and climbed in beside her.
Telling the others to stay where they were
and to watch closely all that took place, I
got into the back seat of the car We
decided to try driving in closer and
succeeded in making it safely, stopping
within about 200 feet of my chosen spot: -
Here the large ship appeared_ to be almost

directly over the car and as the car stopped,
it also stopped ! . . .

" Al helped me unload my equipment,
set up the tripod and fasten the telescope
on it as firmly as possible. . . . But I did
not want to waste too much time with these
preparations because I did not know how
much time I was being given. I felt a
definite need for haste, but as I think back
over my experiences I am not sure Nvhet her
this feeling was coming from in the
big ship, or being created by my own
excitement. . . . Not more than five
minutes had elapsed after the car had left
me when my attention was attracted by a
flash in the sky and almost instantly a
beautiful small craft appeared to be drift-
ing through a saddle between two of the
mountain peaks and settling silently into
one of the coves about half a mile from
me. It did not lower itself entirely below
the crest of the mountain. Only the lower
portion settled below the crest, while the
upper, or dome section, remained above
the crest and in full sight of the rest of
my party who were back there watch-
ing.... Quickly I spotted it in the finder
on my telescope and as rapidly as possible
I snapped the seven loaded films, without
asking time to focus through the ground
glass in the back of the camera. But I
was hoping and praying that Lady Luck
was with me and that the pictures would
turn out well. . . . Suddenly my reverie
was broken as my attention was called to
a man standing at the entrance of a ravine
between two low hills, about a quarter ;I
a mile away. He was motioning me to
come to him and I 'wondered who he was
and where he had come from. . . . As I

(Continued on ptzge 179)
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The Braking of Aircraft

The Hawker Hunter, which is fitted with an unusual braking equipment.

FEW readers who visited the great air
show at Farnborough will fail to have
been impressed by the tremendous

power of the thunderous jet engines that
accelerated sleek fighters and big bombers to
speeds of over too m.p.h. in a few seconds.

But how many gave thought to the rela-
tively diminutive brakes which, at the end
of each performance, quietly and effectively
undid the noisy work of the engines and

The Testing and Operation of
Modern Aircraft Brakes
By MAURICE F. ALLWARD

are designed to cater for different require-
ments, but it does help to bring home the
task now confronting aircraft brake
specialists.

The higher landing weights and speeds
of modern aircraft, jet engines and the reduc-
tion in aerodynamic drag owing to the use
of nosewheel undercarriage, means that
requirements have increased tremendously
over the past few years. The rate of con-
version of energy to heat has risen five -fold
to over t,000 B.Th.Us. per second, and
torque requirements to 300,000lb./in.

The momentum of an aircraft about to
land is stored as kenetic energy and for even
moderate aircraft is measured in millions of
ft. lb. Most of this is dissipated by con-
version into heat within the brakes during
the landing run. The relatively short stop -

brought the aircraft to rest? Probably not
many. Yet the performance of the modern
aircraft wheel brake is just as impressive
as that of the engines.

For example, the average family car has
four brakes each of about 12in, diameter.
The Percival Prince, weighing seven or eight
times as much and landing at over 75 m.p.h.,
has only two brakes, gin. diameter. The
comparison is not strictly fair as the brakes

Fig. 2 (Left).-Pahner Disc
Brake. The heat storing
discs weigh 151b. each and
comprise 7o per cent. of the
total weight of the brake.

Fig. 3 (Right).-D u n lop
Plate Brake. This brake
is used in many of the
latest aircraft of all types.
The operating rod passes
through the gap between
the discs and pulls them up
against the torque flange.
By working in tension it
makes the fullest use of the

strength of the material.

Fig. 1.-Brake Test Machine. The brake is in position in the wheel mounted on the end
of the flywheel shaft. In the right foreground is the control panel for applying pressure to
the brake. To the left is the time -torque recorder, behind which the massive flywheels are

just visible.

ping time means that little heat is lost by
radiation or conduction during the actual
run, so that the brakes have to absorb
nearly all the heat generated without suffering
damage. The brakes are, in effect, heat
reservoirs, and the amount of heat that can
be stored for a particular temperature is
directly proportional to the weight of the
brake and the specific heat of its elements.

Increasing Operating Temperature
Thus, if a brake can safely absorb a

certain amount of heat, its capacity can be
increased by increasing its weight and thus
its heat storage capacity. And so, as might
be assumed, designers have not found it easy
to meet present-day requirements without
a proportionate weight increase.

An obvious step to save weight is to
increase the operating temperature, but when
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this remedy is applied to drum brakes-
that is to brakes on which the actual heat
reservoir is in the shape of a drum-many
difficulties become apparent. These are such
that it is generally thought that the solution
is disc brakes. As the name implies, these
are brakes in which the heat reservoir is in
the form of a disc instead of a drum. The
main advantage of this form of reservoir is
that a disc, unlike a drum which dissipates
heat from the wall opposite to the one on
which it is generated and is thus prone to
distortion, is heated on both sides and so has
more even heating and cooling which reduces
distortion. 'Also, instead of being rigidly
bolted to the wheel like a drum, the brake
disc floats freely and is isolated thermally
from the wheel ; thus the heat transfer by
conduction between the two is kept low. The
" open " design of the modern disc brake
means that it is well ventilated and so cools
rapidly after use, thus reducing the risk of
tyre deterioration through excessive heat. A
disc brake, therefore, in theory can be more
readily operated at a higher temperature.

There may be some who although familiar
with drum -type brakes are mystified by the
term " disc brake," and a few words of
explanation may help them to understand
this type of brake which is now fitted to
nearly all bombers, fighters and airliners.

The principle of the disc brake is quite
simple. The disc is keyed to and rotates
with the wheel. Astride the disc and fixed
to the axle is a U-shaped frame housing the
friction pads and operating piston. Normally
the disc runs freely between the pads, but
when the brake is applied, however, the disc
is clamped between them, thus tending to
arrest the motion of the wheel. The ordinary
bicycle caliper brake is a form of disc.brake,
with the rim of the wheel acting as the disc.

Laboratory Testing
In view of the serious consequences that

could arise from their failure, a comprehen-
sive test programme for brakes designed for
use of civil aircraft is required by the Air
Registration Board. Another test schedule
has been prepared for brakes intended for
use on military aircraft, where the operating
conditions can be quite different.

These laboratory tests are conducted on
what the specialists call inertia machines.
These usually consist of a motor -driven shaft
to which various flywheels can be keyed and
the weight and speed so adjusted to simulate
the kinetic energy to be absorbed by the
brake under test. The wheel, to which is
secured the drum or disc, is fixed to the end
of the shaft. The brake is mounted on a
separate shaft concentric with the wheel, and
this shaft is carried on a sliding saddle per-
mitting the brake to be readily inserted and
withdrawn for inspection (Fig. s). An auto-

matic recorder is connected to the brake and
records the torque and stopping time for
each run.

On the latest type of test machine the
brake is tested more realistically and effi-
ciently together with its wheel and tyre.
This is effected by ramming the complete
assembly against a rotating drum. These
machines can reproduce the severe and
intermittent loads often experienced during a
bouncy landing.

Most of the inertia machines used for
testing aircraft brakes incorporate air ducts
which can supply a blast of air on to the
brake similar to that which is experienced
when the brake is actually on an aircraft.

For a " stop," as each individual brake
application is termed, the flywheels are run
up to the required speed, the motor is then
disengaged and the brake applied. The fly-
wheels arc brought to rest in a matter of
seconds. The temperature of the drum and
other parts of the brake required is recorded
and then, after a period to allow the brake
to cool, the process is repeated until the
series of tests has been successfully com-
pleted-or the brake has failed.

The programme for brakes for civil air-
craft cleverly simulate the worst conditions
likely to be met in service, and is divided
into seven separate tests:

r
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Fig. 6.-Aircraft Drum Brake. Drum brakes
are still used on many of the smaller types of
aircraft. On this high duty unit the friction
lining is riveted in strips transversely across the

supporting steel shoes.

sufficient to hold the aircraft on a slope
of one in to. More than one aircraft has
suffered damage through coming to rest on
an incline and the brakes then failing to
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Fig. 5.-The principle of operation of the Palmer aircraft disc brake. With the brake off,
the discs are free to rotate between the friction pads. When the brake is applied the pistons
move apart and press the levers against the sliding blocks which move inwards and so clamp

the discs against the centre friction pads attached to the brake frame.

The first requires that the static torque
shall be measured at varying pressures or
loads and is made to determine whether
the torque varies with and is proportional
to the operating pressure or load.

The second test is to ascertain the static
torque developed in reverse, which must be

Fig. 4.-Exploded view of the Dunlop Plate brake.

hold ! This test may be omitted in the
case of brakes acting equally well in either
direction, and as the normal drum and disc
types of brake do so, it is thus usually only
necessary in the case of brakes incorpora-
ting a servo action.

Several stops at reduced speeds are
required for Test 3. These check the action
of the brakes when applied fully at low
speeds and bring to light any tendency of
the brake to " grab " or " snatch " at such
speeds.

General Performance and Wear Test
This entails making a series of " full

K.E." stops and, as the title indicates, deter-
mines the general characteristics and relia-
bility of the brake. Various observations
are made including the time taken to bring
the flywheel to rest, the temperature reached
by the brake 'drum, or disc, various parts of
the brake, and of the wear of the friction
pads.

During this series the Elapsed Time for
Repeat Stop Test is made. This entails
making an ordinary stop and then waiting
until the brake has cooled sufficiently to
allow another stop to be safely made. The
brake drum or disc (the heat reservoir), of



A Giant Gear Shaving Machine
CLAIMED to be the largest machine of

its kind in the world, a turbine -gear
shaving machine, designed and built by
David Brown Machine Tools, of Manchester,
has successfully completed its first test run
at a Clydebank shipbuilding works.

Weighing 13o tons, the machine is 33ft.
long and t6ft. high and can deal with
marine main propulsion gears weighing too
tons.

Gear shaving is a comparatively new
finishing process which reduces minute errors
in gear teeth. This gives quieter running
and longer life to the gears.

A New Steel
ANEW steel, which has been named

"fortiweld," has been announced by a
Sheffield firm, the United Steel Companies,
Ltd. It was found that when a little -used
element, baron, was used with molybdenum,
the yielding point of a low -carbon steel was
doubled, without heat treatment. An ounce
of baron added to a ton of steel containing
4 per cent, of molybdenum was sufficient to
produce the improvement. Capable of with-
standing two or three times the stress of mild
steel, " fortiweld " is being used in aircraft
engines and bridges.

New Diesel -driven Railcar
A" CINDERELLA " existence is being

enjoyed by the 17 -miles -long branch
line between Gravesend and All Hallows
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course, cools steadily, but there is heat radia-
tion to the remainder of the brake and wheel,
the temperatures of which rise until a peak
is reached. The time taken for the brake
assembly to cool sufficiently to allow the
brake to be used safely is noted and this
time is later given in the pilot's notes. The
figure is usually around 15 minutes. Imagine
having to wait 1.5 minutes in your car after
being halted by traffic lights before being
able to start again!

Test No. 6 is termed the Overload case.
As the title implies this ensures that the
brake can be overloaded without failing. In
service brakes can be overloaded if they arc
applied too early during a landing run and
the speed of the aircraft is higher than
normal, or in the event of engine failure
during take -off when they might have to be
applied with almost a full fuel load on
board. For this test the inertia machine :s
adjusted to give 1.5 times the normal kinetic
energy. The test is a severe one and often
results in temperatures around the 1,500 deg.
F. mark-with the brake a cheerful cherry
red.

Over -use Test
The last of the series is the Over -use

Test, and calls for two stops within five
minutes of each other with no intermediate
cooling. The second stop is thus made with
the brake nowhere near cooled from the first
and again is a very severe test and high
temperatures are reached. This test repro-
duces a heavy application during a landing
with immediate and intensive use during taxy-
ing. Damage to the brake is permitted so
long as both stops are accomplished.

Much of the credit for the high perfor-
mance of modern aircraft brakes should go
to the friction lining manufacturers for the
success of a promising design is often largely
determined by the way the lining stands up
to the extremely arduous conditions under
which it operates.

It appears incredible that friction pads
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could be developed to withstand the repeated
roastings experienced when acting against red-
hot surfaces. But special high -duty materials
have been developed that do not " fade "
(lose their friction) at high temperatures and
have reasonable wear characteristics. It is
quite an experience witnessing a friction pad
doing its duty during an overload " test!

In their efforts to produce the lightest pos-
sible brakes consistent with safe operation,
designers have been concentrating their
efforts on reducing the weight of that portion
of the brake not absorbing or storing heat,
thus leaving the biggest proportion available
for the disc or for " useful " weight. The
result is that on some of the latest Dunlop
plate brakes as much as 77 per cent. of the
total weight is taken up by the heat -storing
discs.

" Caliper " Disc Brake
Another light -framed brake is the Palmer

" Caliper " disc brake (Fig, 2), on which a
high proportion of the weight is also in the
discs. The secret of these two brakes is that
they both ingeniously eliminate the high
bending loads inherent in some early designs,
which necessitated heavy -jawed frames. The
Dunlop plate brake (Fig. 3) does this by
incorporating four discs, two inner and two
outer, between the circumferential gap of
which passes the operating rod working under
tension. On the Palmer brake each disc
is clamped individually and pushed towards
a central friction member by a simple lever -
operated hydraulic clamp (Fig. 4).

An unusual development is the arrange-
ment used on the Hawker Hunter. On this
aircraft the brake operating pistons are
housed in bosses which are integral with the
undercarriage leg itself. The weight of the
frame is thus clearly negligible; virtually all
the weight of the brake being " useful " in
the discs.

But operators of aircraft are rarely satis-
fied for long. In spite of their efficiency,
brakes are heavy items of equipment and on
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long distance aircraft such as the Comet and
Britannia represent valuable lost payload.
Looking for further ways by which to reduce
weight, with the frame and operating
mechanism already a low proportion of the
total, thoughts are being turned to the disc
operating temperature.

High Temperature Problem
If discs can be developed to operate safely

at higher temepratures, then their weight can
be reduced for a given capacity and a further
saving made. In connection with this a
representative on one stand of brake special-
ists at Farnborough, whilst commenting on
this possibility, was heard to mention " tem-
peratures of 2,000 deg. F."

Many difficulties will have to be overcome
before temperatures of this order become
possible. New friction linings will be
required, although for this particular problem
the answer may already be with us. A
new lining material has been developed
recently in America claimed to have remark-
able properties. It contains no resin or other
organic substance, but is a ceramic -based
compound made of fired clay, with other
ingredients added to give the necessary fric-
tion, long wear and non-abrasive qualities.
The material is called Ceremetallic, and has
been tested satisfactorily up to temperatures
of 2,000 deg. F. In addition to not " fading "
at such temperatures, the new lining lasts
about five times longer than previous linings,
and because of its low abrasive quality, brake
discs may be expected to last up to ten times
longer before replacement. Yet another
advantage claimed is a higher thermal con-
ductivity than conventional linings, important
because heat will be transmitted more repidly
to the brake frame, thus adding the metallic
mass of this for the storage and dissipation
of heat.

When such a lining becomes available over
here the performance of British brakes,
already second to none, should be capable
of further improvement.

items © Interest
(Kent), where a new diesel -driven railcar-
a prototype-is being tested. Although the
travellers on this line will soon be back lo
normal with their so -years -old " push and

pull " steam engine and ancient coaches, the
" shape of things to come " has made a big
impression. The new railcar resembles a
cross between a train and a single-decker
bus ; passengers sit in double seats facing
forward as in a coach. The train, practically
noiseless in operation, is lightweight in con-
struction and incorporates many new ideas.

The new diesel -driven railcar seen running into Gravesend Station during one of its test runs
between All Hallows and Gravesend.
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LEARN THE

PRACTICAL
WAY

Specially prepared sets of radio parts from
which we teach you, in your own home, the
working of fundamental electronic circuits and
bring you easily to the point when you can
construct and service radio sets. Whether you
are a student for an examination; starting a new
hobby; intent upon a career in industry; or
running your own business - these Practical
Courses are intended for YOU- and may be
yours at a Very Moderate Cost.

EASY TERMS FROM £1 A MONTH
With these outfits, which you receive upon

enrolment, you are instructed how to build
basic Electronic Circuits (Amplifiers, Oscil-
lators, Power Units, etc.) leading to complete
Radio and Television Receiver Testing and
Servicing.

TELEVISION Outfit No.3.
With this equipment you are instructed in the
design, construction, servicing and testing of a
modern high quality Television Receiver.

RADIOOutfit No. I- For carry-
ing out basic practical work in Radio and
Electronics, from first principles and leading
tothedesignand buildingofsimple Receivers.

-IID OTHER COURSES WITH OUTFITS
INCLUDE:

MECHANICS ELECTRICITY
CHEMISTRY  PHOTOGRAPHY

CARPENTRY
ALSO DRAUGHTSMANSHIP  COMMERCIAL ART
AMATEUR S.W. RADIO LANGUAGES ETC.

RADIO Outfit No. 2 - With this equipment
you are instructed in the design, construction, servicing

and testing of a modern Superhet Radio Receiver.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send me your FREE book on Practical Courses:
I am interested in Radio I [1 Radio 2 E, Television
Other Subjects

(Please indicate Item(s) required.)
To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 144x, 43, Grove Park Road, Chiswick,

London, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS

E.M.I. INSTITUTES The only Postal College which is part of a world-wide industrial Ergansation
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A.C. ELECTRIC MOTORS. G.E.C.
-0.9 (point nine) H.P. 1,440 r.p.m. 230
volts. Repulsion Induction. Ball Brg.
Brand New. The list price for these
motors Is £27. Our Price, 212/1010,
carriage 12/6.

713 h.p. 1,440 r.p.m. 230 volts.
Repulsion Induction. Ball Brg., Brand
New. List price is £23:10'0. Our Price,
£12. carriage 12/6.
CROMPTON PARKINSON, 1/6 h.p.
1,425 r.p.m. New Resilient Mtg. 230 volts.
Price £4110/0. carriage 5/6.
SATCHWELL THERMOSTATS,
TYPE Z. Range 125 degrees to 185
degrees. By removing setting knob
thermo can be set at almost any tem-
perature range simply turning setting
screw. Further instructions if required.
New, price PSi- (list price 451-), post 11,
CAMERA CONTROL, TYPE 35,
No. 20. 24 volts. These are rare and
hard to come by. Few only. New, price
50/- each, post 118.
CONCORDIA BELL TRANSFOR-
MERS. Input 230v.. Output 3-5-8 volts
at 1 amp. Suitable also for small
electric trains, fused primary and
secondary. New, our price, 12/6.
post 11d.
SMALL ELECTRIC REVERSING
MOTORS. 1224 volts or 230 volts A.C.
Fitted shaft. These have been tested
and have been found to run four hours
without overheating on 230 volts.
State which voltage is required. Price
10/-, post 1/-.
R.A.F. CAMERA MOTORS. 24 Voits,
now, boxed. Fitted overload clutch.
Can be used with transformer. Price
201- each, post 1,6.
SMALL MOTORS BY HOOVER. -
These have rectangular carcase and
double -ended shaft, in our estimation
about the best of all small motors.
They are 24 volt, can be run with trans-
former from mains. 12/6 each, post 1/-.
GRAM MOTORS BY PLESSEY.-
A.C. 230 shaded pole. Shaft has three
diameters to give three speeds. New.
Tapped 200/230 volts. Price 151-, post 1/-.
NEON TESTERS. By Phillips, 230 volt
mains. Indicates live wire, most useful
electrical tool. 5'- each, post 6d.
MASTER CONTACTORS. Contains
8 hour clockwork movement, gives 2
impulses per second, can be used up to
24 volt as flasher unit. New in silence
cabinet. 12/6 eacn post 1/6.

L. O. NORTHALL
16.11olly ltd., Quinton, Birmingham 32

Phone : WOO 3166
Callers welcomed at our Main Show-
rooms 353, Bearwood Road, Smethwick.

Send S.A.E. for List.
Special attention to wholesale and

export enquiries.

You Can Become a
HANDICRAFTS
INSTRUCTOR
EXPERIENCE NOT ESSENTIAL

Men who enjoy making things in
wood or metal can turn their hobby
into a permanent and interesting
Career ! Short hours, long holidays,
and security in a job you would
really enjoy, can be yours if you
become a Handicrafts Instructor,
Let us send you details of the easiest
and quickest way to get the necessary
qualification.

We definitely Guarantee
"NO PASS -NO FEE"
If you would like to know about

our unique method of preparing you
for one of these appointments, write
today, and we will send you an
informative r44 -page Handbook -
FREE and without obligation. Mark
your letter " Handicrafts Instructor."
British Institute of Engineering Technology

591, Shakespeare House,
BIET17/19, Stratford PI., London. W.1

CHARLES PORTASS & SON
Buttermere Works, Sheffield 8

i1,

I 3" x 12r MODEL'S'
£23 10 0 less centres

MODEL 'C'
3" x 11"

£13 . 17 . 6
3" x 17"

215 . 10 . 0
Reversible

Ilearlstk. Set -
over Tallstk.
Race& Apron STAMP I LEASE.

alp
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"Finger-tip

flame control"

said a silversmith, " Pleasant to handle,
very sensitive controls."

He was one of the many users of our
Flamemaster Mark II and the three comments
he made probably sum up the main reasons
for the Flamemaster's immense popularity.

Also :

It burns coal -gas or bottled -gases of the butane type
with equal efficiency . . .

The air or oxygen pressure needed is comparatively low . . .

All the different flame -units are easily interchangeable . . .

It won't splutter or give you an unstable flame . . .

It won't leak, even on high pressures . . .

It won't raise your running -costs (our economiser -trigger
sees to that) . . .

But it will bring speedy and reliably controlled heating right
to the spot where you need it . . .

remember the name

FLAMEMASTER MARK II

PRODUCT
Write for full details to :-

CHANCE BROTHERS LIMITED, DEPT. 2 20, LIGHTHOUSE WORKS,
SMETHWICK 40, BIRMINGHAM. TELEPHONE : WEST BROMWICH 1824.
LONDON OFFICE : 28 ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, S.W.I. TEL : WHITEHALL 6002.
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WATSON'S SPECIAL OFFERS
T.V. RADIO APPLIANCES WITHOUT

MAINS ELECTEUCTTY
JOHNSON CHORE HORSE. -Type Cen-E-
Mo tor Dual Output Generating Sets. 230 v.
A.C.. 50/60 cycles, 250/300 w. or 12,15 v.
250/300 w. for battery charging. press -button
starting, A. V.C. Unused. 239/10/-. Carr. 12,6.
LYON ALCO-.I.A.P.-300 watt, 12/18 v..
20 amps. Beautifully made sets complete
with switchboard, cutout and voltage
regulator. Unused. 222'10/, Carr. 126.
ROYAL ENFIELD.-Twin,eylinder air-
cooled industrial engines developing up to
5 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.m. Each in steel frame
complete with petrol tank, etc., ready for
use. 21610,-. Carr. 17:6.
MAHOGANY FINISH BOXES.-Beent [-
fully mode with brass bound lid and brass
fastener, IP" x x tr. 86. Post 2:-.
EX-II.A.F. TARGET SLEEVES.-10It.

x lft. diam. Contains approx.
sq.50 i ft. of best quality green canvas. 1916.

ASTRO COMPASS. -Precision observa-
tion instruments. Optical sight four scales,
two spirit levels in case. 8,6. Post 118.
SUPERFLEXIL-Flexible pipes suitable
Petrol, oil, etc. Approx. 21't. 10in. long, lin.
or tin. D.S.P. unions. 2!- each. Post 9d.
III0 II PRESSURE FLEXIBLE TURING.
To 300 lb., tin. bore, 22in. long, lin. B.S.P.
unions. Price 6/9. Post 1;3.
CONTACT SWITCHES. -For use with
Microphone, etc. In bakelite size, approx.
311n. x in. 2/9. Post 6d.
PRESSURE SWITCHES. -Designed to
operate warning light. 36 each. Post 90.
TI CALEMIT OIL GUNS. -A very useful
goaerriteornasl.pulrpoio6s.e spqousitrt1g6un. New in makers'

OLIVE GREEN PAINT. -Synthetic. Matt
finish in one gallon tins, 17/6. Cary. 2:-.
EX-R.A.F. TOOL BOXES. -Size 14in. x
9in. x 8in. Dovetailed and metal bound.
Price 8/9 each. Carr. 2,6 Larger size, 20in.
x 12in. x llin. Price 138. Carr. 3:6.
SIGHTING TELESCOPES.--21in. overall.
Precision -built. 23/6. Post 2,-.
MOTOR GENERATORS. -Unused, input
24 v. Two outputs/240,280 v. 40 iv. and 90 140 v.
40 w.: can be used as motor on 12 v. or 24 v.
Less than the value of the Ballraces. Price
9/6. Post 2/-
POCKET SPIRIT LEVELS. -2/, in. moulded
case with protective cover, 1/6. Post 3d.
LANDING LAMPS. -T diam. easily con-
vse6r teeadchto. cpaorstsplit61.ights, matt black finish.

Hundreds of other Bargains available.
Send Stamp for List.

EASTERN MOTORS
ALDEBURGH, SUFFOLK, Phone SI.

FOR HOME, OFFICE, WORKS

AHD LABORATORY USE

"DERMIC"
OILER

Mark 111

4/11 Post Free

As supplied to Official Departments
and Undertakings, Engineering and
Aviation firms, etc.
Use a " DERMIC " Oiler for clean and
accurate lubrication. of models, clocks,
watches, sewing machines, typewriters,
movie cameras and projectors and any
delicate instruments or mechanism.
Can also be used for the clean and
efficient application of soldering fluid.
Packed in box with full instructions.
Manufactured by

S. & B. PRODUCTIONS,
Orton Buildings, Portland Road,
South Norwood, London, S.E.25.

Phone : LIV 4943,

ELECTRICAL ITEMS
* Surface Double -Pole Switches, 5 amp.,

2'- ; 15 amp., 3'-.
* 3 Amp. S.P. Toggle Switches, 1/3.
* 1 Amp. D.P. Toggle Switches, 1'9.
* Main Switch, 30 amp., double -pole,

Arrow onioff, mounted in cream enamel
metal box, 7/0.

* G.E.C. Switch Fuses, 30 amp., 500 volt,
double pole, 17:6.

Terms : Cash with order.
Slydlok Fiasco in 5, 15, 30 and 60 amp. sizes.
Toggle, Panel and Fire Switches, ILILC.
Fuse Cartridges. MK, watertight ironclad
Switches and Sockets, Niplian type plugs
and sockets, all at attractive prices.

Specific enquiries welcomed.

RYNESS LTD. (H),
178, STAMFORD HILL,

LONDON, N.)6.
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Simple Circuits for 'Transmitter and Receivers

in Models By F. G. RAYER

AGREAT deal of interest can be
obtained from the radio control of
models and other mechanisms, and the

equipment need not be of a very complex
nature. It is accordingly proposed to set
out the methods which may be employed and
to indicate suitable circuits. Such equipment
is most usually employed to control model
boats or aircraft, but mobile runabout models
are equally suitable, and in some cases more
convenient. The same methods can be used
to control fixed mechanisms, broadcast -band
receivers, or any other equipment.

The simplest type of model -control system
is of the " On -off " type, and is shown in
Fig r. Almost all forms of control are
elaborations or improvements of this method.

Transmitter Receiver

To
model

Switch! -
or key r IRefay

Fig. 1.-Basic method of operation.

Here the transmitter may be assumed to be
of the " carrier wave only " type, and this
radiates an unmodulated radio wave of the
required frequency, when switched on.
Switching is usually of the push-button type,
or a Morse key or any similar means may
be employed, if desired, for keying the
transmitter. Such a transmitter may have
one or more valves, according to the power
required, and may be mains or battery
operated. In the interests of portability,
battery operation is most usual, especially as
the power of the transmitter may not be
increased beyond a limit fixed for such equip-
ment.

The receiver may contain one or more
valves, or may in some cases be of the valve-
less type. When the carrier wave radiated by
the transmitter is picked up, the relay is
caused to open or close, according to the
manner in which it is wired. Operation of
the key or switch at the transmitter there-
fore results in a circuit at the receiver being
opened or closed, thereby controlling the
model.

Rudder Control
Actual control of rudder or other mechan-

isms is achieved by using an actuator. This
may be a small electric motor, which turns
the rudder or other mechanism through
reduction gearing. Or an electro-magnetic
mechanism may be used, or a spring or
elastic mechanism controlled by a magnetic
catch. Such actuators may readily be made
up, or can be purchased ready for use, and
it is not proposed to cover their construction
in detail at the present.

In a very simple model or apparatus, the
relay could serve as the means of control. A

Mr. Clive Wayne,
of Thorpe Bay, gives
his radio -controlled
model of H.M.S.
"Southampton" a trial
run at Southchurch

Park, Southend.

motor might thereby be started or stopped,
or a lamp or other receiver could be switched
on or off. In more complicated models, other
relays and mechanisms may be added so that
other units may be controlled. In a boat,
for example, it may be necessary to start,
stop and reverse the propulsion motor, and
control the rudder, for steering.

Transmitter Regulations
No special licence is required for the opera-

tion of a M.C. (Model Control) transmitter,
provided the equipment is used in such a
way as to minimise interference. To achieve
this end, the transmitter must operate within
the band between 464 Mc/s and 465 Mc/s,
or in the band between 26.96 Mc/s and
27.28 Mc/s. For most purposes, the 27
Mc/s band, with a wavelength of approxi-
mately 11. t t metres, is most convenient.
The higher frequency band requires radio
circuits of a somewhat specialised nature-
a disadvantage which does not arise with
the 27 Mc/s frequebcy.

3.3K0
.001 pF

to
.;NF

I

HT4

HT -

LT -0
 -O. .°0-. 

Fig. 2.-Self-excited one -valve transmitter.

The power output of the transmitter is
also limited and the D.C. power input to
the anode circuit of the valve or valves
energising the aerial must not exceed 5 watts.
With small t or 2 valve transmitters, there
is normally little danger of exceeding this
maximum. If there is any doubt, however,
the actual figure may readily be calculated.
To do this, any heater or filament currents
are disregarded. So is the anode current of
any crystal -controlled stage, driver stage, or
other stage not energising the aerial. The
anode current of the valve or valves energis-
ing the aerial should then be measured, and
expressed in amps. (1,000 milliamps equal
I amp.) This figure is multiplied by the
high tension, or anode, voltage. The resultant
figure expresses the wattage, and should not
exceed 5. An example will make the calcu-
lation clear, and it should always be applied

ea

in cases of doubt. Assume that a toov. H.T.
supply is used, and the valve energising the
aerial draws 25mA. 25mA = 0.025 A.
0.025 x 100 = 2.5. The transmitter would
therefore be rated at 21 watts.

In order that the transmitter may be kept
within the permitted band, it may be crystal -
controlled, or may be tuned to the desired
frequency by means of a frequency -meter.
The tunable type of transmitter enables
maximum output to be obtained with mini-
mum circuit complication, while the crystal -
controlled transmitter has the advantage of
frequency stability. In each case the receiver
is tuned to the transmitter wavelength so as
to obtain maximum sensitivity.

Self-excited Transmitter
This is the simplest form, and shown in

Fig. 2. Any mains or battery -operated pen-
tode, screen -grid,. or triode valve can be
used, including " all -dry " 1.4 V. types. The
output obtained will depend largely upon the
type of valve and H.T. voltage. Small
detector or L.F. type valves, with low H.T.
voltages, can be used for experimental pur-

. poses when the receiver is situated near the
transmitter. But to obtain a reasonably
satisfactory output for controlling the model
at range, a power type valve is required, with
a H.T. voltage of too to 15o. Sufficient
output can then be obtained for controlling
the receiver up to -4- mile or more, according
to the sensitivity of the receiver and type of
aerials used.

Such a transmitter, if battery -operated, will
not give the full permitted output. The
output of the transmitter may he increased
by adding further valves, or an additional
valve used in push-pull with that shown.

Self-supporting Coils
Self-supporting coils are suitable for both

transmitter and receiver, and a coil for the
27 Mc/s band is shown in Fig. 3. It must
be emphasised that exact coil -winding details
for the band cannot be given because stray
capacities in valve, holder and wiring can
be sufficient to place the frequency of opera-
tion outside the band. It is therefore neces-

/3 Turns 20 SW6

1
7

/4"
Fig. 3.-Details of a coil for a transmitter or

receiver.
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Fig. 4.-One-Valve receiver circuit.
sary to use a frequency meter to tune the
transmitter to the correct frequency. If
the inductance of the coil is a trifle too
large, the coil can be pulled out slightly ;
if too small, the turns may be compressed
so that the coil is slightly shorter. The
coil should be rigidly supported by short
leads and centre -tap soldered in position.

Coils may also be wound on formers and
this reduces the chance of wavelength changes
due to rough handling. If a ribbed former
is used, approximately 2 turns should' be
removed (e.g.,n eleven turn winding
employed). Vith a plain former stray
capacity will be further increased, and 8 to
to turns may be sufficient.

Transmitter and receiver will usually work
at maximum efficiency when stray capacity
is at a minimum, and the actual strength of
the signal radiated will vary according to
the design of the coil, as can be found by
checking with a signal -strength meter. With
power -type valves, the leak in Fig. 2 may
be reduced to 15K if maximum output is
required.

The transmitter can be switched on and
off by breaking the filament circuit as shown.
Rapid keying, for control of the model, can
be achieved by using a switch or key in the
H.T. circuit.

Quenching Receiver
A receiver circuit suitable for use with

the transmitter in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 4.
This is a popular circuit. It can be built in
a very small space and only requires very
small batteries, as the current consumption
is low (about .o5 amp at 1.4 v. for the
filament, and 2mA or so for H.T.). In
addition, it can be sufficiently sensitive to
permit control of up to a mile or more
when a reasonably powerful transmitter is
used.

The circuit is tuned to the same fre-
quency as the transmitter, and is in a state
of continuous oscillation. When the trans-
mitter radiates, the signal is picked up at
the receiver, changing the amplitude of
oscillation and causing a change in anode
current. This change in current operates
the relay, the armature contacts of which
control the actuator or model.

Either a vacuum or gas -filled valve may
be used, the former being most suitable for
short-range experimental work, when normal
life will be obtained from it. The gas -
filled valve permits of much increased range,
since the change in anode current is very
much greater. It has a rather limited work-
ing life, however, though this need not be
a very severe disadvantage in the case of an
actual model. The Hivac XFGt valve is of
this type, and has a maximum anode voltage
of 45, with a maximum recommended anode
current of 1.4A; As would be expected, the
life of the valve may be increased by opera-
ting at reduced anode currents, when maxi-
mum range is not wanted.
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The variable resistor may be about. 25K
to 50K, according to H.T. voltage and the
resistance of the relay winding. It serves
to control the violence of oscillation, in con-
junction with aerial coupling, which
influences the damping imposed on the tuned
circuit.

When setting up such a receiver, a meter
should be included in the H.T. circuit, and
the tuning condenser adjusted until the
deflection is at a minimum, when the trans-
mitter is switched on. This shows that
tuning is correct. If the correct tuning
position cannot be found, it may be neces-
sary to extend or compress the coil slightly.
The receiver shouldw then be moved to some
distance (say 25 yds.) and the variable resist-
ance and aerial coupling adjusted until the
maximum dip in anode current arises when
the transmitter is switched on. As the dis-
tance between transmitter and receiver is

Fig. 5.-Field or signal -strength meter.

increased, adjustments will become progres-
sively more critical. For operation at maxi-
mum range, accurate tuning and adjustment
of the regeneration control become essential.

Types of Aerial
In order that the circuits given may be

used to best advantage, the influence of
the aerials must be kept in mind. The
transmitter should always be tuned to the
correct frequency with the actual aerial which
will be used, and the receiver should simi-
larly be adjusted with its proper aerial, since
changing aerials may affect frequency and
damping.

For short range experimental work, self-
supporting wire aerials may be used on both
transmitter and receiver. Aerials 9in. to.
t8in. long can be used, and may be connected
directly to the coils, no aerial coupling wind-
ing being required. In the case of the trans-
mitter, the wire may be connected to the
anode of the valve ; with the receiver, a tap-
ping a few turns down the coil can be used.

When experimenting with transmitter and
receiver in close proximity, it may be neces-
sary to remove the aerial from the trans-
mitter, to avoid a powerful signal which
makes accurate receiver adjustment
impossible.

Range will be greatly increased by using
longer aerials, though there is seldom much
necessity to employ more than 8ft. or so
at the transmitter, and 4ft. or so at the
receiver. In some models, the receiver aerial
may be very short. Such aerials can readily
be built up by using the rft. long inter-
locking sections available from many sources.
The lower section may be fitted vertically in
a suitable mount, and other sections added
as required. If maximum range is required
(which is rarely the case) the transmitter
aerial may be adjusted to exact resonant
length. This is best done by setting up a
signal -strength meter at 5o to too yds.
range, with a second person in attendance,
and then modifying the transmitter aerial a
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little at a time until maximum radiation is
secured. Such longer aerials should be
energised by an aerial coupling winding.
The free end of this may be wired to H.T.
negative, or to a metal spike inserted in the
ground, or taken to a counterpoise earth.
Alternatively, the winding can energise a
di -pole. If a signal strength .meter is used,
such as shown in the circuit in Fig. 5. the
change in radiated power with various aerials
will be immediately apparent. If the meter
in the signal strength unit is of sensitive
type (say too microamps down, full-scale
deflection) it should not be brought near the
transmitter, with full aerials attached, or
damage may result, unless the transmitter is
of exceedingly low power.

After transporting the equipment, it is
always wise to test the transmitter for correct
frequency and maximum obtainable output,
and the receiver for maximum sensitivity, at
fair range.

Floodlightina for Sports
Ground

ANEW floodlighting installation at the
Molineux Ground of Wolverhampfon
Wanderers Football Club was

recently inaugurated. The efficiency of the
lighting system enables the play to be
followed with ease and the ball cap be
followed without difficulty both on the
ground and in the air.

Four pylons approximately 'loft. high
have been erected, one at each corner of the
ground, and mounted on each is a battery of
15 special Holophane projector units. These
units have been developed to enable high
peak beam intensities of 85,000 candelas
to be provided by using I.,5oo-watt standard

general service lamps for the main illumina-
tion for central play. Higher intensities of

to,000 candelas with t,000 -watt Class B.2
projector lamps are used for the long range
lighting of the goal areas.

The installation was designed and carried
out by Frances Electric Ltd., of Darlaston,
Staffs, in conjunction with Holophane Ltd.,
Elverton Street, Westminster
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All items carr. pd. (U.K. only)
EZEE ELECTRIC ARC WELDER
Can be used for welding, brazing and
soldering from normal 6 or 12 v. battery as
in a car. Complete with spare carbon rod
and welding iron. Unrepeatable
at 25i,

1,500ft. BEAM
FOCUSING TORCH

Highly polished nickel -plate
finish, heavy duty, I4in. long,
five standard U.2 batteries. Brand
new. Complete vtith
Ever -Ready batteries, 19/11

400R. BEAM TORCH
Fully focusing, nickel -plated. 71in.
Complete with Ever -
Ready batteries, 9/11

TOOL BOX
U.5 A. manufac-
ture, size I8in. x
I2in. x Sin.
Strongly - made
waterproof ply,
all external edges
reinforced. Sub-
divided as illus.,
leather carrying handle. vy /6
Outside resprayed green 11/

ACCUMULATOR CUT-OUT
12 or 24 v. 60 a. Ex-
R.A.F., originally
cost over L6 each,
suitable for battery
charging, etc.
Limited
quantity at Ur

each
POSITION INDICATOR

Containing a wealth of gears, drives and
shafts, 3 infinitely variable gears, lamp
holders, repeater motors, Veeder counters.
Has been used by many Universities

47/6as a basis of calculating machine.

BLOWER MOTOR
Dual voltage. 12 or
24 v. Outlet aperture
I lin. Ideal for making
car heater, ven-
oat., cm.

FLASHER MOTOR UNITS
Containing small
24 v. D.C. motor
approx. 2iin x
lin. and Reduc-
tion Gear Box,
driving cam oper-
ated contacts,
made for flashing
lights on aircraft. Ideal for Flashing Indicator,
Illuminators, etc. Motor and Gear ar
Box useful for all types of models, LOP
MODEL MAKER'S MAINS TRANS-
FORMER. . All purpose low voltage.
Input 210/250 volts. Output 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,
10, 12, IS, 18, 20, 2.4,30 volts. Rating
2 amps. Brand new, fully guaranteed,

ni
Set of TWIST DRILLS. 9 drills I/16in.
to tin. complete with plastic A

case and stand. Brand new, F/
Send 3d. for Bargain List.

Cash With Order. C.O.D. I I- extra.
Visit Our New Showrooms.

SHERMAN'S
SUPPLY COMPANY (PM4)
473, HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.10

LADbroke 1718

book product ion.

OUTSTANDING SCIENTIFIC BOOKS AT

ONLY A FRACTION OF THE NORMAL
PUBLISHED PRICES !

Join The

Seientifie
Book Club
Members Buy Books Published at
1016, 1216, 151- for ONLY 3/6
`Each month the Scientific Book Club brings to its members the
fascinating story of the march of modern science, told in thoroughly
dependable books by the front -rank scientific writers of our time -

vivid, vital, constructive contributions to Man's
unceasing struggle to solve the problems of the
Universe. And although the ordinary editions
of these books are sold to the general public for
10/6,12/6 and 15/-, THE PRICE TO MEMBERS
OF THE SCIENTIFIC BOOK CLUB IS
ONLY 3/6.

Remember, too, that Scientific Book Club
selections are full length and unabridged. They
are printed on good quality paper, well bound,
with an attractive picture jacket. The selections
listed below give sqme idea of the wonderful

A triumph of modern value offered to members of the Scientific Book
Club -you would, in fact, save no less than

£4 6s. 6d. on these books alone ! Through the Scientific Book
Club you will be able to build up, at remarkably low cost, a first-
class collection of best-selling books. Now is the time to join !

SOME RECENT AND FORTHCOMING SELECTIONS
-at only 3s. 6d. to members -include SEA ELEPHANT : THE LIFE AND
DEATH OF THE ELEPHANT SEAL, by L. Morrison Matthews (published
at 15s.) ; THE ALCHEMISTS, by F. Sherwood Taylor (12s. 6d.) ; PROFILE
OF SCIENCE, by Ritchie Calder (16s.) ; INSECTS INDOMITABLE, by
Evelyn Cheesman (12s. 6d.) ; THE CONQUEST OF FEAR, by Harley
Williams (16s.) ; BETWEEN THE TIDES, by Philip Street (I5s.) ; THE
WATCHER AND THE RED DEER, by Richard Perry (12s. 6d.) ; FLEM-
ING, DISCOVERER OF PENICILLIN, by L. J. Ludovici (15s.). All
wonderful value!

FILL IN THIS ENROLMENT FORM TODAY
To the Scientific Book Club, 121 Charing Cross Rd., London. W.C.2.

I wish to become a member of the Scientific Book Club and agree to purchase the
special edition of the selected book issued each month to members at a cost of 3s. 6d.
(postage 6d.). I agree to continue my membership for a minimum of six books and there-
after until countermanded.

Nam.

Address

* I enclose 4s. (3s. 6d., plus 6d. postage) for my first book, and will pay Tor subsequent
selections on receipt.

Or if you wish to save time, postage and postal -order costs. you may send
an advance subscription. Six months 24s. Od. ; twelve months 48s. Od,

* I enclose 24.149s. (strike out amount not applicable).

 Place ti in the space above, as required.

BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE

Prac. Mechanics./2.

Overseas enrolments must be accompanied by an advance subscription.
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SPECIAL OFFERS
VACUUM PUMPS or Rotary Blowers. -
Ex. RAF. Brand new. 7 cu. ft. per min.
10 lbs. per sq. inch at 1,200 r.p.m. Size bin. x
41n. x din. tin. shaft. 2216 each. Post 2/-.
TERMINALS 4BA.-Instrument type with
captive head. 3 onboard. 116. Post .6d.
SLIDING RESISTA-NCES.-7.5 ohms.. 4
amps. 15,- ; 10 ohms.. 3.5 amps., 25/-.
post 116.
BUZZERS. -3 to R volts. In mahogany
case. Superior quality. 5/6 each, post 9d.
SCOUT SIGNAL LAMPS. -Min., complete
outfit in case, with morse key, inspection
lamp, spare bulbs, etc., only a few left, 15/6,
post 21,
METAL RECTIFIERS. -Bridge types.
6 volt 1 amp., 10/6 12 volt, 1 amp., 12/6.
DOUBLE READING AMMETER. -In
leather case. A.C./D.C. reading 3 and 15
amps., 241n. dial, portable type, with test
leads. 2243. Post
AMMETER. -211n. Flush 0/25 amps.
Moving Iron. D.C. 716 post!/-.
MILLIAMETERS.-Moving Coil. D.C.
241n. Flush 030, 01200. 0/250, 12/6 311n.
Fsush. reading 150-0-1,500, a very useful
meter with a good open scale. 22:6, post 1/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 200,250 volt,
with output of 12 volt 10 amps., well made
1n metal case, 9in. X shin. x en. with switch,
Plus. etc. 501-. post 2/6.
PORTABLE ELECTRIC BLOWERS. -
2201230 volts, 220 watts. Completely en-
closed. lift. flexible hose and nozzle, 7yds.
C.T.S. Flex. Many uses where clean, dry
air is required. £7110,'-.
CLOCKWORK MECHANISM. -Precision
made movement with contacts making and
breaking twice per second, can be used for
switching on and off lamps, etc. Brand
new in sound -proof cabinets, 12/6. post 1/6.
INSPECTION LAMP. -Complete with
Battery Case. Fits on forehead. Leaves
both hands free. 7,6, post 1/-.
VEEDER COUNTER 0-9393, tin. x Itn. x
fin. Very useful, 7/6. post 6d.
ACFIL PUMPS. -These pumps enable
you to fill all accumulators on the bench
with the carboy at floor level. Brand new.
only 30/-, post 2/-.
P.M. SPEAKERS. -In cases, ideal for
extension speakers, Min., 30/- 51n., 17/6.
postage
THERMOSTAT SWITCH. -Bimetal type
in sealed glass tube. 214n. x 30 deg.
Cent. Ideal for Aquariums, Wax and Oil
Baths, Gluepots. etc. Will control 1 amp.
at 240 v.. 5/. each, post 6d.
THERMOSTAT.-Satchwell 12in. stem.,
0.251 V. A.C./D.C. 15 amps. A.C., .1 amp. D.C.
10 to 90 deg. Cent., 35/- post 1/6.
" ELF" CIRCUIT BREAKER. avoids
blowing mains fuses if circuit is overloaded.
Reset in an instant. Very useful on test
bench. Size 3in. round, 9/6. post 1/-.
LOW VOLTAGE CIRCUIT TE.STER.-
A self-contained unit for making a complete
and rapid check of the generator -battery
circuit of a vehicle. Battery voltage, reg-
ulator and cut-out settings and generator
performance can all be easily determined.
American made. Complete with instruction
book. 25/10/0, post 2/-.
ACCUMULATOR TESTER. -Complete in
case with heavy current test prods. Plate
selector switch with 7 positions, enabling
the test to be made in accordance with the
number of plates per cell. 70-, post 2/-.
HAND GENERATOR or Battery Charger.
-6 volts D.C. at 4 amps. contained in a
strong metal case with automatic cut-out
very useful where no mains are available,
could be converted to a wind charger. Only
30/-, carriage 5/-.
BALL RACES. -No. EE2, fin. x lin.. 3/-,
30/- doz.. post free.
THRUST RACES. -13/161n. x lin.. 1/6,
post free.
VOLTMETERS. -0-300 A.C. Moving Iron
34in. Flush or Surface Type, 261- . 0-300
Flush D.C. Moving Coil. 10/6 ; 0-211, 21n.
Flush Moving. Coil, 7/6 ; 0-40 tin. Flush
M.C., 10/6, post 1/-.
BATTERY CHARGER " 1VESTALITE."
Input 100;250 v. A.C. Output 12 v. 16 amps.,
variable metered output, fused, worth £34.
Our price while they last, £15. Carr. & Pkg.
15/-.
ACCUMULATOR CHARGERS. -230 v.
A.C. in black crackle case with fuses and
meter, 6 and 12 volts at 4 amps. Bargain
Price. £4:19/6. Pkg. & carr.,
RECTIFIER UNIT.-P.O. tsMa. Input
2031230 volts A.C. Output 50 volts 0.75 amps.,
D.C. Westinghouse, 55/-, oarriage 10/,
RECTIFIER UNIT. -input 230 volts A.C.
Output 12-0-12 volts 1 ampere D.C., 50/-.
packing and carriage. 5/-.
SLOW MOTION DIALS. -Gin. Scaled
0-100, reduction 200 to 1 or direct, ideal for
wavemeters, signal generators, etc. Our
price, while they last. 5/6, post 1/-
FLASHING SWITCH UNIT with 0 con-
tacte. Full rotation 60 seconds, operated
by a Sangamo Synchronous.. Motor, 230
volts. A.C. 2 watts. In metal case, 3M. x
2iin. x 2fin., 15/ -, post 1/-.swrrcims.-A row of 5 in a flush mount-
ing bakelite moulding 51in. x llin. x 2in.
Ideal for model railways, etc., 5/6, Post 9d.
24 -VOLT MOTOR with reduction gear and
cam -operated contacts, 15/6. post V-.
24 -VOLT D.C. MOTORS with double ended
shalt 2in. a 31n.. 8/6, post
HAND TELEPHONE. -Brand new with
cord, 15 - each, post 1/6.
VOLTMETERS, CELL -TESTING. -3-0-3
volts Moving Coil D.C., complete with test
leads in Leather case,.-R354,_Cost 1/-.CUTTER. HEADSecording high impe-
dance. A bargain at &SI- each, post 1/-.
CUTTER STYLII, 4;- per doz., large quan-
tity available at special rates.

C,omprehelasive 1.1st Now Ready 6d. +-

WILCO ELECTRONICS
DEPT. P.M.,

204, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD.
CROYDON.
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THE

NEW

SUPER

ADHESIVE

for all
CRAFTSMEN

Telephone : MUSEUM 9594

H. FRANKS
E8-50, New (Ward St., London, 1N.9.1

One Minute from
Tottenham Court Rd. Station

miNIATERE CLOCK - WORK
TIMLits. variable, 10 seconds to 3
minutes. Ideal for model work,
photographic timing. etc. With slight
modification will run 15 mins. full
wind. size 11in. x Situ x 0'16in.,
3 6 each.

C:\RIABLE RHEOSTATS, graduated
i-amp. to 2 amps., 45 ohms, ideal for
chargers, voltage control, etc. Ref.
50128. Fitted in bakelite case. 4in.
square, liin. deep, 12:6 each.

S)VFFCII BOX UNITS, fitted 200 ohm.
i-amp. and 80 -ohm. 110 -amp. dim-
mers. on'off switch. etc. Ideal for
model control work, fitted on bakleito
panel Gin. x 4itn. Ref. 5C2799, 5;-.

BECK 35mm. optical slits, slit variable,
overall length 51in., max. diam.

min. diam. fin., unused, 55: -
each.

" DALLMEYER " 16mm. 21in. pro-
jector lenses, fitted in chrome barrel
21in. long, Din. diam., new, unused.
4743 each.

RANGE FINDERS, Type F.T.37, 80
centimetre. These are made under
Darr & Stroud licence in Canada, as
new in transit case less tripod, ideal
for surveying. etc., £10.

SYNCHRONOUS CLOCK UNITS.
Self-starting 2001X-41 v. a.c. 50 cycle,
fitted Sangamo motors consumption
21 watts, size 21in. diam.. 2in. deep,
geared 1 rev. 60 mins. friction reset.
Ideal movements for electric clocks.
With gear train and 5in. hands. Price
22,8 each, post paid.

" BULL " 1.'10th H.P. CAPACITA-
TOR START INDUCTION -
MOTORS. 230/250 volt a.c., 50 cys.
Speed 1.425 r.p.m., tin. diem. spindle
reversible. Ideal for projectors, etc.
23:12'6 each.

SAN(iAMO MOTOR UNITS, MODEL
7. final speed 1 rev. 24 hrs. 200:250 v.
a.c. 50 cycles, 2716 each.

SANGAMO MOTOR UNITS, MODEL
7. final speed 1 rev. per 7 days, 200;250
v. a.c. 50 cycles, 30/- each.

Ex -Air Mn. GEAR PUMPS. Type
RFP/1, made by Rolls-Royce. size
approx. 5 x 51 x 5in. Price 30'- each,
post paid.

STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS, in-
put 1801230 v. A.C., 50 cycles, output
4.2, 4.2 v., 10 amps., ideal for soil heat-
ing, spot welding, etc., 35i- each.

SELECTORS, Type 10K/13045, fitted
cam -operated contacts, 21in. plastic
gear. 12'24 volts D.C. operated, 8'6
each.

12 24 BLOWER
MOTORS, Ref. 10KB,115, as recom-
mended for car heaters in a recent
issue. Price 2716 each.

TUFNOL PULLEYS. Fitted bail races,
external diam., 21in., internal Mani.
3161.n., 2-9 each. 30:- per doz.

.01.n. external, tin. internal,
5- each, 551- per doz. 2,000 of both
types available.

MINIATURE IMPULSE MOTORS
made by " Gents " size 3 a 2 x 11 in.,
suitable for operating models.
switches, etc.. operates oil 4,6v.
a.c./d.c. and is very powerful for its
size. Price 8,6 each, post paid.

PORTABLE FIELD TELEPHONE
SETS, type D, fitted handset extra
headset, tuned buzzer, etc., £5.10: -
the pair.HIGH QUALITY ex-A.M.
VACUUM PUMPS, size Gin. x 410.
x 4in. approx. Flange mounting,
weight 51b., spline shaft 2in. long 1 In.
diameter ; needs a 1 h.p. motor to
drive same. Price 37/6 each.

AIR PRESSURE OPERATF.D CON-
TACTING UNITS. housed In bakelite
cases, Ref. No. 205145. 9,- pest paid.

ROTARY RHEOSTATS, 71 ohms. 61
amps., 251- each.

ALTINIF:TERS. Ref. 6A,1537. Ideal for
conversion to barometers, etc., 76
each.

AIR TEMPERATURE GAUGES,
Ref. No. 6A/510, fitted Mercury in
Steel Capillary Tube. Transmitting
type. Reading x:050+ Centigrade.
Suitable for greenhouses, etc., 188.

SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS. 200/250v.
a.c. 50 cys. with gear -trains. Final
speed 1 rev. per hour. Ex -Time
Operated Units by well-known
makers, size 31 x 31 x 31n. Price 21'6
post paid.

" KLAXON." 24 Volts d.c. shunt
wound 1120th h.p. motors. 2,500 r.p.m
continuous rating, 40,- each.

REC CIFIER UNITS. input 200.210
volts, am.. 50 cycles, output 24 volts
d.c. 31 amp.. £4 each.

PREDICTOR UNITS. Fitted four
variable speed gear -boxes, 115 volt
A.C. motor, numerous worm gears,
right-angle gears, approx. 78 ball -
races. etc.: weight 78 lbs., cost £300
each to make. New in original cases.
£11 each.

TRIPLEX GLASS DISCS, 91in. diem.,
3'16in. thick. ideal for Port -holes,
etc., 3'8 each, 401- per doz.

CLOCKWORK MOVEMENTS fitted
VENNER " Escapement, runs 10

hours one full wind, final speed 1 rev.
75 secs. Price 9/- each. post paid.

" STANCOR." U.S.A. 2.5 R.V.A. 50/60
cycle auto -transformers. Input.
115250 v. Output 110 v. Completely
shrouded. £11 each.

FULL MAILING LIST PRICE 6D.

METAtIF1it
Metals, wood, leather, plastics . . . powerful new
Metalfix will join them all, quickly, neatly, perma-
nently. Waterproof, heatproof, acid proof, Metalfix
combined adhesive and cold solder can be sawn,
drilled, chiselled, planed, painted and polished.
For the craftsman, for the hobbyist, for the work-
shop, Metalfix really sticks to the job.

TWO KINDS :

COLD SOLDER (tubes and bottles) 1/3
(bottles only) 1/9

TRANSPARENT (tubes and bottles) I/ -

from Timothy White & Taylors,
Mence Smith, Hobbies and all
good Handicraft shops, etc. In

case of difficulty write to

MERCANTILE MARKETING CO. LTD.
22, GROSVENOR CRESCENT MEWS, S.W.1. Tel: SLOane 9395-A H/GH SPEED Lig THE

 Fourteen Spindle Speeds from 25
- 2,150 rpm.

 Clutch Control to Drive Unit.
 Large Boring Table ; to carry

Rear Toolpost.
 Attachments available for Taper

Turning, Dividing, Milling,
Repetition Turning, etc.

31" Centre Height. 19' Between
Centres.

MYFORD
- SUPER - 7-
HIGH-SPEED LATHE

MYFORD E116.03.LTD.BEESTON.NOTIVIGNAM,EN6

PARKER'S SHEET
Heavy Vice Model.
Capacity 18 gauge
M.S. x 2ft. wide.
Loose Attachment/. if
required. for Radio
Chassis. Tray or Box
making.
Weight 22 lbs. Price
50 -. Attachments 1 6
Per ft. Carriage 4 -.
With Attachments 5 O.

ALSO
PARKER'S

SQUARE TYPE
DRILL VICE

Machined table 7in. a
6in. x En. Jaws of
Bright Steel. Admits
stock of 4in. Complete
with stand. Heavily
constructed. Weight
131lbs.

Price 371 -
Carriage 2 8.

A. B. PARKER

METAL FOLDING MACHINE

WHEATCROFT WORKS, WELLINGTON
STREET, BATLEY, YORKS.

Telephone BATLEY 426.

Will Make YOU
A Brilliant Pianist

doI not say I may. I aq posi-
tive:y that I :WILL it l accept you
as my pupil. My pupils' roll
grows daily. I state it In every

advertisement. It is your assurance
of success. My class Is seldom legs than
2,000 pupils. I have taught over
87,785 and I CAN TEACH YOU tin
12 lessons), even if you do not know a
note. I use ordinary musical notation,

no freakish methods. FREE
Bonk and advice. Car
BEGINNER. MODERAIL,

ADVANCED.
Mr. H. BECHER

(Dept. r.58),
Hall, Cen anon Road, Brighton, Sussex.

A.11)..11D CHEMICALS &
APPARATUS

WE CAN OFFER A WIDE SELECTION OF
EQUIPMENT SUITABLE FOR STUDENTS

AND BEGINNERS.
Send stamp for lists to :- 14 (ft/PM)
SURREY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX

The Adept Bench
Hand Shaper

Length of stroke of
ram 31in. No. 2 9.11.
Shaper, Oil°. stroke.
Price 216 17s. Id. Also Price £515s. Od.Power Driven - Extra Postage and packing 8/6 (U.K.). The

Ark pour deafer Adept  Olin. fin. B.S.P. 4 -Jaw 'ride-
yjytho.,,d by pendent Chuck. Reversible Jaws, 88/13.

F. W. PORTASS, MACHINE TOOLS. LTD.
ADEPT MORES, 55, MEADOW STREET, SHEFFIELD. 3

The SUPER
 ADEPT ' LATHE
11 in. centres, 610.b et woos

centres.

A good Range
of Accessorie

Is available.
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HIGHSTONE UTILITIES

r; newfron

Soldering.
stream-linedOugriron is

a Pencil Bit. 200'250 v. 50fitradtts,w1i1t18h,
post Cal. Standard Iron with adjustable
hit, 200/250 v.. 60 watts, 13,6, Post 6{1. Heavy
Duty Iron,150 watts 1613. post 8d. All parts
replaceable and fully guaranteed. Small
Soldering Irons, for use on gas, 1/4, post
4d. Resin -cored solder for easy soldering
6d. packets or large reels 51-, post fiti.

Bell Transformers.
These guaranteed
transformers work
from any A.C.
Mains, giving 3, 5,
or 8 volts output at
1 amp., operate bulb.
buzzer or bell. Will

supply light in bedroom or larder, etc.
PRICE 9 -, post 8d. Similar Transformer
but with output of 4, 8 or 12 volts. 12/6.
post 10d. Transformer with similar out-
put. but with fused secondary and earth
terminal, 18,-, post .1/-. BELLS for use with
either the above or batteries, 616, post 6(i.

Big Ben" Chimes. Housed in CreamPlastic Case. Easily connected to give
Two -Note Chime from Front Door, and
Single Note from Rear. Operated from 6-9volt Batteries or Transformer (shown
above), 23', post V-.
Ex-ILA.F. 2 -valve (2 -volt) Microphone
Amplifiers as used In plane inter -corn.,
in self-contained metal case ; can be used
to make up a deaf -aid outfit. intercommuni-
cation system. or with crystal set; complete
with valves and fitting instructions. 20/-.
post 2/-. Useful wooden box with partitions
to hold amplifier, 21- extra. Ditto, less
valves. 10/-. One -valve amplifier, complete
with valve, 10'6, post 1/6.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers with vest-
pocket clip, 3/3, and with gauge, 3/6, post 3d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains showing " live" side of switches.
etc.. 3/6, post 4d. Neon Indicator, complete
with condenser (pencil type), with vest-
pscket clip. indispensable for electricians.
etc.. 7.6. post 5d.

Crystal Sets.
Our latest Model
is a real radio
receiver, which
is fitted with a
permanent crys-
tal detector.WhY
not have a set in
your own room ?
12:6. post 84. Da
Luxe Receiver
in polished oak
cabinet, 18/6.
post 1/-.

Spare Permanent Detectors, 21- each.
When ordered separately, 2/6. With clips
and screws, 2 10, post 3d. Headphones
brand new. S. G. Brown. G.E.C., etc., 15/,
23,-. and super -sensitive. 30i- a pair, post 1/-.
New Ileariphone, 10/- a pair. Balanced
armature type (very sensitive), 1216 a pair.
Both post, 1/.. New Single Earpieces.
316. Bal. armature type, 4/6 ; ex-R.A.F.
earpiece, 26. post 4d. Headphones, in
good order. 6/- (better quality. 7/61, all
po.st,11-. Headphones with moving coil
mike. 15'-. Similar phones with throat
mikes. 124, post 1/-. Headphone Cords,
113 a pair, post 3d. Replacement Bands,
1/3. post 441. Wire Bands, 64.
(All Headphones Hated are suitable for
use with our Crystal Sets.)
Mierophones.-Just the thing for Sul-
promptu concerts, room -to -room communi-
cation. etc. Bakelite table model, 6/9.
Suspension type. 8/8. Post 64. Mike
Buttons (carbon) 21-. Moving Coil, 4/6 ;Transformers, 5/-. All post 4d. each.
Hand Microphones, with switch in handle
and lead. 4/6. TannoY, 6/-. Similar instru-
ment, moving coil. '7/6. All post 1/-. Mask
type with switch, 316, post 4d.
Rotary Transformers, 24 v. input; Output
1,230 v.,2 amp. in case with suppressors,
etc., easily converted to run as a high -
voltage motor, 25/-, carr. 5/-. Also 12 v.input; Output 6 v..5 amp. ; 150 v.. 10 mA. :
and 300 v., 20/240 mA., 22/6. carriage 5/-.
Morse Keys. -Standard size keys wired to
work Buzzer or Lamp, 3/-, Post 6d. Slightly
smaller keys. 2/6. post 4d. BUZZERS.
3/9. or heavy duty, 4/6. post 5d
Terminals, brass, 2BA, mounted on strip
64. pair. .0005 Airspaced Variable Con-
densers, 2/6, post 4d..00009 twin gang with
trimmers, 2/8, post 451. 24 volt, 15 palm.,M.E.S. Bulbs for model railways, etc..
V- each, HP- doz., post 41. Wander Plugs,
Brass, 1/6 doz., post 4d. Fuses. -1 amp.,
111n.. packet of 10. 2/6, Past 3d. Also 150 mA.
and 250 mA., same price. Hydrometers,
StantLard Type. 6i-, post 6d. Ex-G.P.O.
Telephone Twin Bells, with box, 5/-, post 1!-.
Single Telephone Bell, 3/6, post 64.
Bargain Parcels, of really useful equip-
ment, containing Switches, Meters, Con-
densers, Resistances, Phones, etc.. 10/ -or double assortment, 17,6 ; treble 251-,All carriage 2/-. This country only.
Meters. 15 v., 2I1n. mic.. 918 ; 150 v., Sin..
rn/c.. 10/- ; 3.5 amp., 2in., T C., 6/- ; 4 amp.,
211n., T.C., in case with switch, 9/6 ; 100 mA.2in.. nalc., 7/6 ; Meter Units containing
1-500 microamp. movements, 7/-, post 1/-.

All meters post extra.
Money refunded if not completely satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58, New Wanstead, London, E.11.

Letters only.
:Yew Illustrated List sent on request with

lid. stamp and S.A.E.
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LETTIAAS
TO THE EDITOR

The Editor does not necessarily agree
with the views of his correspondents.

The Theory of Unity
SIR,-May I congratulate your excellent

magazine on publishing the article by
Mr. Avenel. There is no doubt that your
open-minded readers, interested in astro-
physics, read the article with considerable
interest-anyway it made one think. I do
not agree with all that Mr. Avenel has to
say, but he is capable of original thought, a
rare quality, and usually condemned by
authority.

Then, I ask myself if Avenel's ideas are
any more extraordinary than Hoyle's theory
of the origin of matter by the spontaneous
creation of hydrogen. This summer I had
the privilege of listening to an address given
by Hubble (whose recent death is a great
loss to the U.S.A. and the world at large)
at an R.A.S. meeting ; he showed us the
magnitude of error in our previous ideas
of time and distance. From time immemorial
new principles have been replacing old ones
that had even been proved-but albeit
fallaciously.

Let us have more articles about new ideas
on all subjects that your magazine covers.
The times when men were put away by
authority for maintaining that the earth was
spherical have now gone-I believe that
Darwin had difficulty in finding a publisher
for his " Origin of the Species," so thank you
for sparing the space for such controversial
subject matter. I shall try to keep an open
mind and will enjoy reading constructive
criticism from abler persons.-JOHN D.
KING (Purley, Surrey).

SIR,-Congratulations to Antony Avenel
and the editor for the Unity theory.

To me it seems that the value of the
theory is in rationalisation and reconciliation
for it enables these puzzling things to be
explained by the same means-the negative
result of the M 'and M experiment, gravity,
electricity and magnetism, and the lengthen-
ing and shortening of time and space owing
to motion, as calculated by Einstein ; it also
enables time and space themselves to be
explained by the same means.

It really is .a brilliant piece of work
which opens up an entirely new approach
to ,these puzzles, but the theory is for the
man wishing to take a broad view, not for
the person with the painstaking mind who
must search for an error of a halfpenny in
ten thousand pounds.

One complaint I have is the reference to
flying saucers-surely this is sheer specula-
tion and out of place in the practical and
logical reasoning of the article?-J. DIXON
(Driffield).

SIR, Mr. Antony Avenel's article on the
" Unity of Creation Theory " interests

me, since it comes nearer to my own ideas
on the subject than any other theory known
to me.

I am, however, not in agreement with him
on some of the details one of which affects
our conception of the aether. The description
of the action of gravity which, with minor
differences, is, I believe, substantially correct,
indicates that this force is produced by the
interception of a " carrier " wave by matter.
There is little difference in effect between

intercepting a wave and intercepting a
general motion as can be seen when one
examines a sea wall which has been destroyed.
The obstruction not only feels the effect of
the wave, but also affects the wave motion.
Thus the obstruction obstructs a wave motion
in much the same way as it obstructs the
motion of a stream.

You thus cannot have a drag on the
obstructing matter without a corresponding
drag on the aether and this contradicts the
statement that you cannot have an aether
drag. I suggest, therefore, that this state-
ment is incorrect.

This leads to a more material aether which
will be dragged along by bodies such as the
earth. This explains the .negative results of
the Michelson-Morley Experiment without
any need for the Lorentz contraction.-R.
LESLIE (Kent).

Filling A Ball-point Pen
SIR,-In reply to a reader who recently

asked for information on how to fill a
ball-point pen, this can be done in the fol-
lowing manner: A motor -cycle grease gun

Empty,a-
capsule
to be
filled
again

F/ow commences
here

Interior
tube

Capsule rises
as it slowly fills
under pressure

through the body of the stove and made the
tube to run alongside the stove and enter
the side of the burner box and run through
just long enough for a socket and plug to
facilitate cleaning. The tube running through
the burner has four lin. holes drilled
through. The scheme gives me no trouble
apart from cleaning out with a strong wire
before I light up in the morning. It is also
a simple matter to clean the tube while the
stove is burning if you wish, although I
have never found this necessary. I am sure
if Mr. Outing adopts this idea he will have
no further trouble.

I have also a large filter fitted over the
pipe in each supply tank, and these I take
out once a week to wash them in paraffin.
I find these filters keep back sediment which
clogs the taps and stops the oil flow.-
R. ROODHOUSE (Doncaster).

Interplanetary Space Travel
SIR,-Interplanetary travel is impossible!

We all know that our solar system
exists by virtue of a balance between natural
forces, i.e., the earth rotates around the sun
at a distance determined by the balance
between the centrifugal force exerted by the
earth in its rotation and the sun's gravita-
tional field. Also the moon is held in its
path around the earth by a balance between
the earth's gravitational field and the centri-
fugal force exerted by the moon in its
rotation around the earth.

These paths are in fact eliptical, due to
the influences of other forces and combina-
tions of forces.

However, to get to the moon is quite
possible and comparatively simple, but when
would-be space travellers talk about " free

space " I am afraid they are in
error. There is no such thing
as " free space "! Once out-
side the earth's gravitational
field a space ship would be
irresistibly attracted by the sun
and would proceed in that
direction at ever-increasing
speed.-A. D. Munow (Mid-
dlesbrough).

4011/01Witt
vim

feel sure that Mr.
Charlett will not mind a

few co=ents on the simple
microscope lamp described in
your October issue, because it
so happens that I have been
using a somewhat similar
arrangement for some time
now, and believe that I can
suggest one or twu improve-
ments.

First, regarding the power of the lamp. I
have substituted a 6o -watt pearl, and feed
this from a supply of 4o volts higher than
the marked voltage of the lamp.

If the user is on z4o-volt supply, then it
is easy to get a lamp of zoo volts and no
other alteration is necessary, but, in other
cases, it is necessary to boost the mains IN ith
a 4o -volt transformer in series with the lamp.

This is rather a good idea because, when
the primary is switched off, the lamp runs
on the lower rating, only taking the higher
voltage when desired.

Regarding the housing, I found it bettet
to use a double jacket, the inner one only
just a fraction larger than the bulb, with
plenty of ventilation top and bottom, and the
outer one about lin. larger all round. This
ensures that the outer casing keeps far cooler,
a factor of importance where the lamp is
used for several hours at a time.

A piece of daylight glass filter is fixed per-
manently in position, and this, combined
with the overrun lamp, gives a very intense

3rease

ink

Arrangement for filling ball-point pens.

is fitted with a short length of brass tubing
and a regulator tap, as shown in the accom-
panying sketch. Near the end of this rube,
which is plugged, a hole is drilled to take
a length of small diam, tubing which fits
inside the ball-point capsule. The ink for
the refill is placed in the grease -gun con-
tainer, and on screwing down the plunger
the ink is forced up the narrow tubing and
slowly raises the capsule until it is filled.-
T. SALMAN (East Ham).

Oil -burning Unit for Stoves
SIR, Re the query from Mr. R. J. G.

Outing (Essex) in PRACTICAL MECH-
ANICS for October, I converted three
ordinary slow combustion stoves and had the
same trouble experienced by Mr. Outing.
I tried a larger vaporiser tube; I also put a
thick covering of fireclay round the tube, but
had to clean out repeatedly. I almost gave
the idea up altogether when I thought of a
modification which was a great success.

I discarded the idea of the tube running

Microscope Lamp
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light, which approaches daylight far more
than any other that I have tried.

The final change is in the size of the
aperture, which I have found must be fully
2in. in diameter if a low -power objective is
in use, otherwise the field is not completely
filled.

I therefore use this size, and have fitted
a condenser in front of it so as to completely
even up the illumination.

When using a high -power objective, the
aperture is reduced to fin. or even .1 in.,
according to the accuracy of the correction of
the substage condenser.

An extra point worth mentioning is con-
cerning the use of Cellophane for filters. As
Cellophane is optically active (pleochroic), it
interferes with the accuracy of some observa-
tions made with polarised light, and should
be avoided if possible.

In conclusion, may I say that I use my
lamp for all routine observations and due to
the excellent daylight effect, I find it fr.r
superior to natural daylight, which is always
varying.-S. PATRICK (New Eltham,.S.E.9).

Car Radiator Blind

SIR'-In
reply to the letter by Mr. D. T.

Dickinson in the " Information Sought "
column in the August issue in which he asked
for details of a radiator blind for an Austin
A4o, I offer the following design. The
sketch and details, however, are for a radiator
blind not specifically designed for an A4o,
but the necessary alterations will probably
be slight.

Spring
assembly

Spring

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

blind taut, and this is very important because
the distance between the radiator cone and
impeller boss is not great. The suction of
the fan would tend to draw the blind if it
were not held firmly and the spring just gives
the necessary degree of tightness.

The top edge of the blind, which is made of
canvas, is attached all along its length to a
strip of metal which overlaps the blind at
each edge. Two small holes are drilled, one
at each end, to take the Bowden cable. This
strip with the blind attached runs up and
down between two guides made of lin. x kin.
material brazed or soldered to the radiator
cowl. Each slide consists of two pieces and
two slides are fitted, one each side of the
blind. The Bowden cables actuating the
blind are taken to the dashboard via miniature
pulleys similar to those used for the 3 -speed
cable of a pedal cycle.

The driver actuates the blind by means of
a rod fixed to the dashboard by clips and a
turnwheel, by means of which he winds up
the Bowden cables, thus raising the blind.-
G. E. Rux-roN (Rainham).

Cleaning Plastic Cups and Saucers
SIR,-In reply to Mr. E. W. Collins'

question (November, 1953), may I
suggest the following treatment for the
plastic saucers. Prepare bucketful of
water (hot or cold) and add * cupful of
Parazone. Leave for 1 hour, then remove
saucers and wash with hot water, rinse and
dry, thus removing tea stains and odour of
Parazone.

Two slides(42,/8 material
soldered or brazed to
rad cowl

Hole drilled

Mr. G. E. Ruxton's

The materials required for the spring
assembly are as follows : two I tr6in. thick
circular plates, as in sketch ; four *in. csk.
metal screws and nuts ; four small sleeves,
5 'r6in. long with 3116in. bore ; spindle from
the gear of an old alarm clock and spring.

The spindle should be drilled *in. and
then a suitable length of lin. bore tube
obtained and drilled the same. The tube is
then pushed over the spindle end and they
are riveted together. When assembling the
spring, first place the inside disc, then the
spring, fitted to wind in an anti -clockwise
direction. Next place the spacers and put the
spindle in position, making sure that the
small lip on the spindle is in the right direction
for catching spring. All these details are
shown in the sketch. A small plate is brazed to
the inner disc and the other end bolted to the
radiator cowl to hold the spring assembly firm.

The purpose of the spring is to keep the

Roo' fixed under
dash by clips

Arbore tubing

car radiator blind.

The above method has proved excellent
even with very dark stains. I have not tried
it with plastic cups for we do not use them,
but it should be effective.-EoisoN P. MORRIS
(Llanelly).

Stereoscopy
SIR,-Regarding the article on stereoscopy

in the December issue, " Physicist's "
article is interesting as far as it goes, but is
rather weak on history and on direct -viewing
systems.

The anaglyph method was used long before
the 192os, even for motion pictures. Invented -
by the German physicists, Dove and Rull-
mann, in 1856, it was re -invented by d'Almeida
and (as usual) by Ducos du Hauron. Ana-
glyphic motion pictures were shown in Paris
round about 1903, and have been made on or
off ever since. As a method of viewing still
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stereograms it was well established before
1914, and has been in widespread use ever
since. Many middle-aged and older readers
will recall anaglyphs in books and periodicals
of their childhood, and I cannot recall any
time in which some anaglyphic publications
have not been on sale in my lifetime. The
anaglyph is, of course, a long-established
concomitant of topographical survey.

Even polarised -light stereo motion pictures
had been demonstrated before 191o, polarisa-
tion and analysis being achieved by piles of
thin glass plates, as was usual up to the
commercialisation of " Polaroid." This had
been invented by Merapath about a century
earlier, but the invention was overlooked.

Polarised stereo films in colour were very
successfully displayed at both the New York
World Fair and San Francisco Exposition of
1940. Current American stereo production is
based on the experience gained there, and
theoretical investigations commissioned from
Dr. Rule, then of the M.I.T.

" Physicist " omits the " Vectograph " form
of polarised print, familiar to many during the
war, when it was applied to lantern slides and
opaque prints from aerial photographs. Here
the two stereo components are printed by
imbition on polarised material and superim-
posed to form a single composite image in
which the components are polarised at right -
angles. Thus, stereo films can be projected by
an unmodified single standard projector.

The Russian direct -viewing system does not
use lenticular screens, but a fan -shaped grid
of wires masking unwanted strip components
by parallax. The basic idea is old, widespread,
and well developed throughout the world,
including Britain. It has not been used
commercially so far outside one theatre in
Russia because, inter alia, of the cost of the
screen.

A recent, and very successful, form of this
uses a rotating basket -shaped grid. It is most
efficient from any part of the auditorium, but
so far has been made only for screens of
" home-cine " size. Naturally, the rotating
basket must be as large as the projected picture.

Lenticular auto-stereograms as stills have
been made for many decades. Since 1945 they
can be seen almost anywhere in Britain, mainly
as advertisements, and the whole process is
on an ordinary commercial footing. The plastic
lenticular screens (for still pictures) are
remarkably cheap. The taking and printing
equipment is not. The difficulty with pro-
jected images is that of registration aggravated
by slight dimensional instabilities.-R. A.
FAIRTHORNE (Hants).

Flying Saucers
SIR,-The subject of your " Fair Comment "

(November issue, 1953), appears to need
very close investigation. Many observers of
these " flying saucers " have reported that
they have seen something tangible and solid,
and it is noticed that the shape and character
of the object is the same in almost every case.
Besides-and I am allowing for illusion-the
integrity of several of the observers is beyond
doubt.

Myself, I say without hesitation, the " flying
saucer " is fact ; the Venusian part of the
story, however, is not even fiction in the true
sense, but is actually a cloak to the devilish
immediate use of this otherwise wonderful
machine.

Sooner or later we shall know the wonderful
features of this aircraft and then I think it
will be understood why the secrecy of it was
so complete. It becomes comparatively
simple for an aircraft which can travel at ro
or 2o times faster than the speed of sound to
hide its whereabouts.

It is obvious that extremely revolutionary
ideas have gone into the construction of the
" flying saucer," and it is these ideas, rather

(Continued on page 179)
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FOR SALE

70,000 8 B.A. BRASS C.H.
SCREWS, tin. 'long,

1 dia. head, 1/6 per gross, or offer for
lot. C. H. T. Calver, 32, Berkeley
Ave., Romford, Essex.
THE E.W." 2/in. x 10in. Con-

vertible Lathe, unrivalled in
its class ; prices from 213/41-, or no
fuss credit terms ; s.a.e. for brochure
and details. Wanstead Supply Co.,
48, High Street, London. E.11.
TWIST DRILL BARGAINS, 16

Chrome Vanadium, 1/64in. to
tin. x 1/16in., 12/6 ; 8 C/V Drills,
1/32in. to tin. x 1/32in., 6/9 ;
8 Carbon Steel, 1/161n. to 3/16in., in
plastic case, 4/6 ; all 3 offers 22/6 ;
post free. H. Lockwood, 44, Disraeli
Street, Burnley, Lancs.
rkRAUGHTY FLOORS MAKE A
7L-7 COLD HOUSE. Cover your
concrete and wood floors with din.
thick Hardwood Ply Parquet ; choice
of 6 patterns from 11/- sq. yard,
delivered. Send 1/- for sample and
booklet (refunded on first order).*
New-Een (PM), 101, Kings Cross
Road, London, W.C.1.
HIGH-SPEED LATHE TOOLS, set

of 12, fin. square 40/-, lin.
square 65/- ; 24 high-speed Drills,
up to fin., 17/6 ; 5 -pint Brazing
Lamp, list £7/15/-, our price 70/- ;
Surface Plates, 12in. x 81n., 40/-;
carriage 4/-. Stamp for lists of tool
bargains. Mibro Equipments, 65,
Knaresborough Rd., Harrogate
PERSPEX Pieces, Fittings, etc.,

lowest prices. Hardy Plastics,
Bishop Street, Stockton/Tees.
STOUR WORKSHOP, OFFICE OR
1 HOME ; switch on to Fluorescent

Lighting ; more light, less money ;
first-class fittings at a price you can
afford ; 5ft. 80 -watt Trough, £1 down
and 4 payments of 12/6 ; 4ft. 40 -watt
Batten, 15/- deposit and 4 payments
of 9/- ; fittings less tube ; carriage
5ft. 6/6, 4ft. 4/6. S.A.E. details.
Wanstead Supply Co., 48, High
Street. London, 5.11.
FREE INSURANCE for you for the

asking. When you hire-purchase
any new equipment through Rent -
weld, 94, Camden Road, N.W.1,
remember, whatever new plant you
require, Rentweld will arrange hire-
purchase and will, on request,
arrange free insurance. Details,
s.a.e.
HAND RAGS, clean, new cotton

rags, 61b. 10/-, 141b. 20/- ; cash
with order ; carriage free. Coates &
Co., 167, Manchester Road, Nelson,
Lancs.
QHELBY TOOL & ENGINEERING
L - N. CO., LTD., have made a pur-
chase of a large assortment of new
tools for the woodworker, engineer.
builder. etc., mostly in original wrap-
pings: bargain prices to clear ; send
6d. for lists. Shelby Tool & Engineer-
ing Co.. Ltd., Annesley Woodhouse,
Notts.
QPECIAL OFFER in brand new
1,3 Taps by best makers at over double
usual trade discount. Set of 8 Taps,
Whitworth or B.S.F., 3/16in., 7/32in.,
tin.. 9/32in., 5/161n., fin., 7/161n.,
/in. for 7/6 ; set of 9 B.A. Taps, 0,
1, 2. 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 6/6. Also
available in left hand and high-
speed; send s.a.e. for full list; thou-
sands of sizes. Limited number of
sets of B.S.F. 4in., 5/l6in. fin.,
7/16in., fin. ; 2 each Taps, 1 each
Die, Die Holder and Tap Wrench.
Note all in high-speed steel. List
value, £11/15/-, £411816. Darwin's
high-speed Hacksaw Blades. 12in.,
20/- doz. : J. and S., 5/16in. high-.
speed Tool Bits, 30/- doz. Holders
to suit, 10/6 each all post extra.
Precision Model Engineering Co.,
53, Whitechapel. Liverpool, 1.

SUPER ADEPT LATHE, indepen-
dent 21in. chuck, faceplate,

tools, cost E8/10/-, equal new, £5.
Box NO. 112, c/o PRACTICAL
MECHANICS.
flOMPRESSOR EQUIPMENT. Mis-

cellaneous Items ; catalogue,
lid.Pry"e. 157. Malden Road, Cheam..
ELECTRIC

BLANKETS, beautifully
made. 34in. x 54in.. only £4 ;

also Elements supplied, complete with
all connections ready made and
with simple instructions to make
your own, covering 45in. x 39in. 28/-,
or 50in. x47in. 35/-, post paid.
Emello (London) Ltd.. Kempshott,
Bi.singstoke.

LIMITED QUANTITY of ex -R A.F.
Constant Speed Units (assembly

of medium-sized gears), 7/6 each,
post 2/-. The Radio Services, Lr.
Bullingham, Hereford.
511 x ASTRO TELESCOPE KITS for

17 simple assembly ; efficient 21n.
dia. instrument at 40in. focus easily
prepared in few minutes; ready
adaptable parts, comprising : (1)
selected 50mm. dia. objective mounted
in special long aluminium cell with
sensitivity and correcting stop ; (2)
eyepiece focusing holder ; (3) adjust-
able brass knurled eyepiece, magnifica-
tion 50 diameters (equivalent 2,500 x
area, shows intricate Lunar detail,
Satutn's rings, etc) ; (4)individual
test certificate with large self-
explanatory drawings, details of
simple altazimuth mountings, notes,
etc. ; all parts machine turned, pre-
cision lenses ; 49/6, registered postage
packing 2/6. Numerous testimonials.
Additional Spares : 80 x eyepiece
25/6, mounted objective (1) 25/6,
holder (2) 8/-, 50 x eyepiece (3) 23/6,
drawings (4) 3/6, including postage.
Below.
ASTRO CONVERSION KITS, above

unmounted objective with sensi-
tivity and correcting stop, including
eyepiece data sheet for converting
existing telescopes, microscopes, etc.,
into powerful 40in. length instru-
ments, 12/6, post 6d, Below.

ATOMIC
KITS, reveals actual

splitting of atoms, alpha par-
ticle bombardment, interaction, trans-
mution, etc. ; harmless lasts for
centuries ; modified Crookes spin-
thariscope ; miniature nuclear emit-
ter built between standard micro
slides, incorporating target screen,
with 100 x microscope ; 12/6 box, post
6d. ; atomic slides alone, use with
own microscope, 7/6, post 6d. ; both
with interesting instructions. Below.

POLARIZING
KITS, containing

6 assorted sizes laboratory grade
polarizing screens for simple adapta-
tion to any Astro-Terrestrial tele-
scopes, binoculars, cameras, micro-
scopes, projectors, 3D cinema viewing,
making polariscopes, etc. ; suitable
for Astro-daylight observation, micro-
scopic analysis colour and cloud
photography, etc., with experimental
optical excitors, mounted slide speci-
mens, photo-lectic " U," etc.,
demonstrating chromatic and inter-
ference effects: illustrated instruc-
tions, detailing experiments, applica-
tion, etc. ; 15/- box, post 6d. ; sample
pair screens with instructions, 5/9,
post 3d. Below.
ABOVE KITS from actual makers.

unobtainable elsewhere ; terms
c.w.o., c.o.d. 1/6 extra. J. K. M.
Holmes. " Scientific Instruments,"
Dept. PM4, " Vizcaya," Wolveleigh
Terrace, Gosforth, Newcastle - on -
Tyne, 3.
TRANSFORMERS DESIGNED and
2- supplied for all requirements,

Trains, Welders, Television, etc.
Write or phone your requirements to
F. W. Whitworth, A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
Model Dept., Express Winding Co.,
333, London Road; Mitcham. (MIT.
2128.)

TRANSFORMERS,
Rectifiers, Volt

and Ammeters, Controllers, Cut-
outs, Battery Chargers, Power Units ;
lists ;. s.a.e. Harry Gilpin, Manu-
facturer. Portobello Works, Walton -
on -Naze, Essex.
PERSPEX for all purposes, clear or

coloured, dials, discs, engraving.
Denny, 15, Netherwood Road, W.14.
(SHE. 1426, 5152.)

COMPRESSORS for sale, 3 CFM,
1801bs. sq. in., on metal base,

with driving wheel and receiver,
price £3 ; 1 h.p. Heavy Duty Motors,
price £3 ; carriage forward. Wheel-
ouse, 1, The Grove, Isleworth.
(Phone: Hounslow 7558.)
HOUSE SERVICE METERS, credit

and prepayment ; available
from stock. Universal Electrical, 221,
City Road. London, E.C.1.
WRINGER ROLLERS to order.

wood or rubber; s.a.e. for details;
1 week. Wringer Hospital, Sandy -
gate, Burnley, Lancs. Est. 40 years.
HACKSAW BLADES, genuine sur-

plus by leading Sheffield manu-
facturer ; 12 Blades, 10in. and 121n..

.3/3 ; 24 blades, 6/-, post paid.
Sawyers Ltd., 115, St. Sepulchre Gate,
Doncaster.

AMERICAN
BOAT BUILDERS

Annual ; 28 boat plans, 8-22ft.,
and other helpful articles, 7/6 ;
p.pd. Below:-

YNCHRONOUS CLOCK MOTORS
with gear wheels attached, 230v.

A.C. S/Ph 50c., 12/6 each, plus 1/ -
postage. Universal Electrical, 217,
City Road. London, E.C.1.
ELECTRIC BLANKET ; make your

own in 5 minutes ; we supply
the interior element complete, Eft.
long, 2ft. 6in. wide, and 9ft. of flex
attached ; tested and guaranteed ;
35/-. Dept. E.L., Brace, Dairy Green,
Thaxted, Essex.
1VUTS, BOLTS, SCREWS, Rivets,
.1- 1 Washers and hundreds of other
items for model engineers and
handymen. Send now for free list.
Whiston. New Mills, Stockport.
" PICADOR " ROTOS,AW. Portable

-1- circular saw attachment for
your electric drill fitted with 4in.
circular saw. blade, adjustable fence
to cut up to lin. in depth, ideal for
wood, plastic, or soft metals ; 33/-,
each, post paid. Lambs -wool polish-
ing Bonnets, 5in., 4/3 each ; Rubber
Backing Discs, 5in., complete with
key, 4/6 each ; Abrasive Discs, 5in.,
6 assorted grades, 2/-. Send 24d. for
lists of Saw spindles, Vee Pulleys
and Belts. Plummer Blocks, etc.
Sawyers, Ltd., 115, St. Sepulchre
Gate, Doncaster.
CIRCULAR SAW BLADES, superior

quality, Sheffield made, 4in. 8/6,
6in. 13/6, Tin. 18/9, 8in. 18/9, 10in.
25/6, 12in. 31/6 ; all post paid.
Please state size of bore and teeth
per inch. Sawyers Ltd., 115, St.
Sepulchre Gate. Doncaster.
ELECTRIC

WELDING PLANT.-
Large selection of new, surplus

and secondhand plant. Arc Welders
from £20 ; Portable Spot Gun
Welders, £28 ; Carbon Brazing and
Welding Sets (mains operated),
25/151-. Send stamp
with prices. Harmsworth, Townley
& Co., 1, Brook Road, Manchester, 14.

RUSholme  3003. )
AMAZING DEVICE, cuts perfect

discs, wheels, etc., to 12in. dia-
meter, with any circular saw, 10/6 :
p.pd. ; sample 6in, mahogany disc,

fit°, details, 1/6. Below:-
OW TO RE -WIND and Service

Electric Motors, Generators.
Complete Practical Book only 3/- ;

Had. Below:-
OW TO MAKE IT BOOKS :

Whittling in Wood ; Inlay Pic-
tures, Marquetry ; American Action
Toys ; 21 Lovely Lamps ; 3/- each ;
p.pd. Below:-
BUILD YOUR OWN PHOTO Equip-

ment, 12 designs in two books.
Enlargers, printers, dryers, timers,
etc.. 6/- p.pd. Below:-
4(1 POWER TOOLS You can Make

17 from scrap, pipe fittings, etc.
This amazing book of plans for cir-
cular saws, lathes, band -saws, jig-
saws, planes, tapping attachment,
jigs, etc. ,has sold 250,000 copies, and
is a " must " for every home work-
shop, 12/6 only ; p.pd. Below:-
OAR BODY REPAIRING. Complete

A B C course ; illustrated ;
7/6 ; p.pd. ; lists free. A.P.S. (P),
Sedgeford, Norfolk.
PLATED Nuts, Screws, Washers,

Bolts. Soldering Tags. Hank -
bushes, Self -tapping Screws, Grub -
screws, Socket -screws. Wood -screws ;
large quantities or gross cartons.
List sent post free. Sinden Com-
poneeldntRoadsLtd

, Acton.,
Dept

fi
.

,

E. W.3.1 , C(ACOrnhurch-

8126.)
15 amp. Earth LeakageG.E.C.--N

Trips, new and used but per-
fect bargain prices. Box No. 113,
c/o PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

flONSTRUCT YOUR OWN REFRI-
GERATOR." -This book, written

by a refrigeration engineer, is
profusely illustrated with drawings
and photographs and tells you, not
only how to construct a cabinet or
built-in refrigerator, but illustrates
many that have been built by
amateurs and are operating satis-
factorily ; 3/9, post free from:
Robert C. Scutt, Refrigeration Engin-
eer. 52. Hadley Way. London, N.21.
JET POWER, for boat, bike, etc. ,

no special metal ; simplest
engine to build ; few or no moving
parts. Details and drawings of
large jet engine. model engine, small
helicopters. 3/6 each. R. Martin, 12,
Cromwell Road, Portsmouth.

ELECTRICAL
BARGAINS FOR EIPCTRICIANS.-

Brand new Cables in 25-100 yd.
lengths ; T.R.S. twin, 1/044, 42/-;
3/029, 60/- ; 7/029, 95/- ; 3/029 with
earth, 72/6 ; 7/029 with earth, 117-6 ;
P.V.C. twin, 1/044. 33/6 ; 3/029, 56/-;
Transparent Flex, 14/36 twin, 17/6.
All per 100yds. ; carriage paid.
Fully wired Ballast Units, 38/6 ;
c.w.o. ; request list. Jaylow Supplies
Ltd., 93, Fairholt Road, London,
N.16. (Tel.: STAmford Hill 4384.)

/1
200 -2

-; H.P. ELECTRICA.C.
fitted

MOTORS,
N -N 40v., , with

Eft. flexible shaft drive, 0 -tin, chuck.
Arbour 3in. grinding wheel, wire
brush, spiral wire brush and polish-
ing mop ; complete Polishing, Grind-
ing and Drilling Set ; £3/2, 6 ;
carriage and crate 5/- extra. Wilton,
92, Toynbee Road, Wimbledon,
S.W.20.
BRAND NEW Brooks Q h.p. Motors,

ball -bearing, 230v., A.C., single
phase, 50 cycles, 2,800 r.p.m. ; ideal
for driving woodworking machines,
grinders, etc. ; latest type in maker's
sealed box ; £8/15/- ; carriage paid.
P. Blood & Co., Wolseley Bridge,
near Stafford.
MELLOW FLUORESCENT LIGHT-

ING brings a new comfort to
the home-and it needn't be expen-
sive ! The Dynalite Control Kits
make it possible-for all tube sizes
from 16/6. Write Dynalite Electrical
(PM), 38, Stevedale Road, Welling,
Kent.

MODEL DEALERS
IONDON. - Robson's Hackney's
41- 4 Model Shop, 149-151, Morning
Lane, E.9. (Tel.: AMHerst 2989.)
HOBBIES LTD. have over 50 years'

experience of catering for the
needs of modellers, handymen and
home craftsmen. Branches at '78a,
New Oxford Street, London, and in
Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester,
Leeds, Sheffield, Hull, Southampton
and Bristol. Head Office, Dereham,
Norfolk.

SHIPS IN BOTTLES.-The con-
structional kit that tells you how

to make them; build for pleasure or
for profits; kits 6/- ea. from Hobbies
Ltd.. and model shops, Cooper -
Craft, Ltd., The Bridewell, Norwich.
MODEL RAILWAY FANS! Every-

thing you could wish for in
" The Complete Model Railway
Catalogue," 140 pages. over 200
illustrations, contains. Lionel, Mark-
lin, Hornby, Trix, Tri-ang, X-Acto,
Peco, etc., etc. ; all parts and spares.
Your copy, 2/6 post free from Dept.
M., Taylor & McKenna, 98, Craven
Park Road, Harlesden, N.W.10.

PHOTOGRAPHY
iamm. SOUND FILM SHORTS for

NJ, exchange, 5/- reel. List free.
Pearse, Midtaphouse, Liskeard, Corn-
wall.
LIQUID BROMIDE EMULSION for

photographing on paper, cloth,
cellophane, metals, 8/6 bottle ; c.w.o.
Enquiries s.a.e. M. Dept., 0. Bill, 17,'
Greenhill Rd., Birmingham, 13.
ENLARGER and Camera Bellows

supplied ; also fitted, Beers, St.
Cuthbert's Road, Derby.

HOBBIES
TOY CASTING MOULDS, soldiers,

sailors, airmen, animals. etc.
Rubber Moulding Compound, 8/6 per
lb. Moulds for Plasticwork, plaques,
ornaments and Coronation souvenirs.
Moulds from 3/6 each ; catalogue
9d. ; s.a.e. for list. F. W. Nuthall,
69, St. Marks Road, Hanwell, London,
W.7.

CASTING
MOULDS for lead

soldiers, animals, etc. Complete
illustrated catalogue 6d. Sample
mould 6/-. G. F. Rhead, Hartest,
Suffolk.
GROW Valuable Living Miniature

Trees ; wonderfully decorative ;
terrific new hobby ; send s.a.e. for
details: Miniature Trees, Dept. 90,
Room Two, 3, Bloomsbury Street,
London, W.C.1.

(Continued on next pcge)
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(Continued from previous page)
WATCHMAKERS

ALL INTERCHANGEABLE Watch
Materials. Tools, etc., at rock -

bottom prices ; return post. Your
requirements quoted. J. H. Young
& Son, Wholesalers, 133, London
Road, Chippenham, Wilts.

WE CAN HELP YOU. Every mem-
ber of our staff is a skilled

watchmaker and as such he under-
stands your difficulties and trials.
Why not send for our latest material
and tool lists gratis and post free ?
Interchangeable Balance Staffs,
Winding Stems, Buttons. Hands, com-
plete Balance Assemblies, Escape
Wheels, Pallets, in fact, everything
the watchmaker requires. No inquiry
too trivial, we are here for your
benefit. H. S. Walsh, 28, Anerley
Station Road. London. S.E.20.

WATCH REPAIRERS, . Hobbyists,
etc. Send s.a.e. for list of

watches, movements, etc., priced from
9d. each. Loader Bros.. Dept. P.M.,
36. Milestone Rd., Carterton, Oxford.

HANDICRAFTS
MUSICAL MECHANISMS. Swiss

made, for fitting in cigarette
boxes, etc., 22/6 each. Send s.a.e.
for complete list of handicraft
materials. Metwood Accessories, 65,
Church Street. Wolverton, Bucks.

DRAWING SERVICE
PHOTOCOPYING ; 24 - hour ser-

vice ; Plans. Drawings, printed
extracts on Glossy, Whatman, Linen,
etc. Ardua Photos, Castletown,
I.O.M.

WOODWORKING
WOODWORKING TOOLS, cheap.

S.A.E. for list. Wilkenson. 34,
Park Road, Lanlaerhead Green, nr.
Wigan.

`WOODWORKING MACHINES, Saw
Benches, complete, Tin. £4/15/- ;

Bin. £5/10/- ; Lathes, £7/10/- Bowl
Turning Heads. £7/10/- ; Combina-
tion Lathes. £10/10/- ; Planers, Saw
Spindles, Motors, etc. 4d. stamp for
illustrated booklet ; h.p. available.
James Inns (Engineers), Dept. P.,
Sherwood. Nottingham.

LL -ALL 6in. Planer, maker's guar-
antee, half list price, £8/10/-.

Forder, Lightwater. Surrey. (Phone:
Bagshot 3275.1

ELECTRIC CARBON WELDING SETS
" Stanelco" Mains Operated. 210.250 V. A.C.
Mains Load 8 amps. For use with filler rods
as in gas welding. No distortion. Ideal for
Motor Body and Sheet Metal Work, Light
Steel and Non -Ferrous Sections. Complete
with Cables. Holder and Carbon. Unused, in
new condition. £65.0. Packing and Car-
riage 7!-.
POP RIVET GUNS
The easiest method of joining Sheet Metal.
Motor Body and Light Steel Work. As used
in Aircraft Construction. Unused Surplus.
£3.15.0. Supplied with Nozzle for r Rivets,
P. & P. 2'-. Other size Nozzles 5,- each.
POP RIVETS
Mixed Sizes, mainly and 110', 217s. Parcel
56 Post Paid. Sorted Sizes, 1' 5/32",
1'. 3110 per 100 of a size.
FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
6 feet long, Brass outer casing, I- Inner,
complete with fittings. 8/6 Post Paid.
ELECTRIC MOTORS
Ex -Air Ministry bomb door motors, 24 volt
DC. Powerful, totally enclosed motor with
worm on spindle end. Will run satisfactorily
on 10-30 volts AC or DC and develops useful
torque. Ref. No. 51113204. Price 8/6 each.
Postage and Packing I'll.
NEON SCREWDRIVERS
Electrician's Model with built-in Neon
Indicator. For testing and Fault Finding on
100:5')9 V. AC,/DC. Well known make. 8.6
Post Paid.
" SLYDLOCK " FUSES
13 amps. fuses for panel mounting.Rear
or/and Side entry. Price 2/3 each. Postage
and Packing 5d.
DOUBLE -ENDED GRINDERS AND
POLISHERS
Light Duty 1'10 h.p. Motors with mounting
lugs for screwing to bench, grinding hood,
carborundum wheel and calico mop. By
well known maker. NotConverted Government
Surplus. 42'6 each. Post and Packing
BATTERY -CHARGING CUT-OUTS
Ex -Air Ministry. Unused. Cut-outs for use
on 12 volt or 24 volt circuits. Ref. No.
5C/1722. Price 3/9 each. Postage and
Packing 13.
CHARGE/DISCHARGE AMMETERS

(RUNBAKEN)
Car or commercial vehicle ammeters. Centre
zero for flush dash -board mounting. Screw
terminals, 20-0-20, or 50-0-50 amps. Price
7;- each. Postage and Packing RI.
CASH WITH ORDER, CALLERS WELCOME

HARMSWORTH,TOWNLEY&Co.
I, Brook Road, Manchester, 14.

NEYBLO Ball -bearing Circular Saw -
bench, 18in. x 13in. rise and

fall table, ripp, and mitre fences.
riving knife and guard, 9in. and bin.
saws, groo ring cutters, sanding plate
and discs. h.p., 230v.. A.C.. single-
phase ball, bearing motor, pulley and
endless V -belt ; all brand new ;
£25/10/-. P. Blood & Co., Wolseley
Bridge, near Stafford.

MAHOGANY PLYWOOD, new, any
parcel £1, deliverd. c.w.o., 4 at

36 x 30 x 4mm., 6 at 11:1 x 60 x
20 at 14 x 17 x ;in.. 17 at 14 x 23 x
3/l6in., 20 at 14 x 20 x 3/l6in.. 4 at
23 X 20 x Sin., 6 at 14 x 26 x Sin..
7 at 14 x 22 x Sin.. 12 at 15 x 15 x
tin.. 14 at 78 x 6 x 4mm. / Birch,
30 at 5 x 78 x 4mm. ; small mixed
sizes, £1 I cwt.: following one side
slightly glue stained, 7 at 23 x 23 x
3/16in., 10 at 20 x 20 x 3/16in.. 16
at 47 x 9 x 3/16in. M. Leader (19201,
Gosford St., Middlesbrough.

RADIO
CAN YOU SOLDER ? That's all

you need to make a really good
Radio or Tape -recorder from
guaranteed Osmor components; send
5d. (stamps) to -day for free circuits
and lists. Dept. P.M.C.I., Osmor
Radio Products Ltd., Borough Hill.
Croydon. Surrey. I Croydon 5148-9,

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
Single items supplied. Send for free com-
plete once lists. £3 cars. paid.
C.G. Lampholders. 6/9 dz. 11.6'. Adaptors.
713 dz.. Batten Holders, 12 - dz. Angle.
14/- dz. Ceiling Hoses. 2 Plate 8/6 dz.
3 Plate 10'9 dz. Junction Boxes. Large
131- do Small 11'- dz. Switches Micro.
1 way 1619 dz. 2 way 19,6 dz. Switches
Porcelain Base. 1 way 17'6 dz. 2 way 24/-dz.
5 amp. 2 pin S.W. Plugs, 30/- dz-lamp. 3 pin
551 -du. 1/044 T.R.S Twin,100yds. 49,-,50yds.
261-. 3/029 T.R.S. Twin. 100yds. 50yds.
35I-. 33029 T.R..S. Twin & Earth,100yds. 79/-,
50yds. 421, 7'029 T.R.S. Twin. 100yds.
106, 50yds. 54/-. 14/36 Tw. Twat. Mrn.
Flex. 100yds. 34/9. 50yds. 19/6. 25Yd. 9/9.
14 36 Tw. P.V.C. or Flat Twin. 100yds. 17/3.
7,029 Bnre Copper Earth Wire. 100yds.
9/6. Mem Dix. D.P. Switch Fuse. 5 amp.
4,6 each. Mem Roy. D.F. Switch Fuse.
15 amp. 11,2. 30 amp. 14I-. Elec. Bells 4,6.
Pushes 1/2. Buzzers 4:8 each. Lamps.
40 watt and 60 watt. 111- dz. Blocks, 31n.
x tin. Hardwood. I. Walnut, 4 6 dz. Insula-
tion Tape, 5yds. x tin., 4'-.lOyds. 56 dz.('able Clips. Small 1/9. ed. 1111. Med./
Lae. 22 gross. Electric Fires. Best quality.
1KW. 40'9. 2KW 6716. Elec. Shaving Mir-
rors. Mains. 19/9. Battery 163. Elec.
Irons. N.P. 14,6. Heat Controlled 33,6.
Vac. Cleaners, Standard Model. 111.

HALL & WAKEIVIAEJ,
5, Hayes Place, BATH.

WIE 11 E 1- tilt PISTOLS
Marvellously
accurate for
target prac-

tice.
No licence required to
purchase for use on

enclosed premises.
Write for Catalogue °I AIR
PISTOLS. AIR RIFLES and

Accessories.
WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.,

106, Weaman Street. Birmingham Eng.

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

Ask for
Leaflet No. 18/7

Speed up to
6,000 r.p.m.

B.& F. CARTER
& Co., Ltd., Bolton5

FLEXIBLE DRIVES
BRAND NEW and boxed 4 feet complete
Inner, Outer and End Fittings. Ex-A.M
and up to usual High Standard asso-
ciated wltn Aircraft. IDEAL for all
light Power Transmission to Light
Tools. etc.. Remote Control to Car
Radio etc. Only 7,6, plus 14 post.

Trade Enquiries Incited.
MYERS & FOULKES. Arch 187/8
Grove Green Road, Leytonstone,
E.11. LEY ton:done 1013.

REFILL YOUR OWN BALL PEN
KOLOID REFILL KIT

FOST FREE 3/S PER OUTFIT
COMPLETE WITH ILLUSTRATED

INSTRUCTIONS AND TOOL
Contains Ink for

I

Blue, Violet,
12-15 Refills Red, Green.

G. H. HOLMES
(Dept. 67, Brunswick Park Road,

London, N.I I.

BUILD A POCKET -SIZED RADIO,
incorporating latest crystal valve.

Send 4711 for valve and circuit.
A. B. Merchant, 17, North Street,
Fraserburgh.

EDUCATIONAL
A m.I.Mech.E., B.Sc., CITY &ra GUILDS, Etc. Guaranteed

postal courses for all Exams. and
Technical Divisions from Elementary
to Degree standard. Approximately
957, successes. 144 -page prospectus
free on request. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 967r,
17, Stratford Place, London, W.1.

IP.R.E. TECHNICAL PUBLICA-
TIONS. 5,500 Alignment Peaks

for superheterodynes. 5/9 ; Data for
constructing TV aerial strength
meter, 7/6; sample copy The Prac-
tical Radio Engineer." quarterly
publication of the Institute. 2/- ;
membership and examination data,
1 -. Syllabus of 7 postal courses
free and post free. Sec., I.P.R.E.,
20, Fairfield Road, London, N.8.

FREE ! Brochure giving details of
courses in Mechanical and Pro-

duction Engineering. Draughtsman-
ship, etc., for the A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.P.E.. City and Guilds, and
other professional examinations.
Train with the Postal Training
College operated by an Industrial
Organisation : moderate fees. E.M.I.
Institutes, Postal Division. Dept.
PM30, 43, Grove Park Road, London,
W.4. (Associate of H.M.V.)

TOYS
FIRST-CLASS BRONZE MOULD for

making Table Lighter ; full
bodied for hollow casting ; Knight
7iin. high ; cheap. £50. Ivy Toy
Company, Kirby Road. Blackpool,

ROGERS 31 NELSON ST.,
SOUTHPORT

COMPRESSORS. Twin
cylinder ex-W.D. Ready
for use. 12 cu. ft. £12.10.
Professional type. FULL

DETAILS of this and
smaller models ON
REQUEST.
ROTARY FILES,
set of 12 in wood
case, 11'9 : Abras-
ive DISCS5M.diam
Asstd. doz.. 3/9

Assorted SPRINGS, Si) in box. 3/ -
BULBS, 24 volt M.E.S.. doz. &-
TERMINAL BLOCKS, 24 way. le
COPPER RIVETS. 12 doz. asstd.. U3
SELWYN MOTORS. Sin. long. 5,6
SELF TAP SCREWS, 100 asstd.. 3/-
3in. GREEN GRIT GRINDLNG
WHEELS. 446: RHEOSTATS, 6 ohm.
11 amp., 2,6.

300 other interesting items. List lid.

(

-

Itt
FOUR REIGNS

L. ROBINSON & CO. (GiLLINGHAM) LTD.
London Chambers, GILLINGHAM, KENT.

Phase 5282

BATTERY CHARGERS
Reliable, easily installed. econotnical
Selector switch for 2. 6 and 12 volts
I amp. In Black Crackle Steel Case with
Ammeter. Mains -switch, fuses, etc.
200-250 volt A.C. Guaranteed. 8213
post free, Isom manufacturers.
THAMES VALLEY PRODUCTS (P)

Orari," Eleanor Rd., Chalfont
St. Peter, Bucks.

IMPETUS Precision PLANERS
Circular safety type cutter -head High
quality tempered steel knives. Tables
mounted on machined Inclined ways.
Ground table -surfaces. Fences
adjustable to 45 deg.

4 in. MODEL. £9.11).0
MotorLsed. 619.10.0. 6 in. MODEL
£28.10.0. Motorised £41.0.0. Send for
Catalogues of other ' Impetus' Products.
JOHN P. M. S. STEEL Dept. Si).

IIINGLEV. YORKS.
Phone : BINGLEY 3551 (9 lines).

January, 1954

WANTED
WANTED, Used Mercury (packing

instructions sent), also Platinum
Contacts, Sparking Plugs. Magneto.
Points, and waste materials contain-
ing gold, silver, platinum ; immediate
cash with offer ; treated free. All
types of non-ferrous scrap metals
also purchased. Belgrave Buyers
I P.M.), Refiners. 5, Belgrave Gar-
dens. London, N.W.8. (MAI. 7513.)

MISCELLANEOUS
STEAM : Dimension Drawings,

Books, Magazine on small
units for cars. launches and station-
ary use. S.A.E. for free lists. " Light
Steam Power," Kirk Michael. Isle of
Man.

BUILD YOUR OWN REFRIGERA-
TOR. all components available

at reasonable prices. Frigidaire
flowing cold units, £5 ; small units,
Kelvinator, etc., £4 ; h.p. heavy
duty Motors, £3 ; Chrome Cabinet
fittings, new, £1 ; money back guar-
antee ; s.a.e. for list and schematic
diagram. Wheelhouse, 1, The Grove.
Isleworth, Middx. (Phone: Hounslow
7558.)

BOOKLETS, " How to use ex -Gov.
Lenses and Prisms." Nos. 1 and

2. price 2/6 ea. ; ex -Gov. Optical lists
free for s.a.e. H. English, Rayleigh
Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.

"
FORTUNES IN FORMULAS." 900

pages containing 10,000 formulae
processes, etc., 25/-; American
magazines, hobby, technical, etc. ;

stamp for lists. Herga, Ltd.,
Hastings.

THE SCREEN COLOUR PRINTER
prints absolutely anything. 55/ -

complete; send s.a.e. for fullest
details and samples. Dept. 13.. Ship-
ley Sign Service, Shipley, Yorks.

ELECTRIC HAWAIIAN GUITAR.
Complete plans and construc-

tional details. 7/6. C. W. Cragg, 48.
High St., Oakham, Rutland.
-VREE ELECTRICITY. Build your
LL own wind charger ; drawings.
instructions. 3/-. Pearse, Midtap-
house, Liskeard, Cornwall.

SPARKS'
DATA SHEETS
are the Safest. Simplest and Finest
Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed

and Tested Radio Designs.

ALL -DRY BATTERY. DESIGNS
THE " POCKET PAK." All -dry Pocket.
1 -valve Portable. Frame aerial. Good
'phone sits. Med. Wave.
THE "JUNIOR." 1-valver Mil, waves
Very compact. Good 'phone sign.THE " Y. 2 -valve portable.
Really good 'phone results MiL waves.
THE " MIDDY." 2-valver, M L waves.
Good speaker results. V,Popular.
THE " BOSUN " 3. A more powerful
version of the above.
THE "CRUISER." 3-valver. T.R.E. cir-
cuit. For use with a short aerial, MIL
waves.
THE "SKIPPER." 4-va,lver. High sensi-
tivity T.R.F. circuit. Safe any area. M.I.
waves. Exceptionally good results.
THE "CORVETTE." 4 valve all -wave
superhet. Great range and very selective.
Ideal for a portable.

MAINS OPERATED DESIGNS
(A =A.C. and D-A.C.!D.C.)

THE " CUB " (D). 2-valver+Rect. M/L
waves. Fine tone and power.
TIIE " ENSIGN " (A). An economy
version of the above for A.C. mains.
THE " ENTERPRISE " (A). 3 -valve +
Rect. T.R.F. high -gain circuit. 4 watts on
radio and P.U. Economy design.
THE " CADET." (D) A.C.1).C. 4 Watt
Amplifier. 2 Valves. plus Rect.
THE " UNIVERSAL 4 " (D) 2 -valve+
Rect. Fine MIL wave. T.R.F. circuit
Splendid power with quality.
Data Sheets for above, 219 Post Free.
THE " MAINS PORTABLE " (D). 3 -valve
+Rect. MIL waves. Self-contained aerial,
etc Radio -in -any -Room.
THE " CONQUEST " (D). All -wave super -
het. 4 watts on radio and P.U.

3,3 each post free.
THE " CRITERION " (A.) 8 -valves 4-
Rect. 2 H.F. stage, high-fidelity radiogram.
M I, waves. 8 watts Of gcod quality. 7'8 post
free.

AMPLIFIERS
A.C. 3 -watt, 3:3 : A.C. 10 -watt, push-pull
output, 3'9 ; A.C. D.C. 10 -watt, push -pall
output, 3/9. Post free.

Send 21d. stamp for Latest List.
Components and Drilled Chassis Available

L. ORMOND SPARKS (M)
48A, 111611 ST., SWANAGE, DORSET.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(Continued from page 176.)

than the power plant, that gives tremendous
speed.

Several of these revolutionary ideas have
become apparent to me since I began to
search for reasons for its fantastic speed, which
has been reported by competent observers as
being " like a shooting star."

It is well known that pressure set up by
high-speed flying tends to immobilise the
human body, yet this is not so with the
" flying saucer.

One of the most wonderful ideas used by
the " saucer" is a means by which the machine
can isolate itself from air resistance to its
passage of flight, and yet another idea is
employed which allows the saucer to tap the
isolated pressure when it is required that the
machine should travel from one point to
another.

A unique feature of this wonderful machine
is its ability to " re -use " the exhaust pressure
after it has left the machine. This unique
feature is actually responsible for very high,
effortless, comfortable and pressure -less.
speed ; in other words, unlike the conven-
tional type of aircraft, the " flying saucer "
uses air resistance and does not battle
against it.

On the initial " take -off " this wonderful
machine begins to isolate itself from air
resistance to all directions of forward flight.
Thus, the movement necessary for " take -off "
gives vertical rise only, and at a required
height in vertical rise a method is employed
which allows the machine to tap the isolated
air resistance to any forward direction of
flight and a point of air resistance corres-
ponding to any point on the compass can be

selected, which means, of course, that while
the " saucer " is revolving at one point in the
air, it can select any direction in which to
travel. The conventional type of aircraft must,
at "take -off," travel in the direction which its
nose points.

What has made me so eager to search for
these revolutionary ideas is the fact that news-
paper reports have stated that, although our
experts have been investigating " flying
saucers " since 1947, they remain baffled.
Seeing that we must remain second to none
in the air, these ideas which I am confident
have gone into the " flying saucer " are avail-
able under the usual conditions to any aircraft
company who wishes to bring them to reality.
-V. A. MILBURN (Kent).

SIR,-Your comment on the book, " Flying
Saucers Have Landed," in the November

issue, does not appear to be entirely fair.
You state : " One wonders how the

Venusian knew that we had named his planet
' Venus ' and how he knew of our atomic
experiments." Mr. Adamski, the co-author,
explains clearly how he elicited this information
by a series of plain gestures and repetitive
words : the space visitor only repeated the
word Venus after Adamski had said it three
times with his illustrative gestures. Also,
atomic experiments are not mentioned as
such, but purely radiations due to large
explosions. If we are being as constantly
watched by superior beings in " saucers " as
the widespread reports suggest, evidence of
atomic explosions and radioactivity could
hardly be missed. Your concluding remark
that " the whole of the book savours of
science fiction " is meaningless as any factual
space craft landing or story would do so ;

this type of subject is the very essence of
science fiction. However, there is good and
bad science fiction, and while maintaining an'
open mind on this book I would submit that
even if it is not true it is very good science
fiction.-A. CARLTON SMITH (Stevenage).

Restoring Hardened Boot Blacking
IR,-With reference to Mr. G. Lovegrove's

query on the restoration of hardened
boot blacking on page 90 of the November
issue, it should be pointed out that cold
solvents will not convert the hardened mass
into a paste. Modern paste boot polishes are
made by forming a hot solution of the waxes
and dye. The general rule with all solvents
is that they will hold more solids in solution
hot than cold. On cooling, solids are deposited,
and we arc left with a mixture of a saturated
solution plus solid. This is what happens
with boot polish, the solid being so evenly
distributed in the saturated solution that a
paste results. This principle must, therefore.
be followed in the reincorporation of the
evaporated solvent.

The proportion of solids to solvent is
generally in the neighbourhood of 25-75.
White spirit (turpentine substitute) is the
usual solvent now employed. Mr. Lovegrove
should therefore proceed as follows : Weigh
the hardened blacking and for each gram
allow 3m1. of white spirit. Heat the white
spirit in a water bath which has been boiled
and the flame removed. Melt the hardened
blacking in another water bath, remove the
flame and stir in the hot white spirit. Stir till
the whole forms a homogeneous solution,
remove from the bath and continue stirring
until thickening commences. Then pour into
the blacking tin.-LAWRENCE A. FANTOZZI
(Cheshire).

HAVE SPACESHIPS LANDED ?
(Continued from page 165)

approached him a strange feeling came upon
me and I became cautious. At the same
time I looked round to reassure myself that
we were not in full sight of my companions.
. . . I could see he was somewhat smaller
than I and considerably younger. . . . His
trousers were not like mine. They were
much like ski trousers. . . His hair reached
to his shoulders. . . . Now for the first
time I fully realised that I was in the
presence of a human being from another
world ! . . . He extended his hand in a
gcsture toward shaking hands."

After a much fuller description of the
height, weight, appearance and general
demeanour of this space man, Mr. Adamski
proceeds to the interview. " I asked him
where he came from, but he did not seem
to understand my words. His only response
was a slight shake of the head and an
apologetic expression. I am a firm believer
that people who desire to convey messages
to one another can do so, even though they
neither speak nor understand the other's
language. This can be done through feel-
ings, signs and, above all, by means of
telepathy. . . . So to convey the meaning
of my first question to him I began forming
to the best of my ability a picture of a
planet in my mind. At the same time I
pointed to the sun. He understood this....
Then I circled the sun with my finger,
indicating the orbit of the planet closest to
the sun and said Mercury.' I circled it
again for the second orbit and said ' Venus.'
The third circle I spoke ' Earth ' and
indicated the earth upon which we were
standing. . . . He indicated that he came
from Venus. This was the third time I had
spoken the word ' Venus' in relation to the
second planet and he nodded his head in
the affirmative. Then he too spoke the
word ' Venus.' "

Mr. Adamski asked why he was visiting
the Earth and the visitor indicated that their
coming was friendly and that they were
concerned with radiations going out from
Earth. He asked if this concern was due
to the explosion of our bombs. He under-
stood this readily and nodded in the
affirmative.

Readers may think that this Venusian must
have had the bump of precocity well
developed to so quickly have been able to
follow a strange language.

In reply to the question as to whether he
had come from Venus to Earth in the space
ship which had been photographed, Mr.
Adamski was informed that this craft had
been brought into earth's atmosphere by a
larger ship. " I could tell by his expres-
sion that he was receiving my mental
pictures." There is much more of this on
similar lines.

Sketches are included of the foot impres-
sions left by the visitor in the sand. As
the visitor departed in his ship he borrowed
one of the photographic films, which some
days later he returned when his space ship
flew close to Mr. Adamski's home. The date
is given as December 13th, 1952. "As
I watched steadily I was able to observe it
gliding noiselessly in my direction. . . . It
was as if the pilot of this craft knew I was
there and was waiting! A warm glow of
hope filled my being and I thought ' That's
my friend. I'm going to see him again !
Maybe he will land here.' . . . But it was
too much to hope for. As it came over the
near -by valley, about 2,000 to 3,000 feet from
me and approximately 300 to 5oo feet above
the valley, it seemed to stop and hover
motionlessly. . . . As it approached prob-
ably within Too feet of me and to one side,
one of the portholes was opened slightly,
a hand was extended and the selfsame holder
which my space -man friend had carried away
with him on November loth was dropped
to the ground. As the holder war released,

the hand appeared to wave slightly just
before the craft passed beyond me. I
watched the holder drop. Picking it up I
wrapped it in my handkerchief in case there
were fingerprints." Having developed the
film " there were indications of the original
photo being washed off; and this was
replaced by a strange photograph and a sym-
bolic message; which to this day has not been
fully deciphered." Several scientists are
working on it.

Here is one of the affidavits, which are
all in similar terms : -

" We, the undersigned, do solemly state
that we have read the account herein of the
personal contact between George Adamski
and a man from another world, brought here
in his Flying Saucer Scout' Ship and
that we were a party to and witnesses to
the event as herein recounted."

These statements evoke a number of
important questions. Should not a visitor
from another planet be regarded as an
invader and arrested? Why was it necessary
to interview the space visitor alone? Why
was he and the footprints not photographed ?
Why . . but I have given the reader a
sufficient number of extracts for him to pro-
pound his own questions and supply his own
answers. There can be no doubt, however,
that this is a most fascinating book and it
should be read by all interested in this
modern scientific topic.
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Moulding Glass
T WISH to make some small glass
1 mouldings similar in shape to a
tin. dia. lens. Please advise me as to
what I should use to make the moulds
and about the method of casting the
mouldings. -S. Baker (Surrey).

GLASS is not cast like metals, but pressed
whilst in a thick, treacly state. Any

available press can be utilised, as the applied
pressure need not be great. You need two
cast iron blocks each machined to one -halt
of the required form, and these should be
coated with soot or carbon black.

The glass can be melted in a fire -brick
trough with a brazing lamp ; gobbets of the
molten material are picked up on the end of
an iron rod and transferred to the lower
mould, and the upper mould is brought
immediately, and steadily, down to squeeze
out the surplus.

Optical lenses are not made in this way,
but are ground from blocks or discs.

Coal Gas Detection
PLEASE tell me of any substance,

solid, liquid or gas, which reacts
to small quantities of ordinary coal gas.
I intend to do some experimenting
with a safety device. -J. K. Kinlay (Fife).
IT is necessary to select one of the common

ingredients of coal gas, which is always
present, and which will give a reaction even
in minute quantities. Carbon monoxide is
the one selected.

This substance decomposes iodine pent -
oxide into free iodine when passed through a
tube of iodine pentoxide. In series with this
tube you need another U-tube containing
potassium iodide paper, which should be
maintained moist.

As soon as carbon monoxide or coal gas
passes over the first tube it is converted into
free iodine. The iodine vapour then passes
on to the second tube containing the potassium
iodide paper and gives a brown tint to the
paper.

Dispersing Fog Indoors
WE often suffer from fog here and I

am seeking a method of clearing
this from the air of a living -room or
bedroom.

Basically a silent -running electric fan
drawing air through a suitable filter
would suit and I shall be grateful for any
suggestions. -W. M. Hunter (Glasgow,
W.2).

YOKES, LTD., Upper Richmond Road,
Surrey, supply replaceable filters and

the fans you have in mind. A simple and
effective way to disperse fog in a room is to
have one or two lighted candles in action in
the room.

Making an Olympic Torch
T AM organising a sports meeting and
.I. am considering the idea of a runner,
or runners, arriving with the traditional
Olympic torch. Could you suggest a
suitable composition for a torch which
would burn well in the open when held
by a runner, but would not in any way
endanger him ?-A. M. Stainer (Oxford).

T" " professional " torches of the type
you mention are usually fuelled by

butane gas which is stored in compressed
form within a small cylinder built under the
torch. This type of fuelling renders the
torch, more or less, unextinguishable in
heavy winds and inclement weather. You
should be able to obtain particulars of butane
gas for torch uses from Shell Chemicals, Ltd.,
112, Strand, London,W.C.2, or from Messrs.
Griffin end Tatlock Ltd., Kemble Street,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2. The well-known
Calor gas can be used in place of the butane
fuel but the cylinders in which it is supplied
are, usually, cf tco large dimensions for
convenient handling.

As an alternative to these gaseous fuels
you can use a light liquid fuel consistin:,,

Readers are asked to note that we have
discontinued our electrical query service.
Replies that appear in these pages from
time to time are old ones and are pub-
lished as being of general interest. Will
readers requiring information on other
subjects please be as brief an possible

with their enquiries.

mainly of a mixture of aviation -petrol, white
spirit, acetone and benzene. The precise
proportions of the ingredients will have to be
determined by yourself. The more benzene
present the more luminous and smoky the

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE
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Complete set, 10s. 6d.'
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flame of the torch will be, whilst the more
acetone admixed, the more opposite these
characteristics will be. It is a good plan to
provide a cylinder loosely packed with
asbestos wool and to saturate the latter with
the mixed liquid. This will provide a con-
venient storage space for the fuel together
with a suitable " wick." Such a torch will be
relatively cool -burning and the products of
its combustion will not be toxic.

Removing Gilt and Silver
(LEASE could you tell me the best

method of removing the gilt and
silver backing from imitation jewellery ?
-A. G. New (Southsea).

AS no doubt you are aware you cannot do
the job by using the appropriate acid

solvents, aqua regia for gold and muriatic
acid for silver. You must do it by an anodic
process, which is the reverse, of course, of
the normal anodic deposition principle.

Use a 6 -volt current of low amperage and
make the object the anode in your circuit.
Place your work in a solution of sodium
cyanide, 16oz. to the gallon plus caustic soda
of strength 8oz. to the gallon. Both these
chemicals must be as pure as possible. Then
set 113 your circuit in the normal way but
make the " work " the anode instead of the
cathode as you would if you were gold
plating.

Removing Plastic Discoloration from Car
Bonnet
T PUT a grey transparent plastic coat
1 over the bonnet of my car, just after
it had been raining. Approximately
six hours later I removed the coat and
found that the bonnet was discoloured
in parts where the coat had adhered to it.

Can you suggest a remedy that will
restore the colour of the car without
ruining its surface, and also, can you
tell me the reason for this discoloration?
-Jas. Macfarlane (Glasgow, W.4).

THERE is, unfortunately, no certain
remedy for your trouble. The dis-

charge of the grey colour of the plastic
raincoat into the plastic surfacing of the
bonnet of your car is due to an intermingling
of the two plastic layers, and the extent to
which the matter can be rectified depends
entirely on how far and how deep this inter-
mingling of surfacings has taken place.
Apparently, from what you say, the discolora-
tions are mainly on the bonnet of the car.
The best and, indeed, the only way to deal
with this matter, is to rub the bonnet down,
very gently, with a soft cloth charged with
acetone. This will have a solvent effect on the
surfacing resin of the bonnet and it will
tend to remove both resin and discoloration.

You will, of course, have to carry out this
work very delicately and evenly, lest, otherw;se,
the discolorations on the bonnet are con-
verted into bared patches. With very great
care, however, it will be possible to treat
large areas of the bonnet so that the existing
discoloration and patchiness is fairly satis-
factorily evened up so as to become hardly
noticeable. Before commencing such opera-
tions, of course, the bonnet surface must be
adequately degreased by washing down with
hot soda and soap.

Rotary Blower for an Organ
T AM building a chamber -pipe organ,I to be supplied by wind from a
reservoir measuriag 3ft. x 'ft. 6in. with
four folds, the ribs being 4in. wide. To
fill the reservoir I want to make a single
stage rotary blower direct -coupled to a

h.p. motor. My motor runs at 1,751
r.p.m. The wind -pressure throughout
the organ will be 2!,in. by organ -builder's

(Continued on page 182)



G.E.C. & B.T.H.
GERMANIUM

CRYSTAL DIODES
G.E.C. GLASS TYPE 5iigin. x 3/16in.
B.T.H. LATEST TYPE MOULDED IN

THERMO-SETTING PLASTIC
Both Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.

4/6 each, postage 21d.
B.T.H. SILICON CRYSTAL VALVE

3/6 each, postage 214
Fixing Brackets 3d. extra.

Wiring instructions for a cheap, simple
but high quality Crystal Set included
with each Diode and Crystal Valve.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
All gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, 15/, post 1/,
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

HA.C.

SHORT WAVE
EQUIPMENT

Noted for over 18 years for ...
S.W. Receivers and Kits of Quality.

Improved designs with Denco coils :
One -Valve Kit, Model "C" Price, 251-

o "B" 50/ -

All kits complete with all components,
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering call and inspect a
demonstration receiver, or send
stamped. addressed envelope for
descriptive catalogue.

" H .A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. 16), 11, Old Bond Street'

London, W.1.

The New 1954
`Flight Lieutenant'

HANDLESS
WATCH. No
Glass. No Dial.
No Hands. Built
for strength,
fitted with air-
craft shock -re-
sisting move-ment. Leverscapement.
Anti - magnetic
and recoil click

/0 spring to pre-
vent over -wind--

ng. Encased handsome chrome case.
Expanding bracelet 10/6 ex., if required.
Time shown by revolving figs. Sal. 10,
monthly. Non -luminous night Mal 6/6 ex.
Mfrs. Full Guar. Cash price 7916. Post. 1/3.
LISTS. TERMS.
HEADQUARTER & GENERAL SUPPLIES, LTD.

(Dept. F.111.21, 190-200. Coldhsrbour Lane,
' Loughborough Junction, London, S.E.5.
Open all Saturday. 1 p.m. Wednesday.

WIRING ACCESSORIES
All goods are of a well-known mann-

Motu re and carry a money back guaran-
tee. All cables are manufactured to.
the latest British Standard Specifica-
tion. C.O.D. or C.W.O. All carriage
paid.

CABLE TRS. Flat Twin 1.044 50/-
3.029 681- ; 7.029 110/-. PVC sheathed
Flat Twin 1.044 4218: 3.029 62/8. All
per 100 yds. Our PVC cables are suit-
able for interior or exterior use and
may even be buried in concrete. All
types and sizes of cables available in
25, 50 or 100 yd. lengths. Heavy cables
cut to desired length at no extra charge.
Switches 1/6 ; 2 Way : Ceiling
Roses led. ; Lampholders 10d.: 3

Pin Sw. Sockets 5A 4/6: 15A 616.
Send for price list of other accessories.

HUNT & CO.,
WEST CTREET, EXETER.

Phone : Ereter 56687.

CASTING SECRETS REVEALED

Make your spare time profit-
able pouring beautiful castings
at home. We supply every-
thing and show you how.
Amazingly simple. Rapid
production. Immediate re-
sults. Also other Novel Plastics. Good proposition
for both women and men and younger generation.
Send 2,d. stamp for exciting book and Market
details. No obligation.

QUALITY PLASTICS LTD., (Dept. P.M.4)
BRENTWOOD, ESSEX.

BACK -PROJECTION EPISCOPE
(As described in Sept. issue of " Practical Mechanics ")

We have the recommended Lenses at a fraction of original cost.
The Lenses are ex -Air Ministry and are in new condition.
Specification : Dallmeyer Pentac type. Anastigmat. Focal length
Sin. Aperture f2.9. Fitted with Iris Diaphragm. Dia. of Lens

Dia. of Flange Olin. Length of Lens 3in. Weight 21Ibs.
Price 0/18/6, post and packing 1/6.

These Lenses are also very suitable for fitting to x 3t 1 -plate
reflex cameras and are ideal for portraiture on all sizes of negatives
up to -plate.

CHARLES FRANK
67 - 73, SALTMARKET, GLASGOW, C.I.

'Phone : BELL 2106/7

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 21d. stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

BECK

Booklets :
" Experi-
ments" 191d.

"Formulas"
101 d.

" Rome

Chemistry "

2/3
Pori Paid.

0Scieniific Dept. A)
60 HIGH STREET,

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELECTRIC

WELDER
and Complete Kit
For Welding, Soldering,
Brazing and metal construc-
tion repairs in the home ou
the car or cycle. Instant heat
6,0004 P. Works from 6v. or 12,
car battery or transformer from
A.C. mains Complete kit of Weld-
ing Tools, 9 ft. cable, clip, carbons,
cleansing fluid. flukes, filler rods, gog-
gles, instructions, hints. Thousands
in daily use. As supplied to Depts.
of N.M. Government, r.c.r., Standard
Telephone, etc. Welds all metals. =3/6
Up to one -eighth gauge. C.0.1). 4.1,
Liz REQUIRED. l'ost Free.

Obtainable only from
HARRIS ENGINEERING CO. (Dept. P.M./

269 Kingsland Road, London, E.Z.

Ogeln 1111511n111M111105

Stop cutting crooked, drunken
threads the hard way. Use EVOL '
DIEGUIDES-the easy way to ensure
threads as true as if machined. They fit
existing hand operated die -stocks for
circular dies, and save time and temper.
100's SOLD. 13/16" adaptor with 7 guides,
0-6 B.A. or 1/16" to x 32nds. 181- or
adaptor with 14 guides (both sets) 276.
post free. Details willingly. Stamp
appreciated.
P.M. EVOL MANUFACTURING Co..

125, Crofton Road, Orpington.

Brifinol Soldering Outfits Solve All
Soldering Problems !

(As reviewed in PRACTICAL MECHANICS
May, 1953)

The " Popular " Outfit as illustrated,
Britinol Spirit Blow -lamp, Telescopic
Soldering Iron, Paste and Cored Wire
Solder, 16/3. The "Junior," as above,
but without Soldering Iron. 9/6. All
items sold separately. From Model
Shops and Tool -Dealers.

151 -METALS (BRITINOL) LTD.,
St. Mars's Works, Bridge Road,
London. N.9. S.A.E. for illustrated list.

BUILD YOUR OWN BOAT FROM
PREFABRICATED PARTS

Send 2/6d. for Illustrated Booklet
containing details of all our kits and

finished boats.

BELL WOODWORKING CO., LTD.,
Boat Builders, A ylestone Park, Leicester

Telephone 32480

BUYING NEW EQUIPMENT ?
First consult our new

BUYER'S
GUIDE Post Free

(returnable)

T. GARNER & SON LTD.,
Hand and Machine Tool Division,
6-8 Primrose Hill, BARNSLEY.

Phone : 2903.

1/0

GALPIN'S
ELECTRICAL STORES

408, HIGH ST., LEWISHAM, S.E.Il
Tel.: Lee Green 0309. Nr. Lewisham Hospital.
TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.
All goods sent 7 days' approval against cash.

EARLY CLOSING DAY THURSDAY.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS,
useful for subletting, garages, etc, all for
200/250 volts A.C. mains, 5 amp load, 19/ -
each ; 10 amps, 22/6 ; 20 amps, 27/-; 25
amps, 32/6 ; 40 amps, 38/6 ; 50 amps, 46/6 ;
and 100 amps, 57/6 each, all carriage paid.
6 or 12 VOLT RECTIFIERS at 4 amps
output, complete with suitable transformer,
200/230 volts input, 45/- each, post 1/6.
METAL RECTIFIERS, suitable for 6/12/24
volts at 10 amps charging with the correct
transformer, complete with TX 97/6 each,
or Rectifier only 35/- each.
1,000 WATT AUTO WOUND VOLT-
AGE CHANGER TRANSFORMER
tapped 0/110/200/230/250 volts, 45/I5/- each,
carriage 4/6.

Ex-W.D. U.S.A. HAND GENERA.
TORS, less winding handle, output 425
volts at 110 m/a., at 6.3 v., 21 amps, complete
with smoothing, 30/- each, carriage 2/6.
Ex-U.S.A. ROTARY CONVERTORS,
12 volts D.C. input, outputs 500 volts 50 m/a.,
275 v. 100 m/a. Complete with smoothing,
32/6 each, carriage 2/6, as new.

Ex -NAVAL ROTARY CONVERTORS,
110 v. D.C. input, 230 volts A.C. 50 Cy, I ph
250 watts output. Weight approx. 100Ibs.,
El2/1 01-, c/forward.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW),
suitable for spot welding, input 200/250
volts, in steps of 10 volts, output suitably
tapped for a combination of either 2/4/6/8/10
or 12 volts 50/70 amps, 95/- each, carr. 7/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW),
200/250 volts input in steps of 10 volts, out-
put 0, 6, 12, 24 volts 6 amps, 42/6 each, post
1/6. Another, as above but 10-12 amps, 55/ -
each, post 1/6 ; another as above, but
25/30 amps, 75/- each, carriage 3/6 ; another,
input as above, output 0/18/30/36 volts 6
amps, 47/6 each, post 1/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW),
input 200/250 volts in steps of 10 volts,
output 350/0/350 volts, 180 m/amps, 4 volts
4 amps, 5 volts 3 amps, 6.3 volts 4 amps, 45/ -
each, post 1/6 ; another 350/0/350 volts 180
m/amps, 6.3 volts 8 amps, 0/4/5 volts 4 amps,
45/- each, post 1/6 ; another 500/0/500 volts
150 amps, 4 volts 4 amps C.T., 6.3 volts
4 amps., C.T., 5 volts 3 amps, 47/6 each, post
1/6 ; another 425/0/425 volts 160 m/amps,
6.3 volts 4 amps, C.T. twice 5 volts 3 amps,
47/6 each, post 1/6.
Ex-U.S.A. ROTARY TRANSFORMERS
12 volts D.C. input, output smoothed 275
volts, 100 m/a and 500 volts 50 mia, as new,
25/- each, carriage paid.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200/250 volts
input, output a combination of 6, 12, 18, 24,
30 and 36 volts at 6 amps, 45/- each, post 1/6.

METERS, Moving Coil, 0 to 14 amps, 18/6
each. Ditto, Moving Iron, suitable for A.C.
0 to 30 amps, 25/. each. Another moving
coil, 100 to 250 amps. D.C., 35/- each, all
4in. scale.

12/24 VOLT RECTIFIERS at 4 amps, with
suitable Mains Transformer, 200/230 volts
input, 55/- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input 180/
250 volts, output 435/0/435 volts, 25 m/amps,
6.3 volts 10 amps, 6.3 volts 8 amps, 6.3 volts
8 amps, 5 volts 6 amps, 65/- each.

WELDER TRANSFORMERS, 200/250
volts 50 Cy I ph input, 0/60/80 volts 800
amps. Complete on Trolley, £32/I0/-,
carriage forward,
3 KILOWATTS DOUBLE -WOUND
VOLTAGE CHANGER TRANS-
FORMERS, 110/230 volts or vice -versa, as
new, weight approx. 1001bs., £12/I0/- each,
carriage forward.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200-250 volts
input, output 400/0/400 volts, 280 m/amps,
6.3v.8a.,2v.3a.,5v.3a.,4v.2a.,4v.2a.,
the last two heaters insulated at 8,000 volts,
85/- each ; another 200/230 volts input,
output tapped 0, 9, 18 volts at 4 amps, 25/ -
each, post 1/-.

D.C. MOTORS, 230 volts, '3 h.p., 3,000
r.p.m., in good condition, E3/5/. each ; ditto
Fan Motors, 230 volts D.C., 20/- each ; 110
volts D.C., 17/6 each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input 200,
250 volts, output 45/50 volts, 70 amps,
suitable for arc welding, EIS each ; another
70 volts, 50 amps, £15 each.

9W/
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anemometer gauge. Please inform me
as to sizes of inlet and outlet diameter of
rotor, shape and number of blades,
speed, etc.-F. W. Lane (Sussex).

WHAT is needed in this case is a rotary
compressor or blower commonly known

as the " crescent " type. In this, the com-
pression action is positive by gradually
reducing the volume of the chamber into
which the air is aspired. This gradual
reduction of volume is effected by positioning
a rotor eccentrically within a cylindrical
casing so that there is a minimum clearance
at the lowest point of the casing and a maxi-
mum clearance at the highest. The chamber
thus formed between the top of the rotor
and the casing is crescent shaped and is
divided into spaces of varying area by blades
which are free to slide in slots cut radially
in the rotor. The rotation of the rotor
causes the blades to be thrown out by centri-
fugal force and to sweep through the crescent -
shaped compression chamber. The suction
port is located where the space between any
adjacent blade is a maximum, the space
gradually diminishing as the rotor turns
towards the discharge port, opposite to which
it is a maximum.

Diagram of crescent type compressor.

As will be understood, design will be based
upon pressure and volume required. Basic
design requirements are that the free air
delivered is a faction of speed (r.p.m.) and
the volume of air taken into the compression
chamber, i.e., the volume of each space
between adjacent blades measured at the
point of maximum clearance between rotor
and casing, multiplied by the number of such
spaces ; usually eight, as shown in the accom-
panying diagram. The pressure generated
is proportional to the reduction in volume
of each compression space, whilst inlets and
outlets should, of course, be designed in
accordance with the volume of air entering
and leaving the machine.

Microscope Lamp for Photomicrography
INOTICE in the October issue of

.1. PRACTICAL MECHANICS an article
dealing with the construction of a
microscope lamp.

Could you please inform me if this
lamp is suitable for photomicrography ?

In the commercial type of apparatus
an iris diaphragm is incorporated ; this
I believe is expensive and, as an alterna-
tive, I propose to construct a " wheel
diaphragm " which consists of a thin
disc of metal with a number of various -
sized holes around its periphery. Can
you please give details of the diameter
and thickness of the disc, the number of
holes and their size ?

Will the zoo -watt lamp as specified in
the article be suitable for photomicro-
graphy ; if not, what wattage would you
recommend ?

Is it possible to build the whole of the

above apparatus in one unit, allowing for
the moving parts to be adjusted by rack
and pinion ?-M. Haigh (Essex.)

WITH regard to a " Wheel Diaphragm,"
many of the details tie up with each

other. The diameter must, of course, depend
on the space available in the substage of the
microscope used and on the number of holes
required, which in turn depends on the
number of objectives to be used. However,
certain details can be taken arbitrarily and
then modified as required, and a diaphragm
constructed to the following specifications will
be found very versatile and can easily be
modified.

A Sin. circular disc is cut from xin. alu-
minium and holes of the following diameters
made in it : sin., fin., lin., ;in., 3/16in. A
spindle hole is made at the centre to enable
the disc to be mounted on the substage.

It will be found that these holes arc able to
fill the back lenses of the majority of the more
common objectives with light, thus enabling
fairly critical illumination to be obtained.
Remember that the higher the power of the
objective, the smaller should be the light
aperture used, e.g., with a 2/3in. use the tin.
hole, and with a ;6in. use the 1.in. hole.
Really critical illumination can only be
obtained by using a condenser lens between
the diaphragm and the objectives. This should
be of about tin. focal length and On. in
diameter. It will be found quite simple to
mount this on a rack and pinion movement and
to mount the diaphragm beneath it in such a
way as to allow the centres of the holes to
correspond in turn with the centre of the lens.
The drawings show how this may be done in a
convenient manner. With the above modi-
fications the lamp in question will provide
illumination as good as most commercial
models. A too -watt lamp will suffice for time -
exposures, but it may be found necessary to
use a 50 -watt lamp for fast film or plafe.

Rack and pinion

Condenser
control

Condensing
lens

W
Wheel chaphrag111111

The wheel diaphragm and condensing lens for
a microscope lamp.

Information
Sought

Readers are invited to supply the required
information to answer the following queries.

F. J. Rawlinson's letter asks : " Could
you please give me details and measurements
of the towing mechanism for a light trailer,
suitable for carrying about 6 cwt. of camping
gear ?

" I would require it to apply the brakes
of the trailer automatically and also to provide
for a hand control while ;t was stationary."

F. Aupiais, of Kimberley, South Africa,
writes : ." I wish to make a small diffuser,
the type generally used for artificial aeration
of aquaria.

" Could you please furnish me with
details, using 220 volts with a 6 -volt trans-
former (if a transformer is required).

" The capacity of the aquarium is approx.
12 gallons."

K. J. Hurd, of Peterborough, asks :
" Please give me details of a moisture meter
(or gauge). I am interested in soil -less
culture of carnations and in a greenhouse
have beds 4ft. by 2ft. by loin. containing a
mixture of vermiculite and silver sand.
These beds are fed from the bottom with
chemicals from a centre trough covered with
glass wool. The chemicals get to the plant
roots by capillary action of the vermiculite.
I require a means of telling by the reading
of a dial (or gauge) whether the vermiculite/
sand requires feeding with solution."

From a reader in Ireland we received
the following : " About forty years ago
I made several globes from brass sheet.

" The whole globe was made out of one
piece and after cutting the necessary lines
on one side of the sheet, it was folded together
and brazed. The surface of the globe showed
diamond shapes all of the same dimensions,
but I forgot the start and shape of the brass
sheet. Can you help me out, please ? "

S; Ldr. K. Herring, of R.A.F. Northwood,
writes : I now wish to make a device which
awakes one in the morning with the usual
alarum, but which also switches on the light
and makes the tea.

" I know these items can be bought but
they arc too expensive for me. Can you
supply details, please ? "

P. Conway -Wallace writes from Farn-
ham : " I wish to construct an electrical
immersion heater for a tropical aquarium, the
size of which is 25in. x 8in. x 8in. and holds
approximately 6 galls. I would like the
wattage to be as low as possible for that size
of tank.

" I have made unsuccessful enquiries at one
or two dealers about the element."

F. B. Cox, of Oxford, asks : " I have
been given a very old cottage piano which is
beyond repair and I am trying to use some of
the parts to make up a dulcetone. Could
you tell me what tubing would make the best
bells, and the best way of fixing them to the
sound -board ?

" How long would a tube have to be, to
tune to C above middle C ? "

The following is an extract from a letter
from J. Gilbert, of Hounslow : " I have
tried to build a cycle -trainer, but, unfortunately,
have run up against difficulties, especally in
fixing the speedometer on to the rollers."
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HANDYMEN-HERE'S THE SOLDER

For reliable, econo-
mical home repairs,
Ersin Multicore is
the solder to use. It
cuts costs by avoiding
wastage-the 3 cores
of exclusive Ersin Flux
ensure that there are
no solder lengths
without flux. It saves
time because the
3 - core construction
means thinner solder
walls, quicker melting
and speedier solder-
ing. It can be used for every
soldering job, replacing stick
solder, fluid and paste fluxes.

SIZE I CARTON
PRICE 5;- EACH

THIS SIZE 2 (HANDYMAN'S)

CARTON COSTS 0,4 6a!
Contains approximately 3 ft. of
i6 S.W.G. Ersin Multicore Solder,
sufficient for 200 average joints.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MULTICORE WORKS, MAYLANDS AVENUE, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.

BOXMOOR 3636 (3 lines)

THORNTON'S DRAWING INSTRUMENTS

PIC SLIDE RULES
We are the largest manufacturers
of high-grade Drawing Instruments

and Slide Rules in the British Empire,
and our Kinwest Drawing Materials

have gained a reputation throughout the
world for superb quality and accuracy.

Insist on using only Thornton's for complete
satisfaction.

Our illustrated Catalogue, which includes par-
ticulars of Drawing Instruments, Drawing Boards,
Tee and Set Squares, Scales, Curves, etc., is sent
Post Free on request.

A. G Ti4ORNTON LTD
Duutruzg 9n4Outin-eat Spexcalat6

W YT++E-N.THAW-E, MANCH.E/TER,
Tel: WYThenshawe 2277 (4 lines) -

BENNETT COLLEGE can help you to

success through personal postal tuition
THOUSANDS OF MEN in important

positions were once students of The
Bennett College. They owe their success to
Personal Postal Tuition-The Bennett College
way. You have the same chance to qualify for
a fine career, higher pay and social standing.

SEND TODAY for a free prospectus on
your subject. lust choose your course, fill in
the coupon and post it.

==11=1.M=

To THE BENNETT COLLEGE (Dept. A. 76), SHEFFIELD

Please send me free your prospectus on :

SUBJECT

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE (if under 21)

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS
%ma

One of these courses will lead to your advancement

Agriculture
Architecture
Aircraft Maintenance
Building
Carpentry
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Commercial Art
Draughtsmanship
Electrical Engineering
Electric Wiring

Accountancy Exams.
Auditing
Book-keeping
Commercial Arithmetic
Costing
English

Engineering Drawings
Fire Engineering
Forestry
Locomotive Engineering
Machine Design
Mechanical Engineering
Mining
Motor Engineering
Plumbing
Power Station Engineering
Press Tool Work

General Education
Geography
Journalism
Languages
Mathematics
Modern Business Methods

GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION

Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Road Making
Sanitation
Steam Engineering
Surveying
Telecommunications
Textiles
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Management
Workshop Practice

Police Subjects
Salesmanship
Secretarial Exams.
Shorthand
Short Story Writing
and many others

: R.S.A. EXAMS.
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A REFRIGERATOR IS NOT A LUXURY

BUT A POSSIBILITY IN EVERY HANDYMAN'S HOME
You can build a 4 cu. ft. table top or " built in " de luxe refrigerator for the
fraction of the cost of a " bought one." Our 16 page FREE LIST gives
many hints and suggestions on this fascinating home construction of domestic
refrigerators, with the complete range of over 100 of our first class
guaranteed components. Absorption units, 4 cu. ft. White vitreous
enamelled inner cabinets and door panels. Chrome door fittings.
Door gasket. Compressors. Condensing units. Valves. Thermostats.
Shaft seals. Chrome evaporators. Tube, Gas, Oil, Fittings, etc., etc.,
etc.

NOW AVAILABLE ! FULLY DETAILED, DRAUGHTSMAN DRAWN.
SCALE DRAWINGS for each of the following 4 cu. ft. DOMESTIC
REFRIGERATORS : B13/C Compressor Type ; BB/A/E Silent Electric Table
Top ; BB/A/G Town or Bottled Gas Table Top ; BB/A/P Paraffin Table Top.
PRICE : 5/- each. Refunded in full on first order of £10 or more.

Send stamped addressed envelope to :-

BRAID BROS.
For Home Refrigerator Construction

50, BIRCHWOOD AVE., HACKBRIDGE, SURREY.
Tel: WALLINGTON 9309.

We do not wish to be associated with Scrapped Second-hand Ice-cream Components

WHISTONS BARGAINS
A FEW EXAMPLES

Item
No.
1002 Astro Compass Mark II. Suitable

Camera Stand, etc.. 12'6 each.
1012 Spirit Level Blob, 2l in. long, 1 1 ea.
2001 Shock Absorbers. Rubber, lin.

diam. x din, long, 4BA each end.
4 for 14. 4 - per doz.

2001 Anti -Vibration Mountings. lin.
centre bole. 4 for 1'6, 3/6 per doz.

2005 Anti -Vibration Mountings, 4BA
centre hole. 4 for 11-, 2- per packet
of 10.

2008 Locks. 21in. Suitable cupboards,
etc.. 4 lever. 1 9 each.

2013 Screw and Nut. Square thread
51161n. x 10TP1, thread 2 lin. Very
useful, 2'6.

2017 Turnbuckles, 3/16in. holes. 3i in. crs.
contracting to Bin. crs. 1'- each.

2020 Chain Sprocket. 30t, 8mm. 1 7 each.
2021 Chain Sprocket.12t., 8rnm. 1'2 each.
2023 8mm. Chain. l'6 ft.
2022 Bevel Gears. 1 to 1, 20t., din. O.D.

steel. 24 pair.
2051 Folding Wing Nut, 2BA. 2 6 per

doz.
2053 Key Rings. lin. bore. Bd. doz

41- per gross.
2056 Oil Seal. lin. Bore. 1'8 each.
2059 Flex Drives, lin. x On. 5ft. long.

618 each.
3007 Intercom. Signal Box. Push

Switch, Bulb Holder, etc. 113 each,
7,6 doz.

3910 Spring Flex, lft. 10in. closed to
13ft. 3 way, 3 amp. 2 -each.

Item
No.

3016 Morse Kes s. Tungsten points. 2/6
each.

3030 Cartridge Element. 230 volt, 40
watt, lin. diam. x 2lin. long. 48 ea.

3043 Electric Pump. 12 volt. 1,000
G.P.H. £t`7:8 each.

3059 Carbon Brushes. .110in. diam.
lin. with spring. 2'6 doz.

3061 Carbon Rods. 11 mm. diam. x 91n.
11- each.. 10'- per doz.

3064 Tungsten Points. 4BA screw. 6d.
each. 5. -per doz.

3065 Silver Points. On copper leaf.
6d. each, 5'- per doz.

3071 Crocodile Clips, extra strong, with
cable piercer. Nickel plated. 4d.
each. 38 per doz.

3072 Same as 3071. lead plated. aw.
each. 3'3 per doz.

3078 Junction Boxes. 5 way, 2in. diam.
9d. each, carton of 10 for 5'-.

3079 Switch. 10 amp.. 250 volt, double
pole. 26 each.

3082 Heating Cord. 27 yds.. to make 30In.
x 601n. Electric Blanket, with
instructions, 17:6.

6010 Grease Nipples. Tecalemit type.
straight and angles. All !in. B.S.F.
5 - doz.

7002 Ball Race. Olin. Bore x 711n. 0.1).
2'6 each.

7007 Ball Rare, lin. Bore x fin. O.D.
1 9 eacM

FREE LIST OF 1.000 ITEMS
Cash with order. 28 days approval. 10 - and over, Post. Free.

K. R. WHISTON (Dept. PM I), NEW MILLS, STOCKPORT

Motorise Your Workshop !
ELECTRIC MOTORS

EXPORT SUR-
PLUS NEW 1/4th
H.P. by famous
manufacturer.
200:= v. or 230
250v. A.C. 50 circle-,
1,425 r.p.m. Single
phase, self start-
ing, continuous
rating. Standard .44,i541:111
2in. shaft. On
solid platform.
Similar to illus- Usual price £8. nth/6
tration. Carr. & Packing 716. "

NEW BATTERIES
12 Months Guaranteed
6 VOLT -

71 x 61 x m2 /6
Carr.IPacktng 8 -.. /

12 VOLT.-
Carr./Park'ol0 -. 
131 x 69 x 9i 1 luit

GENUINE NEW and PERFECT
EX -GOVT. SIGNAL LAMPS

Adaptable as Workshop Spotlight.
For day or night use. 3i i n.
lamp. Morse key, view
finder, mirror reflector,
fully wired in strong water-
proof case. Swivel base.
metal screw -in stand. Com-
plete with spare narts, tin
and coloured discs. In-
cludes Map Reading Lamp.
Free Morse Code Leaf -1 2 /6
let given with Lamp.
Post and packing 21.
Spare bulbs 1/3. Battery 1 0 extra.

I AMP. BATTERY CHARGERS
Also useful as Eliminator
New and fully guaranteed
in leading maker's original
carton. 200-250v. A.C.
With Warning Indicator
Light. Charges 6v. and
12v. batteries & maintains
1 amp. output at all
voltages.
(List price 95,-.) 66/.

_ PostIPkg.. 119.
A so 2 AMP. DE LUXE MODEL WITH
tiVIMETER (Usual Price 126,6). 89/6

Carr.IPkg.
:ASV TERMS : Orders £5 and over.

NEW ILLUSTRATE!) CATALOGUE FREE.

PRIDE & CLARKE Ltd.
(Dept. P.M.), STOCKWELL ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.9. BRI 6251.

JOSEPH LUCAS (CYCLE ACCESSORIES,

" King " Major, Minor, Sports and
Ambassador. No other cycle dynamo
sets have all these exclusive features :
" Light Units " modelled on the
famous Lucas car lighting equipment.
Silver plated brass reflectors. Twin
wiring eliminates earthing troubles
and push -in sleeved cable connectors
allow for variable cable lengths.
Powerful 6 v. 3.3 w. generator with
combined universal fixing bracket and
rear light. Ask your local cycle
dealer to show them to you or write
for illustrated literature.

Prices : 32/6 to 90/...
(Alcijor illus. 47,'6).

"14:411oj le Road"

CYCLE DYNAMO SETS
LTD CHESTER ST RIRHINCHAH 6

NOW READY
Complete building instruction, for

the

DISCOTAPE
to convert your gramophone into

a high fidelity

TAPE RECORDER
Written in non -technical language
with clear, stage -by -stage diagrams.
Price 3/6 -refundable on purchase of

kit. Send for your copy now !
THE DISCOTAPE KIT comprises

the Erase
and Record/ReplayHeads,
their moun-
ting sockets
and plat-
form, main
drive cap-
stan, take-

off,.take-up spindles, driving belts, and
complete ancillary mechanical parts
ready for mounting on your gram.
platform, converting it into the playing
desk, plus all components, from the
punched and drilled chassis down to
the last nut, for a small (Sin. x Sin.)
easy -to -build oscillator/pre-amplifier
unit which plugs into your radio
receiver, using it as the main amplifier.
Does not preclude use of gram. or
receiver for normal purposes.

The perfect Kit for the home Con-
structor. Simple to build -simple to
operate. THE DISCOTAPE enables you
to have a gram. and Tape Recorder in

ONE unit.

Price, complete Kit, 612
Retailer enquiries invited.

N.E.A.L. ACOUSTICS LTD.
COURT STREET, LEAMINGTON

SPA.
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All letters should be addressed to
the Editor, " THE CYCLIST,"

eorge Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W.C.2.
Phone : Temple Bar 4363

Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

Brakes on Cycles
THE Minister of Transport and Civil

Aviation has submitted a copy of
Draft Regulations which he proposes

to make on the subject of brakes on cycles,
to be known as " The Brakes on Pedal Cycles
Regulations, 1953."

These regulations are made under Section
29 of the Road Traffic Act, 193o. It is
proposed that the regulations shall come into
force on the first day of September, 1954.

The regulations relate to cycles and pedal
tricycles and do not, of course, relate to
motor -assisted bicycles or motor -cycles. They
will apply to every cycle used on the road,
with the exception that they will not apply
to any cycle so constructed that the pedals
act directly upon any wheel or upon the
axle of any wheel without the inter -position
of any gearing, chain or other device ; nor
to any cycle whilst it is being pushed by
hand to premises where its braking system is
to be repaired, nor to any cycle brought tem-
porarily into Great Britain by a person
registered abroad and intending to make only
a temporary stay in Great Britain, provided
that its brakes comply with the requirements
of Article 26 of the International Convention
on Road Traffic signed in Geneva on
September 19th, 1949.

Every cycle, apart from these provisions,
having any wheel of which the outside
diameter, including the tyres when fully in-
flated, exceeds 18ins. shall, if it is so con-
structed that one or more of the wheels is
incapable of rotating independently of the
pedals, be equipped with a braking system
operating on the front
wheel or both the
front wheels, if it has
two front wheels ; or
if it is not so con-
structed be equipped
with two braking
systems, one of which
operates on the front
wheel or both the
front wheels if it has
two front wheels, and
the other of which
operates on the rear
wheel or one of the
rear wheels if it has
two rear wheels.
Every other cycle shall
be equipped with at
least one braking
system. All braking
systems required by
the regulations shall
be efficient and shall
be kept in proper
working order. For
the purpose of the
regulations a braking
system shall be deemed
not to be efficient if
the brake operates
directly on the tyre of
any wheel.

ti

.tr

Any police officer in uniform will
be authorised to test and inspect the brakes
of any cycle on a road or, where a cycle
has been involved in an accident, on any
premises where the cycle is kept provided
that the test and inspection are carried out
with the consent of the owner of the
premises and within 48 hours of the
accident.

These regulations are not so onerous as
might be supposed, and it is unlikely that
they will meet with any opposition either
from the Manufacturers Union or from
the national bodies. They, in fact, merely
regularise an existing state of affairs. Very
few bicycles do not at present comply with
the regulations, and the police under present
law have power, in the case of an accident,
to check the efficiency of the brakes.

It is in the interests of cyclists that good
brakes should be fitted and maintained in
good order. All bicycles when sold are
equipped with brakes, with the exception, of
course, of racing machines.

Fixed gear machines are in a slightly
different category. It is true that the bicycle
can be brought to a standstill by means of
pedal pressure, but chains have been known
to break, especially if they are old chains.

Road Safety Week
QPECIAL reports from the police show
s) that during Rdat Safety Week, which
covered a period of tb days from October
17 to 26, casualties fruirnbered 5,908, of
which 158 were fatal. This excludes one

'AVk

cil-,v474 Leatker head
lovely 17theeKtur/ Surrey cottage

sthvidinq on the killtep of the LcatcloK
road. This Cre euaimple of cloolcste
architecture Itas been preserved wider
Trutt for tketovitt.

By F. J. C.

Scottish county for which statistics were not
available, but they may bring the total to
5940.

In the corresponding to days of October,
1952, when no special effort was made, the
total casualties were 5,882, of which 140
were fatal. Thus, in spite of all the special
efforts which were made during Road Safety
Week the number of fatal and non -fatal
accidents increased.

The total casualties in October, 1953,
showed an increase of 5.1- per cent. over
October, 1952. This should be compared
with the increase of 7i per cent. in the
number of vehicles licensed at the end of
August, 1953 (the last available figures), over
the end of August, 1952. In Road Safety
Week itself the total casualties were less than

per cent. above the figure for the corres-
ponding to days of October, 1952, though
it must be borne in mind that the traffic
in the London area during the last few days
of the week was less than usual owing to
the petrol strike.

The Albert Hall Concert
ANOISY minority at the Albert Hall

Concert organised by the R.T.T.C.
marred what could have been a very pleasant
evening. Letters of protest have been
received from all over the country. One of
those who interrupted the programme by
sounding a motor horn said that the poor
quality of the turns deserved this. If one
does not like a particular turn in a pro-
gramme one shows disapproval by refraining
to applaud, not by slow clapping and the
sounding of noisy instruments. This form
of barracking has taken place on previous
occasions and we are surprised that this
year the R.T.T.C. had not taken steps to
avoid a repetition of it. Rather belatedly they
announce that next year they propose to take
steps to do so, although how is difficult
to discern. You cannot search every member
of the audience, although adequate marshall-
ing to eject any offender is a possible solution.

This conduct is bringing cycling and
cyclists into disrepute. It is the sort of con-
duct which one expects from unintelligent
hooligans. It was obvious that the affair
was organised beforehand. No member of
the audience could have known in advance
of the quality of the turns, which in our
view was excellent and, therefore, to be in
possession of a motor horn and rattles and
paper darts when they entered the hall is
an indication that this contingent, mostly
from the North, intended to rag the show.

We hope that those clubs responsible will
take due warning.

The R.T.T.C. next year might ask clubs
who apply for a block of tickets for their
members to give an undertaking that they
will appoint a marshal to keep these recal-
citrants in order. The Albert Hall authori-
ties, too, might take exception to a repetition
of this disorderliness.

Via.
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Wayside Thoughts
By F. J. URRY, M B E.

..."C\

17 400, 44.

What They Said
j SUPPOSE it is natural for
1- the elders among us to
suddenly discover that some-
thing in their muscular make -

it

1.y://friey;;;
;/-

Hampton - m es

Tlie 'boats wttk their wlac
and brigkt coloured sails Seal
aC/31 tut tke grey tower or the
old clnurck.

up is not working as of old, or
as we would desire it. Yet when such a
thing does happen to you it comes as a
shock because it emphasises the run of the
years and makes you realise that, for you,
there will be an end to theni. I went to
a specialist and complained. " Why," said he,
" you are a lucky man ; you have merely
failed to recognise it." That may have been
complimentary, but it was not comforting:
for how few of us really want to slow down
or accept the pressure of the years with the
grace we are so readily apt to suggest to
the other fellow ? It was not nearly so bad
as it might have been, for I rather dreaded
the verdict of this erudite medical gentleman,
knowing that the majority of his tribe appear
to have small regard for cycling. " Go
on with it," he said, " for cycling is one
of the finest exercises older people can do ;
but use it in moderation and don't be
tempted to hurt yourself." That was good
hearing, so I'm going on and the miles
ahead of me seem more gracious because I
am quite content to go easily-even slowly
-so long as I can go. Only a day or so

 later I saw an old acquaintance-a medical
professor-who asked me the result of the
interview, and, astonishingly, told me he rode
regularly, not only because he liked it, but
that he found the exercise of the utmost
value. " And now go and tell your friends,"
he said, " that not all medicine men are
adverse to the pastime, that some have dis-
covered how valuable it is, and how much
more valuable it could be if better known,
as a preservation to activity for older people."
Such recommendations are good when they
come spontaneously from the professors.

So Keep On
.T HAVE always felt that the value of
1. cycling as a health and activity preserver
was high, but to have it confirmed by
eminent medical folk is a great compliment
to the pastime which ought to be widely
publicised. The medical profession, how-

ever, do not give testi-
monials, and we only obtain
this direct knowledge by pay -
Rig for it through the ordinary
professional channels; it can,
therefore, only be passed on
in a second-hand way. What
an excellent reason why the
young cyclist of to -day
should remain a member of
the pastime until the years
run out ,for him. He-like
all of us when young-
thinks nothing can upset his
working parts, no matter
how violently he uses their
superb energies: but it
naturally follows the years
will take their toll and the
day come when the trium-
phant yesterday seems a long
way off. Then is the time
to keep on cycling to ex-
change speed for ease, allow-
ing that speed to decline
within the orbit of comfort
as the years increase. It is
a pleasant process of growing
old, and I am enjoying it for
its own sake and because its
activity is far greater than
it would be without a
bicycle. To give up cycling
if you can enjoy it-and

most of us can if we want to-is to loose the
reins of personal freedom of mind and body,
and become mechanised. That may be the
next best thing to cycling, but I should hate
it to be my only means of contact with the
land I love. Anyhow, I am going on riding
and, because I shall do so with expert advice,
it makes the prospect seem extra cheerful.

These Late Autumn Days
THIS autumn gave is some happy days,

though, unfortunately, most of them
happened in mid -week when we were at
work, but there were some hours along the
road which were a benediction in beauty.
I have ridden under canopies of yellow and
amber, with here and there a fiery flame
still *waving in the woods, and this is a
fragrant remembrance when I wander these
ways again under the pang of winter.
Winter riding, I confess, is not a happy
prospect, yet when it comes, as come it
surely will, it is not nearly so uncomfortable
as seemed likely, provided. we prowl around
warmly clad and the distance between one
roaring fire and another is not too great.

I go out most week -ends with an old
friend to get a lung -full of fresh air and
a little cheerful exercise, and our 20 to 30
miles of Sunday morning .riding makes a
delightful trip to round off the week, and
is of times a running commentary on the
fortune of health which favours us, usually
attributed to the fact that we have " kept
on keeping on." These are not rush jobs;
just a prowl round familiar ways which
change so marvellously with the swing of the
seasons, but they keep us fit and fresh, and
perhaps above all, thankful for our luck in
life. It doesn't take much to make a cyclist
happy, just a decent bicycle and a good
companion, the road before them, and, some-
where in the not too great distance, a fire to
warm their toes and a drink to warm their
insides. These simple excellencies could be

the acquisition of the million, who would
be all the better for them ; they deposit a
sense of contentment and well-being in any
man's make-up. True the scampering days
are past, but the gentle journey is still very
good and very satisfying.

The " Old Adam "
T FIND that going quietly makes cycling
1- very easy, but the habit of it is not simple
to acquire. Naturally my cycling speed has
slowed considerably since I touched the
seventy mark, and will probably drop a
degree or so further but, though it sounds
simple enough to practise, the old attitude
towards travel somewhat persists. Someone
passes me on the way home using splayed
feet and a rolling gait to make progress, and,
like the weak human I am, the desire to
show him a better way of making ground
more or less gracefully overcomes my mental
balance and I -go after him. Very soon I am
reminded of the little disability the years
have sown in my left leg, and I am thereby
reminded of my foolishness, but still persist
in being a fool. Do not dismiss this admis-
sion with an airy wave of the hand, for the
" Old Adam " resides in all of us and breaks
out in many curious forms. Gradually I am
learning to go slowly, and trying to content
myself with the delightful fact that I can
go at all, for I should seriously miss the joy
of my daily ride and the little wanderings
I make at the week -ends, which may not be
so far as of yore, but bring to me the same
satisfaction as of old. I could not go walk-
ing, and I do not want to render myself
inactive by making a car my means Of travel,
so here is the compromise to pleasantly gild
the years of my older age.

Why the Youngster ?
WHY do the would-be doctrinaires on

road safety aim their shafts of criti-
cism at the juvenile cyclist? Do these people
ever remember they too were once young and
sought the first means within their muscular
power to ride a tricycle or bicycle? Road -
sense is an important factor in road safety,
and I do not know a better method of
acquiring that rather negative trick of the
mind than introducing the very young to
juvenile cycling. Fortunately, authorities,
and especially police people, have shut kindly
eyes to the footpath rides by our young
folk in suburbia, with the result that the
toddlers grow expert at the handling and
control of their vehicles long before they
venture on the highway. Parents have
become, according to my observation, very
conscious of the modern road risks and takc
considerable pains to train their progeny to
obey the Highway Code; indeed I see many
of these youngsters " doing their stuff
in a manner to shame our more casual adult
attitude to the rules of the road. The fact is,
of course, that if every road user exercised
care and tolerance, both for- his own safety
and that of the other traveller, more than
half the tragedies would promptly disap-
pear. Instead of that simple method of cure
we are all apt to try to impress the blame
for wrong conduct and ill manners on the
other fellow, and because the young cyclist
is an easy target and can only be defended
by proxy, he naturally has far more than
his share of criticism. Another point fre-
quently overlooked is that the barbed shafts
are often wrapped round with the soft wool
of care for the young, whereas in many cases
such concern is just a ready means leading to
the hope that finally the use of the road will
be debarred to the young folk: there is such
subtlety in some of this criticism that we,
who love what is left of the freedom of the
road, must beware our inheritance is not
further invaded.
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TIII MINDYMAN WILL RIASUR1 rues

'THIRD
HAND

If any difficulty write to :-
M. MOLE & SON,
BIRMINGHAM, 3.

This multi -purpose tool locks on to
work with tremendous grip and
stays there with hands off until the
release lever is touched-how often
have you wished for just that ?
Use it as super pliers, a vice,
wrench, clamp and so on. The Mole
Wrench is your " third hand "-
sturdy, easy to handle-really some-
thing to treasure.

From Ironmongers, Motor and
Motor Cycle Accessory Dealers.

The Model Maker's
* For hand bulb or HIGH EFFICIENCY

lyre

pump operation. SPRAY GN
for Cellulose, Lacquer, Paint, etc.

Celspray guns are specially designed to operate at
high efficiency without the use of expensive air
plant, yet cost only a few shillings. For a perfect
finish worthy of the craftsman's pride they are
ideal for models, toys, handicrafts and for motor-
cycles and retouching cars, etc.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

5 YEAR GUARANTEE *

* Precision made in brass and Duralumin to give *
* trouble -free service indefinitely, every spray *

unit bears this guarantee.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
No.2 CELSPRAY GUN

FOR CAR TYRE PUMP
Including Guaranteed Spray
Unit, valve attachment, 4 feet
rubber tubing, empty 4 -oz.
screw -on container and in-
structions for use.

716
POST FRU.

Clear or coloured Cellulose, etc., also
supplied in any quantity from 20Z. up.
Write for price list and details of kits
for motor -cycles, cars, etc.
From Leading Retailers or

direct from Manufacturers : YEBB ACCESSORIES LTD., Dept. 0.
Electrocult Works, Station Road, Harpenden, Herts. Tel. : Harpenden 3788

No.3

CELSPRAY GUN
WITH HAND BULB
Complete with Guaranteed
Spray Unit, con-
nector and valve, air

8/6bulb, empty 2 -oz.
screw -on container
and instructions for POST
ure. FREE

Travel

First

Class
buy

SSA

LEAD THE WAY
ON YOUR

For comfort, reliability and smooth -as -
silk running, there's nothing to touch a
B.S.A. Bicycle. Then there's economy
too ; you can pay for one of these
splendid machines with the money you
save on fares.

Name

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send Bicycle Catalogue.

Address

B.S.A. CYCLES, LTD., 12, WAVERLEY
WORKS, BIRMINGHAM, 10.

CHOOSE YOUR
DYNAMO
LIGHTING
-WITH THE SAME
CARE YOU CHOSE
YOUR CYCLE
No cycle is complete without
efficient Dynamo Lighting.
Make absolutely sure you
get the best by choosing
Miller. For with Miller you
buy much more than a set-
you also get years of unfailing
service-in terms of thoroughly
reliable Cycle
Dynamo Lighting
at all speeds.

H. MILLER & CO., LTD., BIRMINGHAM, 6
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Ex. Royal Navy Surplus

ALL UNUSED BUT SLIGHTLY
MARKED EXTERNALLY DUE

TO BEING STACKED

All at 6/6 each, post paid

BRASS GLANDS I diam.
(As illustrated) in three sizes. Price 1/3 each, post paid

Length I r, Bore -r,", r, I

DISTRIBUTION BOARDS
250 VOLTS 15 amp. 3 Way

A " SIMPLEX " iron clad 15 amp. Distribution Board with
6 rewirable fuses, highly efficient fuse unit, mounted on
hinged batterns and fireproof fillet between poles. Size :

8in. L x 61in. B x 31 in. D. Weight 8 lbs. Ask for A'H949
" SANDALITE DUPLEX," similar, but with no fillet. Over-
all size : 8in. L, 8lin. B. 4in. D. Weight 13 lbs.
" ME M KANTARK " similar, but with no fillet. Overall
size : 8M. L, 7in. B, 3/in. D. Weight 8 lbs.

SPECIAL QUOTATION FOR QUANTITIES

A UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC MOTOR
For 200-250v. A.C. or D.C. mains. By
simple external wiring, full data supplied.
New method gives better than I/6th h.p.
Using ex-R.A.F. Motor Generator dim.
II x 5l x

Type 29 ... Ask for A/E883
Type 28 ... Ask for A/E880A

Either Unit 25/- Carriage Paid.
Or giving slightly less power, I/8th h.p.
Motor Generator. Type 30.
Ask for A/H488. 19/6 each. Carriage Paid.
GUN SIGHT PROJECTOR UNIT

TYPE 30.
With spiral -slide focussing. Contains 24v.
D.C. 12w. lamp, which projects images on
to an Opaque Glass screen and then on to
a 45 deg. Reflector Mirror, viewed at right
angles through Rubber eyepiece provided.
New condition.
Ask for A/H882. 19/11 each. Post paid.

COOLANT PUMP by Packard, U.S.A.
A turbine type pump, directly driven from
semi -ball joint splined socket (by motor
NOT SUPPLIED), clockwise rotation.
Dim. overall I I lin. x 71 in. x I 3in. Wgt.
Ask for A/H407. 39/6 each. Carriage Paid.
MAGNETIC MARCHING COMPASS,

Mk. J.
Small Hand Compass. Can be used day or
night. Complete with instructions, in
plastic case, size 3in. x 21, in. x T. in.

Ask for A/H406. 12/6 each. Post Paid.
PLOTTER FIELD Mk. IV, Ref.OS.739A.
A precision -made Protractor Unit, first-
class condition. With 2 scales 0-189 deg.,
moving crossarms, scaled 21-65, each
12 in. long. Straight edge base scaled
0-3500, length 25 in. fully extended. In
soiled leather case 16 x 51 x 2in.
Ask for A/H864. 9/11 each. Post Paid.

Order direct from :_

CLYDESDALE CO.
SUPPLY 2, BRIDGE STREET

LTD. GLASGOW - C.5
Phone : South 2706/9 Branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. OFFER
HOTR It' " IIIMEMSION HEATERS. 220:230 v. 2.503 watts. requires 1;in. dia. fixing

hole, length from fixing nut 22in., complete with cover and cable entry, new, unused.
fully guaranteed. fraction of original cost. 32,6. post 2 6. IMMERSION HEATER
THERMOSTATS by " Sunvic " Controls. Ltd., 230 v. 15 amp.. adjustable with scale
to cut out from 100 to 190 deg. F., these are standard type. complete with tank sheath
and fixing nut, less than half list price. 176. post F- heater and thermostat. 50/-.
post paid. STABILIZING HEADS, has vertical and horizontal action. micrometer
knob control with graduated scales, fitted gyroscope. includes fine cut gears, worms.
helical traverse. etc..weight 161h.. fraction of original cost, unused. 1.5!-, carriage 2:6.
AIR CO VIPRESSOtvi (Romeo), rotary vane type. develops constant 40/501o. sq. in., using
a I h.p. motor, size (less shaft) Pin. long. 4in. x 9in. dia., fitted 2in. long Lin. dia. splined,
shaft, brand new in sealed cartons. cost 810. our. price 501-. Font 2/-. ri.,EssEy A.C.
MAINS shaded pole gram. motors. 200:250 v. as used on the 3 -speed gram. unit, 3in. x 3in. x
2iin., list price 36/-, our price, brand new. boxed, 12'6, post 1.2. TELEPHONE SETS. con-
sists of 2 combined microphones and receivers, 20ft. twin connecting flex, provides perfect
2 -way communication (up to 1 mile using extra flex). self -energised. no battery required.
complete ready for use, brand new, boxed, 12'8. post l'2.  K " TYPE CYLINDER
LOCKS, dead -locking and thief -proof. has 7 instead of the usual 5 tumblers. inter-
changeable with ordinary cylinder locks. for right- or left-hand doors, complete with
2 keys and all fittings, instruction booklet, brand new, boxed. list price 1819. our price
5,-, post 1:- : 2 for 101-, post paid. LIGHTER PARTS, cartons containing 60 brand new
parts, enough to nearly complete 4 high-grade lighter;. includes fine cut wheels, stems.
springs, frames, bearings. etc., worth 15 our price 2,e. post 9d. ; 24/- doz. sets, post
RECEIVERS, TYPE 50.6264, consists of a combined optical, image convertor, photo-
electric unit, with lead to power supply. enables direct vision of otherwise invisible
Infra -Red sources, further data to hand shortly, new, unused in wood transit cases. cost
as, our price 50/-, carriage 5i-. FLASHER UNITS, uses 2 slugged relays with platinum
points. provides approx. 120 flashes per minute from a 12 v. car battery, fully radio sup-
pressed, in diecast cases. size 411n. x 31 in. x 3in., brand new, worth £5, our price
post 1/6. THERMOSTATS, close at low temperatures. adjustable 30/60 deg. F., ideal for
greenhouses, car heaters, frost warning. etc.. worth 10-, our price, brand rew. 216, post
4d. ; 24'- doz., post 11, T.R.S. FLEXIBLE. rubber covered, twin. 40:36 cfrcular.
dia., 250 v. insulation, usual price 1,6 to 2 per yd., our price, 25 yds. 151-, post 1.8 : 50
yds., 27/6. post 2!- ; 100 yds., 50.'-. carriage 5 -. VEEDER COUNTERS. 0-999 fitted
zero re -set. in black crackle cases, fitted pulley (detachable) drive, worth our price
3,8. post 6d. ditto, 0-9999 repeating, no re -set. in plated case. with /in. drive, 2.6. post
4d. RECTIFIERS, selenium full wave bridge. 12 v. 4 amps.. A.C. input 16 v.. new, boxed,
15', post 1/- : transformers to suit. 200 230!250 v., output 4-8-12-16-20 v. at 4 amps., new,
boxed, 20:-. post 1/6. VARIABLE RHEOSTATS, wire wound on ceramic, laminated
wiper, 50 ohms at 1 amp., or easily altered to 12.5 ohms at 2 amps., new, boxed, 5/-, post
1 -. LENSES, Dallmeyer Ana st. F. 3.5. 40 rn.m. dia. in black aluminium mounts lin.
deep, brand new, perfect, 7/6, post 6d. RELAY PANELS, bakelite panels on which are
mounted five 12 and 24 v. relays, each single pole make. well worth 20'-, our price, new,
unused. 5/-. post 1/6. IMP ULKING MECHANISMS, operates 4 -position switch, 12,24 v..
new, unused. 16, post 1'-. BREECHES, consists of revolving magazine to take 5
cartridges, lever operated with special oil hydraulic check fitted electric firing mech-
anism, used as engine starters or for smoke signals. brand new in sealed cartons, cost
220/00, our price 1216, post 2,-. T.R.S. CABLE. single 1/014 rubber covered 250 v. grade.
brand new. 25 yds., 51-, post 1/2 ; 100 yds., 18.-. post 2-. BURGLAR ALARMS, closed
circuit type, 6/12 v. operation, uses 200 plus 4 ohm relay, with holding contacts and heavy
alarm contacts, closed circuit indicator lamp, start press switch. with sockets for
closed circuit and alarm circuit, in smart metal cases. size 7in. x 4 i in. x 3in.. new, unused,
with all instructions, 151-, post 1;6. CRYSTAL SET PARTS, all new, boxed. dual -
range NI. & L.M. coils, with circuit for a crystal set, 2,8, post 4d. ; small, .0005 mfd. var.
conds., fitted knob, 3/8. post Ad.: Germanium detectors. latest wire -ended type. 2:-.
post 36.: Browns headphones, fitted Oft. leads, 7.8, Post 1/-, the 4 items, 15:-. post 1,6.
SULLIVAN'S MAGNETOMETERS, an instrument for measuring the strength 'of
permanent magnets new in wood cases, 28, post 8d. PNEUMATIC DASHPOTS,
all brass, except piston, thn. long, Lin. dia. plunger movement. 2in., brand new. 1'8 post
6d. ; 16- doz., post 1/6.

Many other bargains to offer. Send 6d. for 30 -page list with supplements.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17. Tel. HAR-1308

NEW! LEARN
THE PRACTICAL WAY
With many courses we supply
actual equipment thus com-
bining theory and practice
in the correct educational
sequence. This equipment.
specially prepared and de-
signed remains your property.
Courses include: Radio, Tele-
vision, Mechanics, Electricity,
Draughtsmanship, Carpentry,
Photography, Commercial
Art, etc. --J

THE

10111Accountancy
Advertising
Aeronautical

Engineering
Automobile

Engineering
Banking

Book-keeping
Building

Business Management
Carpentry
Chemistry

Civil Service
Civil Engineering
Commercial Subjects

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS
OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER

150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME

Commercial Art &
Drawing

Customs & Excise Officer
Draughtsmanship

Economics

Electrical Engineering
Electronics
Fashion Drawing
Heating & Ventilating Eng.
Industrial Administration
Journalism
Languages

Marine Engineering
Mathematics

M.C.A. Licences
Mechanical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Photography
P.M.G. Licences
Police
Production Engineering
Public Speaking
Radar

Radio & Television
Servicing

Radio Engineering
Refrigeration
Retail Shop Management
Salesmanship

Sanitation
Secretaryship
Sheet Metal Work
Shorthand & Typing
Sound Recording
Structural Eng.
Telecommunications
Television
Time & Motion Study
Tracing
Welding
Writing
Works Management

Workshop Practice
and many others.

Also courses for University Degrees, General Certificate of Education. B.Sc.Eng.. A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.C.C.A., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.I.A., City & Guilds Examinations, R.S.A. Certificates, etc.

ADVANTAGES OF TRAI
* The teaching methods are planned to meet modern
industrial requirements. * We offer training in all

subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting
hobbies. .* A tutor is personally allotted by name to
ensure private and individual tuition. * Free advice

COURSES FROM LI PER MONTH

IINSTrinfrei
The only Postal College which is part
of a world-wide Industrial Organisation

NING
covering all aspects of training is given to students
before and after enrolment with us.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send without obligation your FREE book.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES (Dept. 144k)
43 Grove Park Road, London,W.4 Phone: Chiswick 4417/8

NAME

ADDRESS

SUBJECTS) Of INTEREST

.111111111= IMES
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Around the Wheelworld
By ICARUS

>.
St.C.atherines Ovat.e.1, cii-imae.ra 

The raw dent o/d peonNa the P1gr4ns way.
The o/d track leads dawn the hill,acrom Me
fora' overate Wey. and Men chinbs the /.'// to
Si

Bulbs and Batteries
CORRESPONDENTS continue to support

my view that bulb failure is more
frequent than it used to be. . One corres-
pondent, Mr. D. A. Branch, of Egham, also
criticises the poor quality of batteries.

Dealing with twin -cell batteries, he recalls
buying one of these in 1935, and he used it
every week -end for at least three hours, with
additional occasional use as a torch. It lasted
until October, 1936. That must have been
truly exceptional. Of course, the shortage
of zinc has been responsible to some extent
for the drop in battery life.
Sportsman of the Year
SPORTING RECORD is now conducting

its annual national ballot to elect the
Sportsman of the Year. Specimen ballot
forms are obtainable from them at 184, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.4. Votes can, of course,
be sent in on plain paper provided the name
and address of the voter is given.

The first nation-wide ballot to find the
Sportsman of the Year was organised by
Sporting Record in 1946. Since then this
ballot has become a national institution.
Ever-growing public interest in the ballot is
proved by the annual increase in the number
of votes received.

In the first ballot Bruce Woodcock was
elected " Sportsman of the Year." Public
choice in 1947 was Denis Compton, who
again headed the poll in 1948 ; for the next
two years, 1949 and 1950, the elected sports-
man was Reg. Harris ; in 1951 Geoff Duke,
double world champion motor -cyclist, re-
ceived the trophy, while Britain's No.
sportsman in 1952 was Len Hutton.

Coronation year was, of course, excep-
tional in the field of sport, so voters
have plenty of names from which to choose
their favourite. Gordon Pixie, for example,
established a new world record over six miles
and was in the world record -breaking 4 x
1,500 metres team ; Jim Peters, too, the
world's fastest -ever marathon runner, winner
of international races, unbeaten in marathon
events this year. Roger Bannister ran a magni-
ficent mile in 4 mins. 2 secs., and is regarded
as the most likely athlete to attain the four -
minute mile. Consider as well Bill Nanke-

ville, another member of Britain's world
record -breaking 4 x 1,500 metres, and 4 x
mile teams.

Jean Desforges, Great Britain's women's
international team captain, has broken the
British record for the long jump, is Britain's
best woman hurdler and ranks as one of our
fastest sprinters ; while Anne Pashley, British
too yds. sprint champion, scored many suc-
cesses over German and French sprinters.

Other big names in sport are soccer's
Stanley Matthews, one of the greatest players
of all time ; his tremendous Cup Final per-
formance will never be forgotten. Sir
Gordon Richards, champion jockey for the
twenty-sixth time ; Geoff Duke, Eric Oliver
and Fergus Anderson, all world champions
in motor cycling ; Don Cockell, for his
challenge to American boxing on its own
ground. Reg. Harris, still the greatest cyclist
in the world, and Eileen Sheridan, modest
record breaker ; all these come to mind.

Then cricket ;. it may be Len Hutton, cap-
tain of the team which won the " Ashes,"
or the great Alec Bedser or Trevor Bailey,
Freddie Trueman or Denis Compton.

Any survey of the year's sport picks out
Pat Smythe, Britain's greatest woman show
jumper and her tremendous successes in many
countries. Harry Llewellyn, too, has con-
sistently achieved victories in the eques-
trian field.

A special silver trophy is also presented to
the sportswoman receiving most votes in the
ballot.

'Ooliganism at the Albert 'All
EXCUSE my dropping of the

aspirates in the title of this
paragraph, but it seems appropriate to
do so when dealing with the general
conduct of the audi-
ence at the Cycle
Concert at the Albert
Hall last year. I have
commented before
upon the rowdiness of
some of the crowds
which attend and
which gives the im-
pression that cyclists

"Nosav .

.-.zeevtr

are a gang of guttersnipes. The noise seemed
to come from Northern contingents-Lan-
cashire and Yorkshire and Scotland. It
seems to me that the organisers should
appoint marshals to eject those who refuse
to be restrained in their too vociferous enthu-
siasm. Cat -calls and wolf whistles, offensive
remarks and constant interruptions on a large
scale such as this do the pastime great harm.

Some of the larger clubs are responsible
for developing the belief that to be a good
member of a cycle club you must play ques-
tionable practical jokes, tell risque stories
and generally conduct yourself as a noisy
hooligan. Anyone who wishes to go to one
of these concerts should expect to be able to
enjoy the artistes and the speeches. How
different is this concert to what it was before
the R.T.T.C. took it over !

Slow hand -clapping is an insult to pro-
fessional artistes. I am, therefore, glad to
know that the National Committee of the
Road Time Trials Council will take strict
measures next year. It is scandalous that
steps should have to be taken at a concert of
this nature to restrain the use of paper darts,
rattles and other noise -making instruments.
It is not an advertisement for organised
cycling and a direct invitation to newcomers
to remain outside the club movement.
One Accident Every Two Minutes

REPORTS received by the Ministry of
Transport and Civil Aviation up to the

end of October show that road casualties in
September totalled 20,415-nearly 2,300
more than in September, 1952. There were
436 deaths, an increase of 15, and 4,991
were seriously injured, an increase of over
600. These figures give an average of one
casualty every two minutes, and one person
killed or seriously injured every eight
minutes.

The increase in the total is the largest so
far recorded in any month this year. In the
previous eight months the average increase,
compared with the corresponding months of
1952, was under 1,400.

In August, the peak month for holiday
traffic, casualties totalled 22,103, or 858 more
than in August, 1952. There were 457
deaths, an increase of 19; and 5,408 were
seriously injured, an increase of 206.

Details issued show that the increase in
the August total occurred mainly among
drivers, motor cyclists and passengers.

Casualties during the Bank Holiday week-
end, from Saturday to Tuesday inclusive,
numbered 3,305. This was only three more
than in the corresponding period of 1952.

(See also the Leader in this issue.)
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"Chill Janiveer"
ACOLD month, this first month of the

year can be, and yet it often gives
us fine clear days, when it is a rare delight
to cycle down the hard roads and catch the
beauty of the bare countryside. Beauty
there is, even on a chill January day, when
the frost is all silvery on the hedges and
all Nature seems locked in an icy .grip.
Those tall trees on Tannard Ridge look
really beautiful in their starkness, and the
furrows of early -ploughed earth are good to
the eye. There is some bird -song, too, early
though the season is ; a missel-thrushi sings
lustily from a bare hawthorn tree, and occa-
sionally, when the sun peeps through, the
sweet song of the robin is heard. Bird -life
is not all gone, and overhead a kestrel hovers,
sending the small birds into the shelter of
the bare hedges. Yes, it is good to ride out
on a January day and feel the nip in the
air, and dream of sunnier days to come!
One steadfast flower greets us as we ride,
for the golden gorse, blooming throughout
the year, is aflame on the heath in brave
defiance of all that winter may do or bring.

Letter From Lancashire
I RECENTLY received a friendly little

letter from Wigan ; Wigan - the
immemorial butt of music -hall comedians
and as much a stock subject for their jokes
as the maligned mother-in-law ! My corres-
pondent is a "mill lass " and an ardent
cyclist. She loves her native Lancashire and
writes with pride of the beauties of Pendle
Hill, that wild and alluring Lancashire dis-
trict where witches rode their broom -sticks
and where there is still romance. My " lass
from Lancashire " is acquainted with that
wonderful book of Harrison Ainsworth's,
" Lancashire Witches," and asks if I have
read it. Most certainly I have, and I have
always told folk who fondly believe that ail
Lancashire is composed of murky towns and

dingy streets to cap-
ture the romance of
the county by read-
ing this book. What
magnificent views
one may get from
Pendle Hill ! One
may see the ruins
of ancient Clitheroe
Castle perched on a
crag near the old
town of Clitheroe,
And looking so differ-
ent from the popular
conception of Lan-
cashire as just " Cot-
tonopolis." To the
cyclist browsing over
his maps, and won-
dering where to go, I
would say, " Try
Lancashire, and it
will take you to its
heart."

New Year Resolutions
THESE vows are so optimistically made

and so swiftly broken! We all tend
to jot down, when the Old Year ticks
away in its last hours and minutes, some
good resolutions which we are going to keep
throughout the New Year. heralded in by
those happy pealing bells. Quite a few good
and useful resolutions could be made by the
cyclist-a little more frequent use of the
oil -can; a little more attention to tyre pres-
sures ; the prompt renewal of worn brake -
blocks, and greater care of the saddle. These,
I fancy, are subjects for New Year resolu-
tions for many a cyclist,
and, if kept, what a world
of difference they would
make to one's riding ! I
had occasion to borrow a
friend's bike the other day
to ride on urgent business
down to the village, and
could not help but notice
that the tyres were woefully
under - inflated, and the
saddle ought to have been
" pensioned - off " long
since !

Three Cheshire Inns
EVERY English county

can boast of some
famous inn or inns, and
wherever we may tour we
may find some ancient
hostel where history has
been spun. In Cheshire,
at Sandbach, I am re-
minded that there is the
" Black Bear "-an inn
ancient indeed, for it
dates back to- the year
1634. It stands opposite
the famous Sandbach crosses, and its
upper part has some fine timber -and -plaster
work. And, in Cheshire, too, there is the
" Cock " at Great Budworth, where Drunken
Barnaby quaffed ale until he could not stand.
For our third Cheshire inn we will slip
along to Chester itself and find, in Water-

gate Street, that " Yacht Inn " where Dean
Swift stayed for a night before embarking
for Ireland. Yes! Cheshire is not only
famous for its cheese!

Night Ride in January
HOW alluring is the silent countryside on

a fine January night, when the air is
crisp and the moon shining, and the road
dry and hard! Good, on such a night, to
ride out into the real country, through the
tiny hamlets, along the narrow lanes and see
the mysterious aura which night-time throws
around the familiar daytime scenes. The
barn at Fradwell Corner takes on a new and
eerie shape in the darkness; that old hay-
stack at Broad Acres Farm looks different
too : and in the gleam of our bright head-
light the very road seems bewitched with
romance. A rabbit darts across our path, a
cat slips stealthily up the hedge -bank, and
the silence is only broken by the hooting
of the owls in Hazel Spinney. There's a
thrill in a night ride, and a sweet solitude
and a sense of freedom which can be cap-
tured in no other way.

Chesterfield's Crooked Spire
EVERYONE knows of it, but not everyone

has seen it, or the noble church of
which it is a part. I suppose it is Chester-
field's chief claim to fame-this curiously
twisted spire, the twist generally being con-
sidered due to some peculiar action of the
sun's rays on the sides. Whatever the reason
for the twisting, it has certainly added to the
fame of Chesterfield, which is an ancient
town, somewhat grimy from the lordship of
King Coal, but having quite a charm. Those
who enter the fine parish church should note,
in the Foljambe Chapel, the whale's jaw-
bone, which is popularly supposed to be a
rib of that mythical cow slain by Guy of
Warwick.

" A Guid New Year!"
THE wish comes to me from an old

Scottish cycling friend, gone back

KCS l

rite famous 14,4 Street Witk.
its 5uaint Moot Hall, known .

to thousands of cyclists touring
tlie Likes . . .

OR OWN

to his native land to celebrate, in true
and proper fashion, the passing of the
Old Year, and the birth of the New. With
the wish comes a parcel which contains a
genuine, traditional haggis and a " wee",
bottle of whisky. A " Guid New Year " to
cyclists everywhere !

Published about the 30th of each month b;,, GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Toter House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England by W.Sneaiel t & Sons. Exmoor Street, London, W.IO. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon & Gotch (A/sia), Ltd. Sole Agents for South Africa-CentralNets Agency, Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage) : For one year, Inland and Abroad 14s.



" ZYTO " B.G.S.C. LATHES BRITAINS FINEST LATHE VALUE

THE " ZYTO 16" LATHE
Height of centres ...
Distance between centres
Height from gap ...
Height from Saddle
Guide Screw
Headstock Mandrel Admit
Tailstock Barrel Admit ...
Headstock Pulley, 3 -speed
Faceplate, dia.
Overall length of Lathe ...

3/ in.
16 in.
4j in.
2 in.

8 T.P.I.
in.

g in.
in. flatbelt

8 in.
34 in.

Change Wheels : 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60,
65.

Complete Gear Guard. Extra long Com-
pound Slide rest. Gear Chart included.

Cash price 35/15/0
or first payment of E10/19/0
balance payable over 12 months

S. TYZACK & SON LTD

* Accurate & Dependable *
NOW MADE I2" 16" BETWEEN CENTRES *
Cash price 28/1 /0 orb afinrcset p apyaaybTee on irt e rof 12 mio814746

THE-" ZYTO 12 " LATHE
Height of centres
Distance between centres
Height from gap ...
Height from Saddle ...
Guide Screw
Headstock Mandrel Admit
Tailstock Barrel Admit ..
Headstock Pulley, 3 -speed.
Faceplate, dia. ...
Overall length of Lathe... ... ... 30 in.
Change Wheels : 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65.
Back Geared Guards and Change Wheels, together with
Catch Plate and Finished Back Plate for Chuck are all
included.

 .

  
  
..  
..

... 3f in.

... 12( in.
4/ in.

... 2 in.

fin.
fin.

3 in. flatbelt
.. 6M.

341, 343 & 345, OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.1.
Telephone : SHOREDITCH 8301 (10 lines)

fropagni-sommo,

iTlydeveloping

1 ogi' films

(111",

-It's easy/
ibotoolititos

solo

The Johnson J-20 Developing Tank makes it easy. For only
a small outlay you can develop your own size 20 films. The
one-piece spiral film -holder is easy to load in the dark-all
the rest of the work can be done in daylight. It is strongly
made of black plastic and is sold complete with calculator
disc and a 16 -page instruction booklet. PRICE 25/-

AZOL THE DEVELOPER FOR NEGATIVES OF QUALITY

This concentrated one -solution developer is most economical to use. A quarter
of an ounce of Azol with half a pint of water will develop one film and produces
bright, crisp negatives. Simple instructions are enclosed with every bottle
including time and temperature tables for every make of film.

The price for a 7 oz. bottle is 4/6.

WORLD FAMOUS MANUFACTURERS
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS,

APPARATUS & ACCESSORIES

HENDON

OF

LTD
LONDON, N.W.4 Established 1743

Send Now for New Brochure detailing all points and
interesting features ; answered questions you would ask, showing machines in
use and articles such as toys, patterns and turnery made on these machines. Ask
also for details of fitments to the " Coronet " range and other makes. Is long hole
drilling a problem to you Send now for details of BORING ATTACHMENT
and long drills, to suit any lathes.

P/L,,meis

IpWrei aLuNGFA LOC.0104

i.p up.11.ot, g,n6Y., 10 ,JP

TEdt

FITMENTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL7=LATHES 
CUP CENTRE No. I Morse Taper Shank.
4 Prong DRIVING CENTRE (Positive Drive for large or small work).
GRINDING WHEEL ARBOR No. I Morse Taper-suit any machine with

No. I Morse Taper.
REVOLVING CENTRE.
5" WOBBLE SAW-Ploughs to R". Index for quick setting and fine adjustment.
TURNING TOOLS, set of six 18" overall, beautifully handled.
WOODSCREW CHUCK to suit any machine No. I or 2 Morse.
3 Jaw CHUCK and Self Centering 4 jaw Independent Chuck.
COMPOUND SLIDEREST-for wood and metal turning.
ELECTRIC MOTORS, Brook / and ) h.p.

GRINDING WHEELS, SLIPTONES, etc.
Write, Dept. P.M., enclosing stamp, for Catalogues showing photographs

and price, etc.

CORONET TOOL CO. 8, MANyEIrti?, ROAD,

Also at CITY ROAD MILLS, DERBY.

gas

Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau COUPON
This coupon is available until January 31st, 1954, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 6d. Postal
Order. A stamped, addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. January, 1954.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig& Tool Design
Press Tool& Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt.& Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing& Estimating
Time& Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Welding (all branches)
Maintenance Engineering
Steam Engine Technology
I.C. Engine Technology
Diesel Engine Technology

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine
Automobile
Structural
R/F Concrete
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages)
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring& Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering
Generators& Motors
Generation& Supply
Aircraft Mainten. Licences
Aerodynamics
Electrical Design

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.San.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying& Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.San.l. M.R.San.L
L.A.B.S.S. A.R.I.C.S.

Builders' Quantities
Carpentry& Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Cert. of Education Common. Prelim. Exam.
Book-keeping (all stages) A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
College of Preceptors A.C.W.A. (Costing)
Woodwork Teacher School Attendance Officer
Metalwork Teacher Sanitary Inspector
Housing Manager (A.I.Hse. ) Civil Service Exams

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
41, unnecessary for those who are willing

to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialltied Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF
* CONTINUOUS" SUC, ESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE Of ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA : E.C.S.A., P O. BOX NO. 8417 JOHANNESBURG

Free Guide -SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132- PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
* Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-

manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.

* How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MANY INTERFSTINO COURSES

TO SELECT FROM!

A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.San.I.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the Nero Free Guide

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS-OR NO FEE

e kidinitely guarantee -4414,4r fail to pass the examinauon for
which you are preparing unclei our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

11°

OUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

Free Coupon
To : NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148-25o, Holborn, London, E.C.T.

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

SEND OFF
MI5 COUPON

NOW AND 8E
;ILL 5e-fr0g

SWCCESS
-Atosogge

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEEIAING
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BurmaprzG
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

44.
The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

fiilled in where youal1dyhae a special preference.

-

(Place a cross against
the branches in which
you are interested.)


